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FOLK REACTIONS
.

In,.. every generation humanity makes some advances that practically

startle the wisest ones; almost at once these advances are accepted
by a few daring souls and then gradually by other people,

Side by

side with these advances, however, go returns to older ways of doing
thine;s, sometimes to positive injury to the people concerned.
farming, for instance,

Take

As I have said so often in this column, nothing

has changed for the better faster than farming,

Vfoat used to be

practically worthless land is often now prodll,.cing what woulcfiav.e been
called fabulous crops in earlier times,

For example, a worn-out

old fi,,rm that I know we,s producing an avers.ge of eighteen bushels
of ti_ubbi.ny clrn fifteen years ago; now it averages eighty bushels
an acre, thanks to excellent scientific farming, rotation of crops,
and tb,planting of hybrid seed.

And yet, within the same neighborhood

(/--

the pa.st year I knew !\farmer\ who refused to accept the obvious advantage
of the nwwer way and who tried to make worn-out land prud1ice corn as
it has done for fifty years.

The pitiful little stalks and puny ears

attest the faliure of the method used,

Just how long that farmer,

within sie;bt of fields that bave increased their yield five hundred
per cent in the last decade, will continue his outdated methods it
will be worth watching,

This is an extreme case, I know, but when you

see pastures deliberately burned ove'<{every spring by people who ought
to know better, you wonder whether humanity is advancing at too rapid
a rate.
Medicine is another sphere where backwardf looking and acting
often occur,

In my lifetime have come immuniza tionfagainst many

former dreaded diseases, especially typhoid and diphtheria,

Insulin,

penicillin, and. the sulfa, drugs have almost made over our conception
cf medicine,

And yet, quacks are thriving everywhere, even better off

than they were when medicine still bad many serious problems to solve,

A frie~d of mine, who has a large goiter, has been induced to buy
at two dollars a, bottle some vile-smelling stuff that he rubs on
the goiter, probably as effective a,s stump water or dew caught in a
human skull, both of triem age-old remedies, as you will recall.
Patent medicines by the gallon are sold across every drugstore counter,
most of triem about as harmless as branch water but a lot more expensive.
Christianity has made some remarkable strides in our time, especially in its conception of taking care of the unfortunate; community chests
are a rea.l acriievement in our America and such things as the Friendship Train are almost too good to be true.

In,., future years historians

will give due tribute to our unselfishness in such evidences of
practical religion.

And yet there are more fly-by-night organizations

now trian probably at any other time in our history.

One of my friends

used to say that in our neighboring state of Indie.na. there was a different denomination up every hollow; he would not be especially
wrong if be said that there is ane for each street in many of our
good-sized towns.

Many of these are doing great work, in spite of

trieir limited vision, and may ultimately grow into something as good
as the best.

But to calm religionists like most of us they seem

pretty far-fetched sometimes.
And then there is politics, with its perpetual lunatic plringe.
Times of stress like triese always bring out folk elema!IJts that normally are hardly so vocal,

You may look for third parties and fourth

parties and many more within the next decade, if we follow our usual
line of going off at a tangent after a great war.

tnd look, too,

for 100-per-cent orgalillilzations, waving flags and declaring tl1emselves
the only-patriotic ones,

All sorts of isms are due to develop,

anything from mild riysteria to dangerous treason.

Ahd it will often

be tempting for you and me to give up our allegiance to standard or
accepted theories of medicine or farming or religion or politics and
join the folk fringe of our times.

A F'OLK 1'IUUJU'l!

6'1'7

It has gre2tly amused me to see t1ow blind me,ny people c1re to
t11e fo1k and the foll< in!J)nlr:0,.,

Somo people saem to thin~

that

fc:1lkJ.ore is as dead &s politica.l i0Pues of gener&tior1s ago, forsetting
how n.lr1of:it, evnry pnl·)]ic qDection is connected v1itli folk tbi11lcine: ..
ill(luCF;,tod _people often nneer a,t folk ideD.s EtrHl irnIJly t·no

nons0nse shor1lct be ignor~rl by bll thinlcinc 920pl.e~

t such

And all the

w"hile thef-H~ rcc1..rr1P. :folk ic1P,c:is oont,i.n11n to thri,re,.
One of l;lie most cdwious tri11riphs of Uie folk is l1illbilly

i',iuoi1 of bi 11 billy nn1 sic

·who pl~-!y fol\,_- in~~t:r 1111r-;ntr:--1

OT

v1·c10

stne; in a folt<: tci.s/·l).on ..

h11t tl'Jnt folk nuoic prop-:r:r:.rns oftRn :rcc,::ivc l-iundTRdE; of re13ponEeG.,
.h.nd ttie pricer:-: pli1d folk r,in,uers in 1•1t:,ny ;)::-:,rte of tl:i(-; co11nt:cy- v70·1_1lcl

11\o clonbt 1 rn;_:,n:v t}io 1_1sr:ncJs list,31:1 X'8f/n1c:rly to p:r.·or,_:J."/J.n~ of clri_::3sicc1,1

music

i.'ii

t'hout

;'.)WP:r

/3{:~rinv

t~

,~ror(1 to t r1e sr;nnsors about
1

i}:J9i.r

enjoy-

r10nto
CJ'f:!£tt p-i-:-oe;rc.Flf3 on Honrlci.~r ni;c"tit cc-11d f~ftgcrly- look :for~v,;u:·d to ttierr1;

I rllH.:1 t say,
Et

to be pRTfeet l_v lionest,

tba.t I (·1n.ve not ~,et vrr:L tten

Pine le ea.rd to ex:1reES rny dr:.~li.r_,•l1t -,;,1 itl'l

t('j(:

S'>CC>::f~sion of

the v1orld t R

all tbe others.

t1·1e folk :orogrt:c:,ms, t1opi.nc; iH8hDWt1ile to CP,tcb (=t,:nd 11,SO SOrfJP, of i't

i.f pOlrnibl.e.

''ihen l. performed on tl;e n,,c!io durirw

long

2,eo,

it is trt1e that

Borne

E1

flm,mwr not

of 1n;r 2.cquc\.intu.nces cc.1.lled rne np &-.nd

co~rli~ont2~ we on rome of tl1e things I did or saia.
e,s I

h0ve yet fo1Jnc1 011t, no onA cc:=1.lled tt1e r~:dl:i.o station or tll0

falt t·hemselves l~ft outo
1.over of Music l1~s h~d too fc~ chn.ncAs to Rnjoy 11iMself ~nd to

on the

al\ 1::-.,:,rs 11c.11rA (1 folloirinc ..
1

tnrn brines in 1'110r'P, opp0rtnni i.:i.eB fo:r t}ie folk sinc·ex' or

c,, t11ri ll the~ t 5. 2 onl~1 ·phrt.ly :::~n o-piJrec:l.r, t:i.on for Fi1_1r:i.c"

f~e fiddle or tbe b,~rjdo or t~A einrinp voicA tie one 11p with

/\11 to1r1,

i;',·;n.rc are FO tl'Jr-:.nv 2,,ppcals

in folk

f:1 inrinc

-vv-,-,

t}lci.t

-\\,_,_,

tl~1e ht[l1 2,nd

1)1r-; l.01. 1 tb,~ rH111cc::t,~cl. c1.rH.i tl-~0 pnorl;r ednc:::tted 1 (\Jld erdl\ ·vo,,nc- 11F 1re
1.1

(i

I fJ

and feel Rnrl recard themselves as part of the borty polj.tico

The

learnPd books rnu.y devote \'111nd:c8<1s of .PHf'PS to e_:rn<.,.t l(~t1d•-~rs Y.,no

Somo t, 1. ViA s

t~1is folk loyElt~r iR to th~ l~sa rlesi.rable, but often to tl1e f'ol.k

mc,:n,ly hAcausR be bnd hAen

R

Confederate soldier, 0D,me to tneG,n the

Lont r,rq1se to hund'.reds who in no 'Nc1.y V\1 0n1d have defended }·1ip.hv:1ay
One of the ballads on Jesee James praises his love for

trrn poor and, in Uie same st11nzR, tells of hi8 robbin[ trE.,ine Rnd

obvio1Js, but the ballad con1poser· foiled to make his point very clea.r.
bu,-;;re
JesDe JcJ.rnefJ and mct11y c:.,noti'ier ba.cJ r:1t._.r1 ~ beco1r,e in tl1e populb.r i111u..ci-

nation

groa.t heroes

11,1 1-iorn

ci.rcnrnstances rnc;,de criminhls.

Just !low

hirclr;, I come upon people; wbo give voice to tlrn '!'ll:i.1osop'.Jy tlmt l

~lm tryinr to write 8,bouto

A group of very f.tirn1lo1:s chi ld..rnn

t1ere \illJE1.t t11e:v Cfl.lJ.ed tliis offie;er. o:f the luw;

it v_ronld not eet into

ticle,

8.

r:_,c,.n is beinc tTiPcl n second tirne for sr1ootine; H conservn-

ti.on of'Li.c<cr.

.-ie vu-is uonv.i.ctcrl o:n cir ,1_,rnstnntic:<l eviduncfl bnt

ohtr . in2rt a DAW triale
rnany of wt10~ 11R.ct never !1enrd of hit1 bsfore t~e killinf of tbe officer,

tlJe

[1.r0c-1

of tlin Killinp; r:rid could not ha.v-e rnc)df; r::o

n1,:,•n,y

friendn v,it\J:i.n

I<-."'~"""

bc. rc1 ly 'hc1-v0 heen \o/];:.c.;n&:f.e"1.~~G. v(ien he ·1r10vud in to Kentucky,,

no exception in thiP rnkttor.

If v:•e

v11?:Te

But offiC(':J'.'n

l.tvinc n, little fa.rt··:e:c bs:.c}::

:r;,ro,rr.~d e:11:llty or innocent I cr:r.t<:"~in1y c;::;.nnot tnll, 1-nit I Viil1 be

be wort~y only of conternvt,

bis inir1it~ble ~arn-s11inninr~

iitrll)ortnnt nntlonFl f'ir·,1re@

•·. 1·.,
.:)1J

f()l"
"
..

1
''ll()t
o..
" ·1n·r·
',..

.,(.'rill·\.

,L -

·11.0.-.r
•. o,

1

•1Mr_s-;,,1
".1 .•. 1°..1Cifii;
s., ,,
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moFt on rric is hi:: 11u-1.wtRfulneBs and utter lloRti.lity to nnLnre&

OVflr

1

I vd.FJ\1 I
C 011

ld p,ey tt- f:, t

BpP. Ci e B Of

SU ell

.r n h b/. Cry nc:,; VG va.ni sb ed

ti.ncft f'lb. t

DOY.'

man knoYtB t!1c1t td.s present and fntnrt~ .1.i.fe ori cc;rtti rnust depend on

l rP.joice,

8.S

read(-Jl'S of this ooluPm wil.l

Yet just 2.c:ro8s

"tlo ::i,re still rn:ininc

belonrine- to f'e:_:cnt~rs

1r

tllB .soj_l P1.11ch r1,s strip

in Elo2.,rns of srieecbes tbro,wtiout my lone· life as an amateur m,turalist.

I refer to the prejudice ae;ainst snakes and bawks tbat condemns to deatl,
tbe good a.long w1.th the b::J.d.
llawks alv'. ays ri.les
1

0.n

It is significant that my mention of

e.nonymons corrc-;sponclent, VJbo proceeds to

warn mA to lat such Vila things alone and to moon over good old

As lone as &.ny hawk is ir1 rlunp,er of a. st1otrt1n M0r·ely bc~ca.use

bitt0n by 8 ruttlesnr1.lcA or r1. copper~88d, juGt so long wil.l ricJneer
philosophy p:re1rai1,

(":81)'.-;ei;_,:L l.y

t·,1et

pl·Jc·:i:3e

of it. t~·1t:t :::0':'F12 to h:-;y,

'

11

It

ir➔

F,,live; kill it!

11

All my chi ldhooc'l •l sm;;.,:rted 1_111der tl1e t-ionee:r fol..l;::

ilosop:Jy

that anyone r-rit~-i on intA_rcf;t 011t of tl1n ordinr:. l'y 01~ :::i..vnrE.\.ge wci.u

Since I wc:1,B a \~E;(_-;.k1inc 11ntil
l '..':r,_F in

t'.10,

r,1iddlc twent.:i..-2s, 1 E~1Jffnr0,cl tl'in tL11nto, r;ctui.:i.l or i·tn:CJlie(l,

of peopl.c ½ho, becouse they were stron~Ar and 1J8b.ltt1ier, looked down
Oh»ionr1l,y I could not he tc1C1 normal

ho"J tl1nt I li,:;, 1re 1;,,.lwn,ys viisV,)ed ttJCJ,t T could

been,

'.·ic:,,ve

I La,d ott1er interests:

eil~ clovvn .s_ncl 'iff~r;etc:1,te l:i.ke 8. u1_1s\itoon on r-·, loga.

iu·t who

I fB.red
WF>,B

and

ir.1

e. pcd.ntor,

bnt ·who

1:1111ch

;H.1.5

b11t n. l)oy c(:,nnot

lJt1t

a fool, I often

hel_,tcr t·nv.n onn of rny friend;:-;,

1ookcrl u1_1on

ab

rne:ce1y o. :tool but

not

even a critGinRl for ct0v0tinf l)is tine to such unnecessary 0orko
pion(~Ar TeDentnd r1iffn:rences,

2s he could not enjc>yo

:'.'..\S.(H~Cifally

wno

if tJ·H3Se c1iff(~l'E~nees

~ri1e

·v'H-:"!l'G

BUC(J

:-[i2 desccndo,nts are sotnetirnes eqnally f;hort-

2irllt0cl and c:r11elu
rJ.1 1'1r-: a.ttit1_1de

tovc.. rct '<''i.lc!

(~i:3,;\1e

iB Einotl:ier

of tC1ie-,

p'\-i:::1.HC➔

AtiF1e

·110F1 Lil-

iLy of thf~ pionenr to nD,tnrn&

ci.ncl \1Jj_tlJ no i::r:ir1edie,te or DJ\parent. }11.Lrpoi:.iG except to bt~ bot,./2':L::-r'.1.,,

So l)re~rnlent, is c1;.rnnr'Jitinr· ti·;;_.1t v.;t

certain

,sec1E1on8

of

!~~-H;

ye1:-1.r 1

bHJ

nlrnost n ..frr1id to '-.'.'c"-:nd8:r e lone: 20:·:1e of t'1c fe·,_,., fl 1·,:ree.nE:: ir. 111y c1rer1 for

fr.:;f.:t

I Miptit be 1nist&ken for 8 co11scrv2ticJn of'ficer o.nd receive a lo~.d of
buclrn:,ot.

officer b;: r1ny r~t:rPte1·i of t11n dJt"•Ju.gin::,_tion;

the lr,,~ mif'.l t

just

','-ii'J8.t

t~Y: \riolE:.tor of

t~in~ I do not ~now~

·;,,:n sti 11 /"1c 1,ve b

lone 'Ne.y· to 1?0

before beinc

Lruc pr,,rtr.erB •y'i._·i;1n nr:.t1.1:cr:>1

680
1.1b~1n I ntart0d 111y college work, u.l111ost forty yei-,l'G EJ,go,

tbe

te8.cl10rs wtio prR.ctics.lly irnored all Axcept -~he few Ol1tstandin[ ~ut(1ors that J\.l"'ler:i.ca l1ad prod11ced ..

ttJF1.t lb.t("::r v.1ritnrr.--i, evAn tl1ern,

~e Atuden·ts soon eot 1;l1e notio11

'/11ere

pig-cniP.e by tne side of tlJe r,1r~x1tu,

So well
'NGJ'.'P- v.1 0

tenr:ht t,()is 011,"::-sid'.~ci l-ttituclc ttin.t m.:;.ny of uf-:i wovld not hn.ve

]i'inn and Tot J Ss.\11yt:d:; to
1

in

of 1ltiJ<'cri.cr,, :>ffSiB lr,flt,,out un-

pnh1ic,

two dec-t-.r1n~::o

p,:1.rt of

a1)J.)Bt~.I'

t:,1'.ie

cn11nt1·y"

.;_;;1rcn1 now,

esriecj.r,.11;y

of

1.:,1·1e

11 1·00-tB

to finct hoo1(P

of nc. . tioni:)l c11lt11rr:; 1 ' 1 r:_.s one c:rec.t t::1xtbook v,ior(1,s

i~:,ie

thr:.t i:--1xplorP. ·t)1e he,sic -,·rJilo.sor.Yi:ief:1 of 01,1r r;_1Jtborf.1 ,

of' c,l.l r30:r!:.s t1·~,rJnr-· l"lOPRt~tlv to rret (:_1t ti':e tr.11th of our ./.t·_ir-n·:i.cr,n ,,,·.1c:~n3
2.nct not forev0r reper1tinp on1·ly VRr•ti1 l conn0p~ions of' ot,r
1

;:i

c1'1 j_ p\r8:'lc;111 tr:t ..

681

that takes me squarely back to Fidelity and tbe very earliest days

It is even advertised

of tbis cGntury,

ns co111binirw tlie "new look" v1itb ttie old-ti.me ci:rcus feelinf, ,,s if
2,ny oYlP, v,.ra..nts a circt1s to be Gnytt"'1inr but

bs.rehc(ck r:Lc1nrs, cowboys,

c.lowns,

c,.

circur3.

trB.ined c,_nj_1ua.ls, a, band,

end on (-end

on"

thr; ci:rcn8 left 011t, too,

I can t108.r tt10 cnlli9.pe &nd see

cl:i.fll:JSC7 of sor.1e \-i':i.ld crn(~.-:·,ure peek.int·

clo~no

out t"i1xo11rh itH iTon bnrB ..

for 0nc~ dnl.1ar i,ilur3 tc;.x, not too r111:1en

bu11('.Ql'lSo

pects it, fJ.rd

t~~

thr:.t 1E:1 1_1-.r•:e.r'B tl10: Yi1oney co1';(-:)8 frorto

clressed s~J c. c1o''./Yl v, 0,_,l.rl bn like sn0ir;ri
1

I0,J..Li:-~1l Yi1it'.'Jo11t tts

leadinc;

·r,rhol.1?; 7.:i.v,:::,s ir1

o. nd

cl

Ci'X'CllS c.J,lren.dye

tel(-;p\ionns r-:nd rncnrd-plr:-1~rel'fi 1:-tnd school b11ens ;:;,.rid bli..s·ketbc1ll
Bnrl

E'l.lf'"lYrrCr

C(>nll)f.:lo

THE APPEAL OF THE lviYTH
Many learned men wbo write books would bave i.t appear tllat mytbmBkinv is a dead art, that only priMitivo men want to account for things
'

,~

~

BO'fYIP.

.

myst81'10U8

\!1ltL'j70

out into j1rnt f,.ny nr;ic·:1borhood
myths anc1

mY,t~(l-mR 1<:ing

bTO

that l

st:L 11 1.:,.liye.

could

llf1.m0

ur1d

shoYI t-rnrn 110w

It wo11ld not he necessary

bircle,,

conncion2.,
tl"lu.i, 1).lencl,s

in color 1vith i·to r111Trn11nd tnc.s;

C.1c-:.ve cletnctccl r. n,y differr':'nc~1~ 1):'~t·;,;,,rcr:.!n birds

t.t on:-1 tiJ1c:-; c;:;,nd E~nother.

I'o ,,,,,, i,-,,at those ,,f 11li;·\;t1:1 cl1ffc:r~rt c•1lor c,noj,!·,urefu1·0 rw.r·c obv:i.·mh,.
1
in ttc

\ient

dor,T2

b0r:t

f.:Gi~nttfic: ti'ir!C·.i.nc

t

00 ~

f..'-tJ.')J/1~·il.e

j_i:-:

rr10:ce f:en.[111·lle 1 b11t li~Oi·1 t ~)f'.Oflle feo1 t.l:,c,t

in doni-=:-~,

Llo\. t;,bou-L r:;11cl1 111:1r-,d.c."J.j)(~ed l;i.rdr:; o,s

a rr:uco11cl

voiceY

2 l1

el 1. '/

lf
p:rnr'lir:f"-1nc0,

r,ll f:1orts of Dt.J::-(:n~,p ttJ:i.nrr:·

1.:

:cc toTd of his ,.:•.h_ll:l ty r.:nd

GD3

''As a rule, Mon 1 e v fool;

~hen it 1 s cool, he wants i1~ hot,

On t11n f:.:c:.J·rnn aro11nd old fl 1rlelj_ ty we "r1c... d t::Ln ~-1bi1rirlr-ncn of e,ood foocl
1

"\f/}1r1t v,1e u. te evr.;:cy (1c:;,,r ·1;101)ld

,,_ii_·U1 protx·cict,~d rnnetiY1r_ c: t-:.n(l
1

•

todDy tJ.ttrcLct c.ttt0ntion 1n D.i1y of t}1c

t}d"::Lr c1ttenclr:nt 1n•cr.cl·ierr0 ard visito.r's

11

Fir:t,'nod

of c 11 r-inp- it pc,wcc

it :i.t~~ ctiFtincttor:, b11f_~ toc1F.y l rm1r::·t confe:Ps

~c little br1,t2 E.t

Ov:r t·:iD.bitH

f oolq.

n

, ' , ; '\Fpp-(;1('1

U .. u

1 1.),.) '•n.)

f3

cc

Lon{' j 01.u:·ney, one not to

Uncle (Jc.-.x·roll, viilo to us child:rnn Peeti'led t:iboJJt

2,,f7

v1id01;y

1ie led

Ul-::,rc•fies

cxco_pt

r,- e;j_ LnmHnt of
clnfnc~r1dc nts

r)n liJ.F nJ.r,: :-tietl'.1 1)irthc1:...·,.;/,,
0

1.,.

Often Uncle Cr,.1:-x·oll spoK"e vc'ry

Lolf rttnt l. ? of

\,-\\ v,A,-

h·' 0- ({.
~ 1•a ~0011tion
'I\' .' ,

i·t~

::_,::-; no,.rcr r1ortf:Lcd

in nn? '- 1-.'a.,y,

r.if;T

I

rot

ir:cludt";d

\11'
-

o

''/'t.:t· U"l''it
. .,
'i

,_"'

O

.J

\1 P"'

(it:

nr:\rer

be anct still is, co11ld 11[•.ve t~e loc~il importsnce tha.t it once hade

throe- or four-~iundr2d-miln trip ut tho weolcend,

tl1ey ClLDnot

sec

i.r.t t l;n rou.cl.

3ut if we fl1il to know t~is

·vo1) co1Jlcl

r·i(le

j1.1f:t r::o 1·r?,J· ..-nr[

1

1,-,vn

1.f

/0 1 J C:011ht

1

l:.(A.t-v\e.

or c:. ::;ot:tuf_f:lnn

~t:1

in so 1:,1;:,ndy r--;vti:r?

fP,\'·J

r·:il.Dt5

o

tiOVi

fur

t·1c.,t cr._r;

'L1.h0 fn1·111ern ·v\·10 1.'1cnt to t·<P, vi l."l.::1.f:8 r~·t,ore co1,1lcl

coFie t":.nc1 {{O

Fi(l.elit;,rp rr:111r:ininc· in 01..1r ond of t·le co,,nty :_,-.l·('1or::t .,,_ v1r;ek,,

clotl)eB 2nd P11a.vity of MRnners,,

to1.1nn
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i.n.i· nj

c1n

F,Rn

S0M1" P0PULATl0N 'rR~NDS

One of my colleagues recently visited in the neighborhood in
which he grew up, a neighborhood in the corner of my own home county
diagonally opposite Fidelity,

He returned to our college with

a strange feeling of the passing of earlier times and has several
times mentioned his sadness at the decline in population of his
home section.

In his youth this community was one of the most

populous in our county.

At one time there were three teachers

in the school, with 125 pupils enrolled.

To be the principal of

that school was one of tbe honors that I well remer~ber.

Now there

are only seven children of school age in that whole district, and
they ride tbe bus daily to another cornmunity school.

lt is a

sad sort of' thinr to record the phssing of this cornmunity and rnany
ot'ners like it,
},lost covntry corr1r1uni ties tla.ve declined in tne .sume vn-.L.Y,

t.nougl1

In t(]e J-a.ckson Yt1.rchctse tl1e irnJ'.lortance of hlc1.ck

tol)acco once kept thinfE foinr·o

Since there was no limitation on

the crop, any family could put out as many acres as could be attended
to.

Many a farmer raised tobacco on every available acre and even

bo11eht corn and bay for his livestock.

.Much of the good soil

was mined by this process, long before the slump in black tobacco
markets.

Overseas mcerkets became less important because some of

the countries raised their own cr6p, and others switched to burley,
Ih.mdreds of farmers, trai.ned to ra.ise to,bacco only, folln{thmnseil,ves
with families and not enough income.

~bis change in markets co-

incided, quite accidentally, witb the rise of the great automobile
factories of Detroit and other ?Hcltlle ~Testern cities.

Hundreds of

Jackeon Purchase people left their native communities for the big
cities.

Nearly e!.tery neighborhood suffered a loss in populnti.on

in a very few years.

7oune:, hopeful higb schools founctfhemselves,

like my own J!'idelity, v1ith

H

new sctlool building and not enough to
Another small h ich

fill it and not enongr1 to be standardized.

school is now being brought to Fidelity, but the two together are
away below the correct mmbGr for a firwt;-class hie:h sctwol,

With

irltensive cultivation of snw.1ler H,crenr,es t{nd with a rnore c1ivornif:Led
type of farmin(",

tlrn soil is batten·,

yields a:n; bic:lrnr, c:.nd

!;lie

to tl,e P.i h1ation, t\rn tn,ctor bc,s c010e in to make one farrq bHnd
c~ual to more acres to be cultivated,

These trends, plus the

drop in the ,size of the fs,mily- on the farm, have made v1hole areas

of the Je.okson T'urcbase less pop11lous tl·J8.n they were bufore tbe turn

of the centnry"'
Not all sections of tbe state have felt this population trend,
but nw,ny of tbe strictl,r agricultural oovntief; have.

of rural life has been affected by this trend.
hood has

J~v ery phase

The small neighbor-

of necessity, gone ovt of existence or combined with the

n~~

ones,

Often this has been a great a,dvantar,e to the

younger generation, but it @1st have seemed very tragic to middleae:ed and older peo1)le, who have bad to v,ive up so mucl1 of thei:c local history and interest in tne changing world of which we are all
pHwns.

Right now in some places the transition has not been very

smooth, and older people have failed to reoo1:;nize tl1at tlie "good old
clays" wben every little neip:hbor\rnod had a country store, a postoffice,

and o. on\~-roo111eci

E~c}.1001

can never returno

eufferAd prob&bly rnoet of all,
now ccn-1 p:recicherf; ttttel 11pt. to 1--;old

:i.B ofti:;n e ne 1-rrH:·l1i.ft ,_,ntil
ti:1e
f.18

cleG("7rted
t,b(-{'W

nror:resfl

ro-l.L

CEtn

Tb0 rural church has

Only t'Je cauae

roc.1.clfj

.reu.ch everywhere

tocet.hPr t,l1e ntffJerous little con-

i;(·:H cc:I' cE~n f'O 1~0 the n<1,s-rr;,.~·~t tu•.,1n, tine\
little .sc1:-ionl[1011{":e ri-n.1.?,t loolr r-etl:nr' tF-Jckir to t(ie cl1j_ldr/0n
D.V ii.'~ i,,ht::: b'Ct)onl hn,1:-; to the conr:,ol:L(l: t(~cl. ;·:cllC;01o
Even
have a very serlonE< side to it.,

f,P,7

DIS'i'IHCTIVB ARf,:AS
Witty tbe passi.ng of tbe small cornmunitv as a center, wbicb I
talker\ abo11t in my last article, tbere is likelv to be a great inroa.d
on l;c,.rger p-eor-rapbical areas, wbich include or di_rJ include many sucb
Kentnckv, like many otber states, is made np of

small centers,
sections.

First of all, there are tbe six geological areas: the

Mountains, tbe Bluegrass, tbe Knobs,

tbe Pennyrl.le, tbe Western
Eacb one of these bas its

Coalfields, and tbe Jackson P11rcbase,
own distinctiveness of appeal,

To bave knowrfven one such area

well vives one a feeling of knowing a wbole little world,

Little

differences in interests, in speech, in local customs have a flavor
all out of proPottion to tbeir actual importance,
minerals teve ctetermined many of the ctiffercnces,
1arcer

But these

have mnaller units that c,,re quite afistinctive as

,H'GHS

the lci.rrer one fl
sections,

The ,mil or tbe

I

ft_

..

wl1ole bool< co1-1lcl be written ,J.bout these little

shall mention only a very -few that I he.ve known a

little about,
Since I grew up in the Jackson Purchase, I natur8lly think of

areas there, some of them t1nconscioud of the geoiliogy tbnt made
therr1 different,

On the Mississippi River side of the Purchase

the rich loess soil h:c1s brrme:ht proBperi ty to many farmers, wl'10
1-Hwe deve1or>e<l a stm1d&,rd of li.vinf: far cchead of' tl-l1;.t :i.n sorne of tr1e
less fnrj!i:le areas,

Cotton crows nown i.n the Hississi,ipi bottora

bobinct t11e lrnrAer:; in B. 'NEY;'/ to tnFr.ke t11e rest of thB state wonder

Corn 8nd wheat really produce on the 11plands.

0

J!',,.rther inh,ncl the

tobacco belt formerly produced r1mwtities of bl8.ck tob&cco for the

overseas MH.rlcei:s ..

On ny hilly enc,t side of tl1e I'urcha,.<e vie bt,cl to

prr,ctice ctiv(·n~B:l.fj_Ad fc;rritnp: to keP.p soul an(! body tocet'ner.J1 for our

land, 0xcept in the preR.t TAnnessee ~iver h6ttoms, wo.E hy no r1ei1ns
fcrtiilie F<nd

v1;~1s

often bn.O.ly eror1ec1 ..

~

differAnt sociol

J58.f5t Bide er.:1.rl_y 11f1.d
profesEionr~' s.nrl
}1illnirle f'u:rrnD

to divert s. vrPF1t pc.:,rt of its po pole. t.ion into

tl'D.cl:Af.i

co1.11tl

o

1_.1rod1Jce

R1~;.f.::: (:loctorf.~~

J:JreL.cher::,;~

;:::_rid

E:-chool tt--=;f_;,cl·iert1~

•rnere was nore tbE,.n a joke in the:.t sta.tement, too, for I i ton,.lly
bundreds of our boys bad to find some way 011t besides tilling the
eroded hillsides,

A great drop in po;ulation, a trend to diversified

farming, including strawberry-raising and dairying, and a nore
scientific use of the lend have stabilized the life there, though
at one tine it seeme<l tl1r·e~tenedo
'l'ne Coon

:u,nc:e, tb,,t

is,

tlrn cliff ccnntry at the outAr edr;e

of the Western CoRlfield, hE,s developed and held a picturesqueness
not rAadily mBtcl1ed elsewhereo

Str0n0ly independent, wrestline

•vitb poor soils ana eandy hills, for a long time isolated from
Most of the bif v1orld bACPt1se of lack of r&ilro~tds and bighwhys,
these people have become nmong the most self-sufficient people I
1-.lctve l·~novn1

o

They ~ere the people I ca,me to know best after I .left

t,riere

I find r.,1~1 self r11or:t 2;,t C1or,1e)\nrrionc: ~:J.11 tbe sec~·

tions of' tl1e r::tote, r:n~r:-tly bcce..v,so

-ye~k

boc[~use the~;\:·;c1,Ya k0pt u.li ve,
t,lJat l

like hBht of

Ll,Y

ve;cy

-,:;r..1orie0 oJ

11

n c · n f1 c i o u 8 ly· ~

J/idol:i.ty.,

1\t

SO!'H~

•

othe1·
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o
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1
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(-, s

011t

to f c 11p into the

do is

of r::n
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LVlO
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SOLID OR VENEER

Tid Bits
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To an unbiassed observer most of the people we brow fall fairly readily
into two obvious classes:
with veneer,
it is veneer,

those who are solid stuff and those who are overlaid

Veneer as such is all right, so long as every one understands that
It is owly when people who have decided to acquire some status

to which they were not born or in which they can never feel or look natural
begin to declare their veneer solid stuff that some of us feel like laughing or
sweo.ring,

Too much of our culture as a people has been of the superficial type;

we have often laid aside our ovm natural way of doing things and taken up some ,.1
unhandy, foreign habit,

Our culture, our arts, our literature, our speech,

sometimes our morals, too often are imitative of people who may or may not
have made a good effort at developing themselves,
all

Of course, we cannot remove

foreign influences, or we would have to remove our religion in its basic

aspects and nearly everything else,

But how much happier we are when we take

time to develop our ovm folkways and make them respectable at home and abroad,
In nearly every age of our American life we have had one or more writers
or prophets, actual or self~styled, ,,ho called us to appreciate our ovm ways,
But in these same ages we have continued to look abroad for inspiration, for
style, for arts,

Emerson, in his "American Scholar," called on his countrymen

to 1wse their own sources of poetry, of art, of culture.

And yet, at that very

moment, an American literary artist felt himself disgraced, almost, unless he
could quote Europ:i,an literature by the yard.

And our minor writers felt that

they had arrived when they could write about the Orient, where few of them had
been, or could shock the natives by advocating some daring philosophy that was
being developed in the Old World,

One of our minor poets brought out book after

book in which he praised India, Arabia, Persia; and his farthest wanderings had
taken him only to New Ene;land.
But re:inan literature shook some of its shackles off earlier than did music
and painting.

Only recently have American musicians dared to proclaim that they

a~e Americ,.n born and American trained,

American composers on the hi.~her levels

Article 694
Page 2

Tid Bits

are gradually recognizing that they do not have to run away to find inspiration.
European study and experience were valuable to men like Grant Wood and Lore.do
Taft, but they returned tci America for their subjects amxl their work.

il/lany

contemporary composers, like Roy Harris, find plenty of subjects right among us.
In private life this effort to spread veneer over perfectly good natural
,stuff goes even farther.
4,hat

that.

Manners often have been so far removed from actuality

they seemed like something from a book, a pompous, aristocratic book at
By degrees we are learning that natural and unaffected manners are worth

all the trouble it takes to keep them or bring them back,
remind you off some one out of a book?
because yours are attractive?

'.'ihy should any one

Why should my ways be like yours merely

Vlhy should we f@llow a pattern, no matter hov,

alluring the pattern?
Two young men of my acquaintance illustrate very well what I am tryinG to
say, One is a graduate of a fashionable college, to which her-went ;f.':vomla,ona"
horse ir.own, where his folks were and are plain, hardworking people, tho
very salt of' the earth, But their son and heir is anything but plain Kentucky,
He dresses exotically, he speaks as if he had just stepped out of a class in
old-fashioned elocution, and he professes philosophy that might do in Greenwich
Village but is slightly out of place in our stolid and somewhat solid society.
1

he other boy has no such solid background but has COlJle from a much lower scale

of social life,

He, too, has acquired what he imar;ines to be the exquisite

morals and manners, " He lords it over other youths who have never taken tho time
to acquire these exquisite manners., Fortunately, most of the ordinary people
around the two feel about them os I do; there is slight chance that their refined
manners will become a local style,

But to both youths, afraid of what they already

knew, this veneer represents culture.

!low much more to blame are they than

many of us who refuse to use our ovm sources of culture?

Article 695
Page l

WORKING AND EATING

Tid Bits

On several occasions in this series of essays I have spoken about the old-

time custom of swapping work, as at barn-raisin_:s, wheat-thrashings, log-rollings,
hog-killings, etc,

Those oommuni ty activities were delightful occasions; I know

from actual experience,

We often got a lot of very hard work done, work that

no one farmer and his own force could have done,
a good-sized tobacco barn, rafters included,

In a single day we o ould raise

Or we could thresh several small

crops of wheat, such crops as we grew in the little patches around Fidelity,
Or we o ould roll a few hundred logs together in a new ground,

Sometimes we

worked at such a job only in an afternoon, but barn-raisings and wheatthreshings were all-day jobs and called for a dinner at somebody's table,

The

laborer was certainly worthy of his hire, we figured, and ate accordingly,
If you know Grant Wood I s famous picture of the threshing, you will have no difficulty in imagining just how we fell to when quitting time came,

And the loads

of country food that we hid away could hardly be duplicated now at any price.
And then we went reluctantly back to the grimy work to be done, probably a bit
too full but already receiving some strength from our heavy feed,
The funny thing about some or all of our workings was that many a person
came to the big day who did nothing and was positively in the way,

But, when

meal time came, he was a valiant trencher man, as much ao as the fell ow who had
lifted the largest loads or who had out bundles,

Some of the visitors even

found it necessary to go back home after the big meal was over,

Often these

meals were community affairs, too, with many a housewife contributing her share
of food and work,

But sometimes the burden foll on one lone household, whli:oh

thus had to pay a rather heavy price for the amount of work done,

Oneoof my good

friends, who enjoys exoho.nging yo.rms about folk customs with me, tells me that
he used to run a wheat-thresher and that on one occasion Old Man Joe Allen made
sixteen bushels of whoat and fed exactly sixty-six people the day these few
bushels were threshed,

I o.m afro.id that One Man Joa never became rich if that

TiJ Bi ts
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was the usual measure of his workings,

It would have paid him to rig up an

old-fashioned flail and spond a few days boating his few bundles and then winnowing the grain and chaff,
Similarly, the dinner on the ground at the country church was ofter. abused
by people who came from distant places, not to hear the preachers but to participate in the spread dinner, with barbecured pork and lamb and with chicken and

It was easy to spend the whole m~rnin~ and even

pies and cakes and the rest,

an hour or so of the afternoon waiting inside a stuffy ohurc);r until tho preacher
or several of them ran down, but urgent business or plain laziness took a frightful
toll of the afternoon crowd,

Many a wagon or buggy stole away from tho all-day-

meeting-dinner-on-the-ground while some frosh preachers wore launching forth into
nElw doctrines,

After all, the dinner nas over, there would be no afternoon

lunch served, and the home was far away up tho creek or out in the flats,
Astute business men have learned to write off certain losses as
depreciation.

I suppose that these gorging feeds belonged in some such category

before the days of income taxes,

People hungry for association with their .fellow-

beings were willing to bring out a big free meal for Tom, Dick, and Harry for the
thrill it brought to sea people eat your food and praise you for it,

Only tho

very rude people who ate as a me,tter of course and failed to thank emybody e1rer
came in for any criticism,

And ovary neighborgood felt cheap if, after food had

beon prepared, not enough people camo to make a good-sized dint in it,
work was not important; maybe tho boing together was the main thing,

Maybe the

A DRY MOON

Tid Bits

Article696
Pagel

A short time ago I asked a friend of mine what he thought about the prospact
of our having an outdoor program on a certain evening,
was favorable; that there was a "dry moon."

He replied that everything

Since I had been raised with the moon,

as it were, it was not necessary for me to ask him to explain.

And the funny

thing about it all was that the program went off as scheduled, out of doors, and
no rain or threatening clouds disturbed us,

You see, a dry moon is a dry moon,

in spite of what the so-called learned say,
It has been a matter of great surprise to me to find many people who are ignorant of books but who know "signs and seasons and days and years, 11

i1iy mother's

father, a pioneer in the Jackson Purchase, who probably could not read and write
or could barely spell out verses in his Bible, was said to be able to recognize
all the planets that can be seen with the naked eye and was a walli::iil'Jg
encyclopedia of moon lore.

How did he learn all this, with no formal education?

Some would say that plain ignorance is better than false learning, but who am I
to say where the line is to be drawn between real moon lore and imagined lore?
Anyway, the old-timers often had uncanny weather sense and acted on it, even
acquiring a local reputation that was almost infallible,

The few times that their

weather lore failed to hit the bull's eye were no more numerous than wide-range
weather prophecies of today--for a whole state like Kentucky, for instance--and
intensified the local weatherman's predictions rather than caused them to be
questioned.

Even my old friend

Mr. Knight, who stoutly maintained that rain never

falls at night in July, did not lose caste when we had a washout some July night,
In addressing a Farm Bureau chapter not long ago I nu de a wild guess that
60 per cent of the gardens planted inside Bowling Green in any given year were
planted according to the moon,

I have no positive way of knowing the truth of this

guess, but in talking with all sorts of people I have found a widespread trust in
moon lore.

It is not oonfiried to any special class, for some of the believers

are college graduates, whereas others are illiterate, so far as puzzling out queer

·. Tid Bits
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marks of print is concerned,
poorly,

And meanwhile the gardens grow, some well, sorre

It may be the soil, it may be the condition of the soil when the seeds

were planted, it may be the fertilizer or the lack of it.

Who knows?

It may be

the moon or whatever it is that makes seeds sprout and come forth and produce after
their kind,

And it would be a queer gesture of mine to laugh at all these people,

who outnumber little me so overwhelmingly,

And it would be especially unkind and

unwise of me to cast doubt on the protecting care of an All-wise Providence Who
is manifested to so-call simple people in making plants grow tall if the seeds are
planted in the light of the moon and short in the dark of the moon.

Anyway, as I

have al ready said, the plants grov,, a bit; enough miracle for anybody, whether he
believes in the moon as a crop director or merely a pretty object in the sky for
lovers to rave about,
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~'he longer I live, the more strange it seems that you and I,
ea.ting. the same foods, speaking the same la.ngui,.ge, having practically
the same experiences, and going tbrougll approximately the same life cycle,
become two ra,ther distinct beings, human still but different,

In spite

of our amazing likenesses, there is still this individual difference
that spells tlia.t we belong to the humB.n race, where individuals are not
a.a much e.like as two peas in a pod.
life 1nr;kes the world a perpetual show.

This i.nfinite vi,riety of human
We can sit on the feuce and

watcb the procession go by, assured that no part of it will duplicate
what we have already seen, even though some of the acts will have a
fa.roily resemblance to dozens of others we have known.
Just as we differ a.a indiv5.duala, we differ as groups.

In spite

of st~mdE,rdization of nearly everytbing we do and say, there still remain
neighborhood differences, just as alluring a.s those that rns.rk off one
human being from anotller.

We may not emphasize these differences as

much as our former isola.tion compelled us to do, but ttiey are there,
obvious and interesting,

Again we have come from rather simil!l.r

backgrounds, so far as culture is concerned, but tbe infinite mixtures
of these elements of culture can produce, and do produce, a wide v&riety
of fascinating neighborhood patterns.
As a pu1ilic speaker -who has been in hundreds of places, I always
feel that my bibgest problem in speaking is to sense as far as I can
thiE1 lom;.l flavor· and recognize its value at once in my talk.

Some-

times I have J°el t that I e,rr.i ve d r on some otber occasions I felt that I
never got beneatb tbe surface, even though I may hs.ve done my utmost
to adapt myself to my a.t1dience,

lfaybe I have felt too strongly tha.t

trie speaker and the audier1ce must understa.nd each other; maybe I have
hoped too strongly that I could cross this gap in every case.
I have fAlt too small to be not.iced after some of

Anyway,

nw attempts and have

w~~dered bow any e. uclience could eit and pay any sort of respectful
attention.

l t has clone me good when l have returned to such a

place and found tt1e,t l could cross this swinging, teetery bridge
and come to feel that the people understood me and I them.
In every phase of human contact this neighborhood difference
has to be recl!!oned with.

The wise poli ticia,n is the one who can

fit into the most situations and underste,nd, maybe by a sort of sixth
sense, the tiny but, permanent differences between one community ci,nd
another,

The pres,cher bas to know this, too, and rises or falls

as an influence in proportion to bis sensing this intangible
psycbology,

7'1any a time I have sat in an at1dience when a very

sincere and sensible speaker was missing the mark, not becnuse he
did not !mve a great massage, but because he failed to recognize
that there was a difference between Neighborhood A and Neighborhood
How did we get this individual variation?
also get their differences?

n.

How did. communities

What infleunces, known or suspected,

makes one co,,,muni ty warm-hearted and. appealing, another one cold
and stolid?

I have known a few communities so well that I could

trace these attitudes to certain very influential neighborhood leaders,
Year after year, over a long period of time, some community leader,
perfectly at ease himself, bas made the visiting speaker or observer
feel at ease; unconsciously t'ce whole neighborhood follows his lead
and gives a dietinctive stamp to the effect that that section produces on a visitor.

In e,n adjoining area some sincere but retiring

leader causes the people to ta,ke any outsider a little diffidently;
sometimes there is not enough wa.rmth in the tropics to thaw out
the coldness that greets the visitor,
Tbio impression upon a visitor is only one of the many neighborhood effects that I cannot help noticing as I go about the state.
It is impossible to trace many of these things, but undoubtedly every
neighborhood trait bas a long and fascinating history, a sort of
menta.l origin of species as elusive as the more fe,milie,iJ>iological one.

TATERS
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Some historian has said that the settlement of America could

'

never have advanced ~ui it did but for the ease with which corn could
be grown,

It was not even necessary to clear· completely the land;

some trees could be cut down, the others deadened, and the corn planted
out in the rough land.

A few scratchings with the hoe often sufficed

to bring a fairly respectable crop, enough to furnish roasting e,i.rs
and dry corn for later hominy ,md meal,

With corn for bread, the pioneer

with a. gun could bring in enougb meat to make, for tbat time, a wellbalanced ra.tion, especially since there were always so m&ny wild berries
and fruits and ftuts to fall back on,

Certainly corn played a great

role in our pioneer life and still plays a very large one.
However great may be the pla.ce of corn, plain old potatoes seem
now more importnnt.

.After all, corn is largely America.n in its use,

though the lower Danube vnlley and South Africa have their cornfields.
But potatoes are grown in nearly all ·tlJe world, from tbe extreme north
to the sub-tropics.

And millions of people who never

Sil.VI

Anerica

have depended most of their lives on potatoes for a large part of their
veget0.ble food.

The peasantry of northern rnurope would soon starve

if potatoes cea.sec1 to be.

And wbat, pray, would a modern ea.tine; place

do without potatoes for every dinner or lunch?
A recent number of the NATIONAL rmooRtcJ'EIC JfffG1\ZTN.m contains a very
attractive article on Aroostook County, Maine, that grea.t tree.surehouse
of the lowl:ir spud.

Ide.bo potEtoes find their way everywuere, the aris-

tocra.ts, suy tbe farmers who raise them, of tbe whole tribe.

But,

after all, a large per cent of the potatoes tllat our country knows
are grown in less well-known areas.

Thousands of

grace every section of our country.

I bad never ree.lized bow irnporte.nt

11

ps. tches" of potatoes

these small petches were until I took an early-summer trip through the
mountainous areas of several states.

Po·ta.toes in full bloom vied with

Dorothy Perkins roses for attention.

No cottage was too poor to have

its blooming little s1uare of potatoes or its trailing rose bush with
its pink flowers.

There is something in my Scotch makeup that responds
to
to the appeal of the potato as well asl\tha.t of tbe rose.
They represent two sides of :many a life: love for beauty and love for solid
comfort in tlie shape of good food.

lt is true that many of the small

patches m;;i,y not produce El.DY potatoes comp,c.ra.ble in size with the giants
from ],[a.ine or Idaho, but they have the flavor of the .actual soil around
the hous,:H, where the growers live; they have sprung from the same
sources as their owners.

And, though grown pota,toes CcJ.n be shifJpAd

a.cross the continent, if need be, wi thot1 t pa.rticularly damaging their
flavor or food value, no ''fetched-on• new potatoes can quite equal in
qmi,li ty the "grabhled" ones from one' a own garden.

:Maybe the grabbled

taters just have more poetry in them, the poetry of fine things ttmt
live and grow right in 01Jr own acr19s.
Somehow no planting in the spring seems more important than pota.to planting,

.Anyway, it can be done early, tbe earlier the better.

After the last potatoes from the hilled-up bushels had been eaten,
we nsec1 to see no more until the seed potatoes came on in our little
stores at Fidelity.

Somehow Father managed to cut the potatoes so that

there would be a good-sized core left after all the eyes were removed
with sufficient meat beneath then to insure their growing normally.
Those squarish pieces from the center of the larger potatoes became
about the most •Nelcorne d isb after a perilled of some weeks when pote. toes
were"not a part of our daily food.

It was hard to wait until the

earth began to bulge under the ti.,,t.er vines and warrant a grabbling

0

Talk about nectar and ambrosia; wha.t could be tastier than some new
potatoes a.bout the size of birds' eggs--small birds at, tbat--especita,lly
if tbey were mixed in with some new pens, fresh from tbe g&rden?

Yum!

Yum!
It is late in tbe y-ear now, but the memories of other springs
come tumbling as I remember that taste.
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Every season has its appeal to anyone who lives out of doors as
much as I do.

IR

fact, the whole year is an indivisible procession

of new and fascinating experiences.

Like a ring, it bas neither

beginning nor end; every so-called season blends in with the one before
and the on{tbat follows.

Signs of spring bee;in to appear almost before

winter gets in its tJr,.rdest licks; the first yellow leaf of eaprly
sumruer often anteds.tes real autumn by months.

And there is no part of

nature too small to b.e interesting in this emlless procession of the
seasons.

Right now, as I write, fall is here, with all the appeal of fall.
Wherever I go, I see its footsteps, on bright leaves, on cornshocks,
on piles of pumpkins, on bay ricks,

]'rom my office window I look

entirely over the town e,nfinto coloring l1ills beyond, witb many a
cultiva.ted field between,

I suspect that I thrill most to rows and

rows of corn shocks, like an Indi£;,n encampment, or like dignified
soldiers, each marclling his own stre.ight way and keeping his respectful
distance from bis comrades,

Corn siioclcs a.re things of beauty, and they

give a promise of feed for many an animal on the i'arms around my native
and dairy cat tihe
city.
In this stock-grov1ing area corn means hogs(\ and beef cattle, and
these animals mean food for man through days and nonths ahead.

But even

if no practical purpose were served by these rows and rows of corn shocks,
the s.esthetic beauty of them would almost pay for the long hours of work
behind the ploughing and planting and cultivation.

I am not enouglJ

of an 0rtist to say just why some corn stalks shocked together can be
so artistic, but even the least emotional of 11s feel goose bumps forming
when we see rows of shocks flanked by autumn woods in full colors,

Deeper tban any of us have ever admitted is the appeal of our typical
aut11mn 18.nd scape•

We have grown accustomed to it and regard it as

normal and probably would not admit the.t it is at all beautiful.
But remove us from the sight of corn shocks Hnd other autumn evidences
of a substantial "wintry hoard," a.nd most of us would fa.ce winter with

a feeling that something encouraging was lacking.

A few poets have been able to say in simple form the things that
all of us think about corn, but tbere are still .many poems inherent
in a cornfield, at every sta.ge of its interesting history.

Prom

,Toel Bo.rlow and his 11.:.asty Pudning II to John Greenleaf Wbi ttier a,nd his
"Corn Song" and Sidney Lanier and bis "Corn" the tradition has run,
ea.ch poet a.cl.ding his own loce.l or persona.l fliwor to the eenerul topic.
Corn-meal mush becomes for Barlow tl1e touchstone for Am, ricanism,
s, reets.urant in Savoy he found corn-meal mush, of ull tbings!

In

At once

hie homesick beart reviewed all the appeal of corn, from its mythical
history and origin among primi ti. ve Indians down to the steEcming bv.s ty
pudding on the poet's table,

Wbittier saw corn as the staff of life

of sturdy New ii;nglanders of more tl1a.n

H

century aero and saw, also, the

sublime poetry of our distinctive Ameri.cirn crop in the making,

Lanier

sew corn as a symbol of self-sufficiency, of man's ability to take car1;1
of himself and acquire strength of body and soul from growing and
eia.ting corn,

Several minor writers have added their mite of praise

for corn; a fair-sized 1,nthology could be made of references to tbe
crop,

And yet no one li~;,tJ caught or can cp,.tch the elusive appeal

th&.t we almost forget from one season to 1mother until tbe corn shocks
stand sentinel-like under tbe harvest moon,
"Then let the good old crop adorn
The hills our fathers trod;
Still let us,for His golden corn,
Send up our thanks to God.

11
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As I write this article, it is two weeks before the election.

For

weeks we have nSE1.rd the various candidates proclaim the efficbcy of their
platforms; we have been told how tbis or tha.t policy will remake our
world or else condemn it to everlasting notbingness.

Some few, rather

few, re la ti 'tl'ely speaking, nave become sornewba t hea.ted in their partisansbip; bnt the most of us have ho-bummed a. bit and wisl;ed for the
Tuesday after the first }fonda.y in NovAmber to roll axound, so that
we could thin!< of sornetbing else for four more years,

'.l'his does not

argue any lack of patriotism on our side but merely a very accvrate
memory of other CR!'lpa.igns, wi t-i1 equally f1.ppealing promises and equally
glittering policies,
Vo11 •no read this column do not need to be r0minded that 1 grew up
at Fidelity, whicb is in tl1e rock-ribbed Democratic l!'irst Con1:ressiona.J.
Distrllict.

When I was a youngster, e fellow w"\'10 was a Democni.t was one

for life; the "good behavior" clause, even, did not apply.
a Republican vm.s a. Republican.
"never the twain shall meet."

In

}i(r,

Similarly,

Kipling's well-worn phrase,

Bear/ded gentlemen bragged of having

voted the ticket str,J,ight ever since before the Civil 'ilar.

I suppose

tbere were a few scratcners, but they were a silent lot, for no one
knew what might have happened to a fellow who confessed to failure to
take his politics/ straight.
Since those old dzys sometbine; has happened.

There a.re now doubtful

sta.tes, sometimes st.ates that formerly hever 'iad a donbt,
of my ex-neignbors have in r eoen t yeRrs voted strEtnge ly.

J~ven some

There h&,S

arisen s, new fellow ce.lled an Independent, a queer duck who cannot be
figured out i.n advance, or, to chan,:e t,1e :figt1re, a horse tbnt will not
necesemrily sta.nd hitched.
didates are trying to lasso,

Tna.t; elu2-ive fellow is tbe one tbe canAll parties nave invaded Kentucky this

summer and f&.11; we Kentuckians have always known tbat we a.re great;

)

the n,,.tiorn,.l bigwigs are discoverinf', t11at ,,,e a.re important.

At one

time we could nave been written off as followers of certa.in lines,
regardless of national issues,

There are several other states that

seem as in.definite as :Kentucky, according to Dr, Gsllup's tireless but
Sf'}lA, j

1

1 Vi,,.

t-S

/ \ ~ ~ fl,CC\lre.te poll.
The rise of the Independent is a. fciirce in ,\merican politics~
The old "Jello11 dog" e;ag seems slightlJ antiq11ated,

In f0.ct, to many

of us it wa.s antiquated before this century got started, but in some
pla.ces it is just 0.s true 0.s ever,

PB.rty reeu la.ri t~, is one of our

folkways that baffle the disinterested observer,

Why sbou ld a person

regard bimself as eternally doomed if he finds that bis o:riinions do
not chime wi tb those of the party to "1bicb his ancestors be longed?
It i.s a very short-sighted historian who would declare t'na.t our ancestors
did not swap sides occe.eiona.lly, but pa.rty regularity was much more common
then than uow.

The Indepencten t is not merely a follower of a new

party; most often he ia not.

He registers in one of the two leading

parties anfhen follov,s his own best thinking when ne votes,

Ir, no

sense is the Independent of the sort I am ts.lking about a politician
as such; he rarely e,cpresses bis opinion on the stump, chiefly because
nobody wants him to help rally the sta1-.&.rts.

He pays his taxes, be

r,ttends to his own affairs, anajtnen be votes to please himself,
door neighbors may not know much about bis pdlitical leanings.

His nextAll

this makes him a mysterious being to ttiose who feel honor-bound to
stay on the same side of s. wavering fence, partly beCcl,\JSe they Btarted
on tbE,t side and lJr,rtly because they regEJ.rd any cbang6' as dangerous,
It is certain that mf1.ny an election just abead;ty \>Jritine: this and just
bel1ind your reading it vlill t1Jrn or will bnve turned on the votes of
these unknown quantities, the Independents.
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Lest week's article wae written two weeks before the 1948 election;
thir one,

1:1,

ln that time we bave bad many

week after the election,

things hnppen, things that have

caur➔ ed

to stop and think several timee,

all the clopesters and the pollsters

Only a few wise ones were wise enough

to guees the answer, end nobody listened to them,
folkways, I mi.e·ht riE:e up El.nd say,

11 1

tolcl you so,"

As a chronicler of
Not that I even

prophesied how the election was going, for there was not enough intorest
to warrant any long-range guesses,

Wlw,t I would like to remind my

readers of is trJEt..t trle electlon proved that t1ie ·:.1umRn r.-1ce i.t not ltlways

a.a easily guessed at as some of tbe wisea.c~es would have
Wo··JV, pigs could hr:.ve be13n counted t.1.ccure.tely, for,

11s

suppose~

str.s,ngely, a

pig ie just a pig, whether he is a rlill-Rooter or a Duroc-Jeraey,
Let the most pDmy,P.red prize pig smell a good rnud'.~ole to wallow in, o.nd he
will fore;et, if b0 0v0r remembered, bis comforte,ble, hygifmic quart0rs
nnd make for tbe puddle,

9,uite as strll,ngely, people just do not fol-

low tl1ifl pattern, or not a 11 of them,

Over and over I 11ave B,tid in

this endless col1wm tr:at the public man sbould know bis folklore, especially bis folk attitudes and prejudices,

Some politicians occasion-

1J.lly rew,rnbe:r tl1e quarr;1r from which they have been ,1ewed and do not
underestimate or overestimate t1l8 opinions of pl,,.in people; but it is
eilsy to forcet ttmt people j11st cannot be counted like pigs,
a pig loves to be piggi,,b,

D.

J1ist as

human being likes to be contr0.;ry.

Who

ever supposed tl1e,t any two reople, ev-en identica,l twins, sbould be
exactly alike, especially after they had grown up and learned a few
tl;ings ah out trie world's

As llumRni ty progresses, it becov,es, or "'O

seems, more anc1 lllore ind i vic1ne 1 as to looks

E..

it

nd, we hope, as to tbinking.

It is a truilm that primitive races look a great deal alike and usually
act according to the same customs and taboos.

But the reward of

beine: civilized is tbat no genuine person ever rer1inds you, except
superficially, of any one else.
People wbo bave glanced at history often talk about our American
people e,s if they were set in cert8.in pe,tterns like the lower#, orders of

crerttion,

If you will read a little more deeply, we have had Bome

disturbing factor in our national campaigns almost every time we bave
Tbat is, there was nee.rly always some pla,nk in a

trnd an election.

major plRtform, some reg:ior1al prejudice agrdnst t11inp;s e,s tlrny were,
somG unforgotten resentment a12:ainst what fa,i 1.ed to bappen that made
certain spots, at least, slightlv doubtful.

1uite often these were

not hi.rge enot1gh to offset tlle overv,helming vote of lar1::er unite, but
such oddities, studied carefully, prepare long-range prophets for
even such topsy-turvy figures as came out of tbe 1948 election.

No

one person, pollster or otberwisa, can ever understand all the folk
react.ions to national policies,

Only the grea.t generv.ls ever know

what took place in great battles; the ordinary private sees only a
few square yarclFJ of S11ilob or Yorktovm or Okin&.vm.

And yet, in its

last ,,nalysis, 1;hough a battle is m11ch more intrico.tely organized than
any politioe.1 election, tlrn plb.in privates decide the bfJ,ttle,

Tl1e

cocksure dopesters have reminded me often of the old corny gag about
the operation's being a success, but tlle patient died.
As our lives become more and more individual, so far as our thinking
is concerned, we can expect other upsets simil&r to the comic one
of November 2 •

It wonlct he a h'Ei{cic thing if we learned notning from

our arrogant belief tbat we can prophesy accurately what tee ordinary
man can or will do,

You EJ.nd I, bowever far we may have come from

primi ti.ve man, are human heings chiefly in our individualistic tendencies;
if we were not individuals, why should humanity bave labored so long and
so lmrd to 2od vance?
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RJ~TGING 1.1 H.E BRIDGJJ.!

1

In tbe summer of 1948, wben tbe bridge at Hockport was freed,
I felt for many da.ys bov1 very significE,nt that event w;;,s &.nd how
ligbtly many people took it,

•ro people in general it was just another

bride;e that you could cross without slowing down to pay your toll.

T'o

those wbo have watched tbe growth of our ro&.dEJ and bridges, it is
ar1otr1er AVidAnce of

11.

passine· of isolation, an isolation that too mo.ny

times has meant a lack of 11ndorstanding botweAn people separated by

In 194'/ e.nd 1948 I be.ve spoken many times on beauty spots of
Kentucky and hs.ve often been RtRred a,t by younger people when I mentioned
the rivers tba.t fonied only a few years £,,go so many ba.rriers inside our
state as well as the two large rivers that constitute our western end
northern boundaries,

And yet most of the bridges across the Ohio,

exc8pt from Louisvi.lle east,

ha.,,," come into exir;tence wi tbin the last

twenty-five yea:cs; !!!2..!:.1 iR not strong enoueh.

Long after I was u

grown, married man there was no bridfe across the Ohio below Lo11isville,
no brid1;,e betv,een Lo11i.sville and Cinc:tnm, ti, no bricL,e acrosf, the
c,.,mberlc1.nd or 'Pennerrnee inside Kentncky, no bridp.:e across Green ·::uver
below Munfordville,

If I bad time to [row statistical, I could speak

for otb0r rivers, but thnt will be enollCh,

Just yesterday I saw in

the prees that the bridge across the Ohio at Cairo will be freed on
ArmisticA Day,

lmar,:ine what it has mec1.nt to the two sides of t.l'ie Ol1io

to have access, i.n a.11 kinds of weather, to bridges

that overJ.ea.ped

the barrio): tba.t too lone: ~separi,ted the neighbor,ijng states,

In my

own 0reen niver co,,ntry t,.,o brid9e.s now vnder conetruction--.Aberdeen
and Bro1rnsville--1.1.re to be emonp the most l)Seful of their ldnfn tbe

stn.te; tlrny "!i.11 tes.r down unnecessary b1o,rriers tl:'rn.t bave liasterl fa.r
too lonv,

":Nortl, of Green :river'' or "south of' Green ~liver" will no

longer be the insult it once was,

1'riough there are rn£J,ny, m,,.ny miles

of Green J1iver sti 11 11nbridrrnd, it seems too good to be !;rue that there
are now o,r soon will be toll-free bridges across the.t stream Rt
Spottsvi11e, C8.lhoun, LiVBr!'lore, Rockport, Aberdeen, and Brownsville,
where there was not a single bridge twenty-five years ago,
In the nature of things there can never be enough bridges to
remove the barrier of a river, but with modern transportation it is
pretty good to be 0,ble to cross suclJ a t.reacberous, r,wift stream as
Green River at six places where bridges were recently lacking, as well
as the numerous places above Brownsville that have bad brid~es f'or a
lonp, time,

Ferries v1ill still ritwe to open:i.te for nmny years to come,

espeo:i.&lly in little nooks and bends of tl1e mir;nty river; but the main
lines of travel will be free, free
on both sides of tlJe stream,

aB

the ro&ds across tbe f1:crmine; country

.And trie ernbarrassmen·t of two of my

students of yesterday will be queer to some of those who come after them,
Yesterday they could not get across swollen Green River at Brownsville

~,lj,,ff\or:~-o.in,tow1t,-ti\,l\"-,hlll<lr,to +d.e.:t-oltl'f.', a.
tlie fan·1,,e,f,

of€N:tcl.e..A P,V +1-i~ Stat@;,

tollq -,~

to f et to MlllniVo :rGl ir i liie. ,tven
h,cu·,•u.y :u",artment \Jud to suspend

temnorsrily when the rreat flood of water froM a w0ek of rain swept
A bridp,e seems so obvious when it ie built that

only those who lived before it cBme into being can ever know how mighty
a streal'l, e,ren a smHll one, can be, and how 1111,ch it livdts our f':etting

You mould expect me to offer an appropriate moral, and here it is.
I hope tbat the bridgi11g

OJ.

our streams, even my own Green River, will

be a symbol of a type of unified action on the part of people along
our streams that we never knew before,

With t11e passing of barriers

so great as these have been, wl'1y cannot we feel nearer ench otber
and cooperate eYen better than in other days?
A bridge rne.y be less
poetic than an unbridged stream, but in our modern life we have to
get 1J.ro11nd o,nd oocv.sionally can give up p.icturesquenr,ss for toe rwke of
ec),se of travel.
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Along about October 1, 1948, one of the janitors at Western snid
tbctt an inf:c.llible sign would prove that f,dl wo11ld be late: cockleburs
were far from beinf ripe at tbat time.

A little over two weeks later

we had the heaviest frost and freeze for October 17 einoe 1886,

l

11ave not had <1n opportunity to her..r tbe explcnation, tho11e,ti I did listen
tocl e.y to Dr, Gb l.l.up cxph,.i.n

lli,!(}y

see, this matter of beinc

prophet, with or witbout stc!.tlstics, i

a hc-.rd job.

C'.

b 1-:: f'a.iled to cli t tile bll 11 1 s-eye.

You
fl

Uncle Simeon Knigrit, our l!'ideli ty weather prophet, blways

declfared tlni.t r,.d.ns cl id not f'ccll on n ,Tnly nigC,t, but

lflj'

old di&.ry

tnocks T~cle Simmy's wentber wisdom into a cocked hat, for several
times before I left Fidelity e~d many times later regular floods came
on July nigbts,
I ·wish I hc..1,d/'1

I never bad the nerve to tell Uncle Simmy, but

(.tJ ,

Nut,1re itself seema to be full of portent8 8nd signs.

11 :illf

it

Corn busks, the fur of wild animals,
raj_ns, foes, sleets, sncJv,s, tl'H) t'r'1icJ<ness of e. wild goose 1 s breastbone,
<'- pig's condiict wlrnn c1e pi.ckE< up e, shuck or a n,outbf:'ul of i-ic;,y prepr,ratory

to nm.kine, llimself a becl--my, how 1nuny signs tt1ere, if only we could.
ne-ree on tllem!

The poor old cocklebur got its dope mixed up in l.948.

Maybe the cornstiuck test of' Mark '.l'wE,in is best a.f'ter all:

"If ti,e

shuck is thicker ttian us11al, winter will be colder tl,an summer; if'
it is thinner tban usual, snnnner will be wanncir tnnn winter; if it is
juBt ordinary or average, winter v1ill be cold and spmner

110·1;.

11

'I' tl at

seems good enongl1 for a.nybod~r, weatl'Jer prophets included•
It would destroy the whole fraternity of weatber prophets, but I
suggest a bureau of observation to prove or disprove the accepted
Why not plci,nt, on adjacent plots, corn or pate.toes or
whatever ill plc1,nted according to t,;e moon, obsrJrvil1£'. oxactly tbe same

J?roceclure except that one plot is plnntec1 in the d,;.rk,
li[l·1t odthe moon?

t11e otlrnr in the

'I'1ien J.nvi te Ed.l t,Hi m,.tive weatber prop,,ets to be

present as witnesses and make them swear to abide by t!10 results?
T\111.t would be or110l, of course, b"t it rni.r,nt tea.ell some of Urn brethren
w\10 swear by their local prophetB a few ttiings.
Why not carry this into otber spheres'/
to test

J◄'ridceys,

Let's set up an experiment

]Jrs. A,, lwrd-boiled and modern, outs out a dress

on Fi'idRy morni.ncs 11nd layB it a way, sure ttrn,t notbi.ng more tlian usual
will

bEpp1m to ber between tben a.nd the time oi' finishinr, the sewing

except 1riflits by bunfry relatives a.nc1 a few fist-and-skull fights
between Junior anti the brat next door,

Hrn,

B.,

skilled in the

learnine; of her c1;.i.1tious elders, c11ts out her dress and works manfully
to finish it b,,forc tlrn week dies of old age.

Even if relatives drop

i.n, eLr; sews away, sure tlrn15:- to Htop would invite dirwater to berself
e.nd her f011ily.

'.Crue, )Vir, B's accident wit,, the tractor wees to

be expected; trctctors are so much more uncertain tba.n horses ancl
old-fashioned farm implements.

B.,

Junior, falls and sets his a.rm

broken, hut 11e wns r,mlly sbovecl. by that hr.Rt of the A family.
dress was i'J.nished, a,nd nothing hc,.ppened but good luck.

But the

I won<ler'

seriouflly, wlhether nny sucb experiro,mt, properly cond11cted, v10ulcl yield
any more conyincinv results ttmn many nnother s1.1cl1 experiment,
a poll or some otber kind.

Here is naturo, se,y the foJJrf;iseacreE,.

And here ie man,

If he

will ohserve a,ccun1.te1,,, he can know in adn,,nce his fate, l1is crop
yields, his s1iccess with bis livestock, and everything 0lse.

it v1ould ho if all tbis were litera.lly trve!

How fine

NII ture prophesy a,nd

poli ticB.l pollB remind me of a corlly classic: l\ certain physi.cian had
come to believe tha.t coffee was at the root of most human ills.

Put,

one of bis ])EJ,tients came to him to have e, checkup. .For every acbe
or pain or Bymptom tbat I'at \1ad tbe doctor suegested t11at coffee vms
respon~;ible; 11 1 just suppose~ it v1E.s tbe ·whiskey, 11 saifi Pat 0
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"The Weary, W;,,:vworn 'i/anderer"

An old friend of mine and I decided at 'rnanksgiving time this
year to compare notes on our wide wanderings in our youth, he on one

I soon found that he was a

side of Blood River and I on the other.

far-traveled man e.s compared witb me, but I atribute that fact to
his being five yeo.rs younger and, thereby, rnore likely to wander
fartl1er from bome base.

Besi.des, he bad a buggy a.nd wc1,s a ladies-

roan(if that is the way to spell it), bnt I was a. lone wolf who walked
,,/ 0

and who let the girls~heir own way wb i le I went mine,
it was good to recount where we had been,

As for me, when I left home at eighteen, I had once been fifteen miles from home, and into another state at that%

l bad seen

the Tennessee River at throe planes, Bix, seven, and eight miles from
my l1oine nee,r J?ide1ity.

On three occasions I had crossed tbe state

line into T0nneseoe, 1,11bicl1, by the WHY, was exactly four miles iioutli
of us as section lines went,

l

ha.ct been to tbe county seut prob.;,bly

on the avera.ee of m:rne a yea.r since I hv.d attB,ined the ripe age of

aix and had visited for a day or two in the far regions three miles
west of the place, where the Wilson and Robertson clans lived and
raised black tobacco and big families.

Many times I he.d been "np

tile creek," four and five miles a.ws,y, and out into the Flo.twoods,
where some of our nearest neighbors bad moved.

or so on the wHy to t!Je county ,,,eEtt,

So far as

That was five miles

I can recall, that

lfow wasn't I a reglllc,,r Ulyoses, witli L<uch weary, wa 0rworn
vra.11d0rinp;s'(

'.f'riere was another type of w,,nclerine: tbat nobody then or now
credited me with, a persistent searching of every hill or stream or
hollo,~ in the i[,rmediDte vicinity of li'idelit.v for flov1,3rs and trees
and springs tbat a.ppealed to me.

Nobody of all whom I knew at

]fidelity regarded tbis as i;,.nytl1in&: but being erratic in anotlier sense

from the ,i,,ior iginal one.

1 suspect tha,t most of my old neighbors

felt tlw.t I had wa,nclered away from whatever sense I had inberi ted

or acquired, and some of them said so.

And yet, as I grow older,

I cannot help v1ondering just how fcc,r afield one should wander.
J"ust bow big is the

J"ust where is the end of' the rainbow, anywe,y?

world, or bow mucl1 of it can you or I take into our underst&.nding?
Longfellow and Lowell and J~me:r.son traveled abroad and over much of
AmericH; Tboreau, as he SHicl himself, had traveled extensively in
Concord, bis native townsbip in ,ffassachusetts,

Rather odd.ly,

Tnoreau is today regarded as tbe most origin0,l mind of the group.
Of course, his fb.ilure to travel far from home may not l1ave been
wholly responsible for his greatness, but what place in our countr;,r
reflects so effectively one person and his life as does Walden l'ond'I
Concord is an average-sized township( or _!.Qfil1, e.s the New :e;ne;landers
call it), probably about the size of the rua.gisteria,l district you
live in.

But an ori,;inal mind, living there for e. brief life, hallowed

that spot a,e few places are hallowed in a literiny vmy in our country,
With no cJ.esire to minimize wide traveling, physical or mental,
I cannot help wondering whether we 11ave not too often Buf,posed tbat
merely- I' oing beyond sight of Ji'ideli ty or even beyond the county
seat added a greatness or glory.
wa:r boolcs,

Bob Hope's title for one of his

1 Never Left Eome," would be quite as good a,J title for
a person
many a globe-trotter's life, ~,ho wandered far s,nd w:lde but never
11

acquired a new tbing, never

SRW

tl1e world in

RDY

bigness or gr·eatness,

Of course, Bob's book bad an entirely different meaning, ancl a good
one', too.

If we wbo knew only I-'idel.ity and a f'ew mil.es beyond tbe

indefinite limits of the vi.lJ.age le~J.:r.ned to understand tbe people we
knew there and to make a little better e1lowance for human fra,ilt:v,
msybe we did not do such a small thine:; ,1.fter all,

As I bave so often

said, we ha,d a sample of' everything in thfl world a.t little old Jridelit:.',

SIGHS

'110

To some one in our big world, every happening is a sign.

To

you and me, who pride ourselves on being sophisticotted, only a few
things can be regarded in any such ligl1t, but we are probably as much
objects of ri ty as are the Great Unwashed to the rest of us.

At

various times in my life I have tried to enumerate as many signs of
ti'.iS or that a.s I could remember, usually finding out tbat I never
One of my former teac11ers, a great folklorist,

hs,d enough time•

l1as published six l1J.rge volumes of folk-tale motifs, tbat is, such
simple tbings as Cinderella's glass sli:pper or Sleeping Beauty's
castle grown up in briars or Snow-white's poisoned apple.

l am sure

that it would take a library of similar proportions to name all the
signs,

}foybe it would Bimpler to na,me only the tt1ings about which

no superstitions have grown up, if there any such.
'.l'bink of weatber signs.

Nature places around us, say the

initiated, signs of •ninter and s:pring and snrnmer and frost and snow;
of drougbt and hail and wind; of unusual v1inters and unusual r,ummere;
of times favorable to plant tbis and that and times equally unfavorable,
Tbe ignorant alone do not know how to prophesy what the next sea,son
will be; any one in t\1e know can Bee signf1 stioking out like t1ie proverbial sore thumlll.

I am writing this essay on Tda.nksgiving Day,

but the woods and fields a,re full of signs of wlmt is to happen in midwint.er t,nd even next spring.

'l'he corn busks are showing how severe

or rnild tbe winter will be, the fur of animals is equally good ns a
sign, the nature of the fligl1ts of birds shows conclusively, they say,
wl1at we can expect for e, long time to come.

I wonder why some one did

not tell me tha,t one of the worst floods of tl1e year was to descend
on a certain night l&st week, tbe very one when I was to drive miles
away to speak.

If I had only known or bad listened to reason, I

vJOulrl bave avoided a very unpleasant trip and a, drencbing when I ha,d a

flat tire.

And I was going to a club to speak on folklore at that!

Wby sr1ould unhappy marriages ever occur, when the merest novice

iti folklore can tell wbat to expect and should be glad to reveal his
foreknowledge?

Such seemingly minor things as color or eyes or nnir,

shortness or tD,llness of sta.:ture, ,3ven tbe name of tbe parties concerned,
tell 11nfF,.iline;l:,r whettier to expect tragecly or happiness,

And then

there are tbe colors that any well-trained bried-to-be ~hould avoid or
favor.

I stiiLl bold that nmny a ms,rriage bas been wrecked because

the couple stood across tne planks of the floor from the preacher
instead of parallel to him.

Any wiseacre can see the wisdom of this

very obvious sign.
That sickness prevails 11,nd that doctors riave more tl1an they can do
G:,re two plain F:.cknowledgments tl·iat we do not follow the signs.

Why,

every ga:r.den in the state or even a be.ckyard or a vacant lot l1as enough
berbs(yarbs) going to waste to cure(cyore) a thousand illnesses,

And

there are enough rbymes and memorized passages of hocus-pocus to scare
rnmy diseases en masse.

It seems sli.e;htly wiclrnd that all of us go

on suffering wtien succor is so close

.,.1;

hand.

Dopester.s aid pollsters and tipsters(if that is t11e right word)
are plain silly folks if' they make e. mistake, for tbey could have, almost
for tbe asking, invaluable information t~mt only tbe learned iB,norantia
pOSS8SS,

My father used to wonder

w\iy rnany of his pa,tients would go

to t 1:e trouble to call him, t'ae doctor, e,nd tilen discard his standard
preparations for the merest quackery presented by some old gnumy,
Of course, the answer is simple: Granny knows best in all cases;
no great university awards her a sbeepsldn, but she bas her learning
from the fo11ntain source, the great world of signs around all of us,
I am itcbine: on my left ear, I have e. slight pb.in(ttiis is Thunksgiving Day, remember) in the region of my belt, I hes,r tho noifrn of
trains or cars far away, the moon bas a balo--I bad better stop writing
an~ findf5ut what it is all abo1Jt.
Maybe all this means that I c',m
going to get a letter(probably a dun, as the first of the month is near)
or tbat we are in for a bard winter or that pric7,re Rbout to drop.
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A few days ago, whiJ.o reading a book on L 0 ngfellow'e youth, I
(l\,CW>i>

r&.n'I a pass,,r;c
that took me back to Fidelity.
,,

It v,as an e.ccount of

Often I ba.ve tboue)it bow rnuch J\Tew J1;ne;lcu1d 1
witb its '·uritELns, was like Fidelity, witb its Scotcb-Irisi,, nearly all

of tr1em memlnrs of some other faith but still Scotch J':resbyterian to
tbe hone on most matters of feitri &md conduct.

Now s,1nday wa.s hB.rdly &.s severe vrith us as with tbe New Bnglandorst
but it w1c.s V&,stly different from Sunday as yon and I obs0rve it today,
The Jll.hlical pro\1:Lbi tion 2,hovt doinv any work vies taken li teral1y-tbat is, 8,lmost, for the women co11ld work endlessly in prepe.ring and
sPrvinf hearty mec1.ls, even to tbe r,re3,cbers v1bo denounced so bitterly
Se.h hath- breF,kinr.

It we,s necessary, of couree, to feed tbe stock;

I suppose tllat that type of ox wc1,s always in t11e ditct1,

You could

brine; in wood or build fires, h1lt yov would be.ve been regarded r,,s

a plain heatben if you had chopped wood on St1ndayn

Thht often

necessitated a lot of wood-cbopping late Seturdr,,y afternoon on winter
I., surnrner it wss wicked to rattier veeetables from t.,e pu·den

days.

on S•,nd,sy, but t1iey could be processed for cookinc wit·uout endaneerine;
one's imn1ortal so111,

13,,t imRgine actuo.lly sne:i.ng eomeone out in his
ProheblJ a stvok~ of apoplexy would

beve ended both tho Sahb•t~~breaker, and his horrified obsPrver.
was 8, strane:e tbing, as J view it now, t11Rt Fatber aereed to let

It
1.1s

cut m;r hrotber' s to ho.coo one cold September S1mday, to keep it from
hec6minr a totRl ruin,

We hRd to work so rapidly to get it all b6t

that we could not take it to the hRrn end thus had to pile it ,,pin
the field,
too hot,

frost

CcJ,TnAo

I recall tbat some of that tobacco spilled from getting
I 0lso rem0mber ttia.t it w;c,s F,ct1mlly ,,,eeks before n real
A rms11 pP.tch of tobacco tlmt V•'e left hAcnme snfficiontly

ripo bofore ,ne cut it in Oct ob or and tbuo brougbt mucb more money
proportionately,

As I was just e boy tben, I wondered pretty often

whetber t,,ere mic:bt be somett1inp: i.n this Sf,bbath-breaking E,f'ter v.11.
~1st as there was no work, so there was no play.

It v1as wicked

even to dream of tbrowing a ball or rolling a hoop or ,:oing in a-wasbinc,
A few very bad boyf, would go into ttie creek,

but rnost of us expectecJ

them to drown for tbeir la.ck of reverence
for toe dny,
,

Of course,

even tbe sa.intli0st of us fl1:ole away 1Nbile our nurr:erous viri tors a.nd

our parents were fighting the Civil

~~r

all over again and indulged

in aR dangerous fun aR we could without making too much noise,

Bven

then we sometimes got caught and paid, bere and now rather then bere-

after, for our sins . .

Frankly, those of us who bed Presbyterian fatners

were pretty willinp to risk the hereafter, but how we dreado~ the here!
A six-foot, tv'o-bundred-ponnd fettier ,;1itl1 a bickory in 'rJis trnnc! is
rnncb sca.rier to a boy than an ints.ngi.ble Jpdr;e lone years ci.bead,
Our cotnmunity w,;,s not too long en reo.di.nc: tbe Bible on s,rndays,

couldn't mak2 any S80ular music, but we could eather around a wheezy
orpc1.n or e tl.nnc' piio,no end ioine olcl hymns or the
new sonf'.E< in our Snnday Scbool bookE,

An1there

wbioh, apparently, had not been interdicted,
the dozens.

11

qviok E,nd devilish"
we.B a.lwuys visitine;,

Folks came end went by

Some came fort~'~ whole weekend; some dropped in in

tirr.n for dirmer; some cs-me by on Simde.y afternoon; and hosts liked to
come to sit(we eeid set) till bedtime,

It was permissible to talk

abo,.1t everytbinr_'., too, politicr1, pJ.&in c;ossip, neie;bborhood he.ppenirws,
and tbat old ste.ndby, tbe Civil \Jfc1r.
ou:cs beca,n at midnicht on Sr,.t11rday nir;bt, not at sunset on tba,t day.
l..nd it extended ,mtil midnic:111:. s,,nday night, too, so that we children
did not, like bni.ts in New J;np:land, ,,,eit until the c:un went down on
Sunday nieht to let p;t a wild warwboop.
Somel1ow, 'Nhen I look bs.ck
et it ell now, Sunday stands out as the best day of tbe week, for on
tb&t day we did a lot of duties aR citizens by entertaininc and being
enterti:.ined, keeping up our stancline; inourf'R.r-off neigtiborhood.
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one of the girls tlwt I knev1 at Fidelity nsBd to sa.y a. piece on
Friday afternoons that had a refrain like the title of today's article,
11

1 wish somebody'd come,''

As you could ruess, it was the lonesome

cry of a child ttat felt itself shut of·f from the big world because
Since I liked the girl who said the piece,

of its own loneliness.
it hfi.d

EJ.

double rn<lcl.ning for me: once for Urn poem itself and anotlier

i:,-t,A,JL-

'BciMB for tlie spee,ker·,

It nlwi,ys brli>ugl1t bac I, to me some of my own

loneliness, a l.oneliness that seems rather comic now, when I recall
v\J'J:I,,,,

how we livAd

m

t;1e privs.cy of H goldfish; for our house was srnal.l,

our f&;nil;.r nc1.s larf:!A
1

and tlJere was a, constant p1:ocesL1ion of people

9

cominr for the doctor and coming to sit till. bedtime and just coming.
In spi tP. of tt1is hnsy life, eo rrmch more busy after tbe clay I s work is
0,, fle.y- ~ c/,.,o ¢ I v, o
1
over than my profAssional life ~ bas beenf\ I got lonely.
isfo.ybe

wv,

it wa.s not lonely
experi0nce.

J,ike

BO

m11c\1 c1s bored witti a yeo.r-to-yea.r s1,.meness of

011r

nAighbor boy, we were doine "not rr111ch o' nothin'.

Every boy, I s,,ppose, has become bored with his B11rroundings,
J~fl.m a.nd ecgs for breE,kf8st, with qmmti ties of' sweet 1nilk rclded

mere1:r to wE,.Bb food clown; ab,,nclant dinnen;,

to-pped off neB.rly every c\f1.y

with pies and cakes and canned fruits and such like; afternoon snacks
tbat should ba.ve made us riave no desire for svpper but didn't; work,
not too hard thoucb rather steady, for five and a half days a week,
lone: before vie had hesrd o:r le.bor unionra and tboir 1ir:i ted 1·,onrs;
clothes vood enough for Hll uses we nad for them; always somewhere to
{.•_.O

:encl
"' ' 1,·io1·.~_.e,
-•

'1·11' tr.,

E<S

just ne.1;,iro.l th:i.ne·s, notbinc extra.
-,,1ith

or

'"J.'
·t,"io11'1.,
"
I.

trr-.,.C!l,-C-('_1,,',l.·l,n

" btJ"-'.gy,
·t·o
C

l)

"

r,.,bs

cocklebure in their manes and tails.

c•e
P - -

·t'riec•e
v1e1·e
r c[,,cJ rel
''
- '
• e (j
0

.. ,

B11t,ufter r,.11, our borees
on

1-•, ,,,, 1· 1' si'
· cl e S·,
0

a Dcj often

111,1j_

tb

We wanted cbargerB or war-horses

~verywl1ere around us
were c;ooc1 1 rionest peo;91e, but th,"y ceemed so i»rab and so commonplnGe,

11

Wben the v1eekly c onnty pup er OE1me, and we bad our fling ,,,t it, only a
brief time was necessary to devour all its contents, inol11dinf every
aclveribisement a.nd onr own oontrtb11tions as the country correspondent.
Wlien our pulp magn,zines co,me, once a montl1 1 ac;:dn ttrnrr, v12,s not much
time to be killed in reed ine tbe c:erials and c8tchine; our breaths v,ben
the i.nstclments ended a,t t1rn most dramatic places,

Our small stock

of books, some of tbem good and others tiresome, had been read
so rn1Jch t1w:t t'ney were tedious in mo2t places,
a,nswe:rs.

we kne-!Jlr all the

When we could borrow a sug:o,ry nove 1, the only klnd we bL-1,d

a crw,nce to read, we soon Axhs.usted a,1.1 our s11pply of tea.rs and wore
left dry-eyed to face foedinr; the stock c1.nd plowine; corn s:nd cutting
wood a.nc1 putting

nn.

fences,

A visit to Fidelity to look in on the

loafers' j 1 int was 11eually bard to manage, because Father do11bted the
wisdom of letting prowing boys hang around s11ch o place,

11:ven when

we 1w,nvlecl a trip to buy or se+l sornetlline·, the tedl.ous ye.rns of the
old-timers often left us as heart-hunvry as wl1en we went,

After a

time a fellow just rets bored and stays bored,
:People ca.mA, of course, too ma,ny of tl1em for comfort.

1lut tliey

hBd had cllille and fevers or biliousness and needed some calomel and
quinine; t'nere vrn.s only rarel,r trie exci ternent of seeing ],'D.t!'ier sew
up a cut slashed open by a broa.daxe or set an arm that bad been thrown
out of plnce or yank ant a pE:rticulc,.rly stnlJborn tooth.

Cousins carne

by tt:e bnrr:r or WG.e;0n or Bul'.'rcy load., but they v1ere so much more sopbisticnted thRn we trrnt we 1'mrdly lmew wbeti'JAr to be gl0.d ti( sorry, and
it ,rnuln not have mRde env clifference a.nywsy.

Tbe people ~e wanted to

come rare 1.y came, nev! veople or pe OI)le wi t11 new i~ ean or nevi! y2,_.rr1 s

a

that J have bored my st11dents WLth ever since I started teacbinr.
\,e v1As (litber the rree,test y-ecrn--spi.nn.er I e,rer knew or the grentest
rn,t11r,:l-born liE,r; I would not like to ·decide after all t1'1ese yeo.rs.
Our per~patetics--clock tinkPrs, preaclwrs, pa.ck-peddlers, et al.--

C
helped re!imre ttie tedium occasionc:.lly, but there were &-lw&ys lonr:f
der;.-,rt-likP. sna.ces in 011r lives 711rnn nobody inte:rAf:tinc: ca.mei around,

wr1en timA
come"

l1\11'.lf

hAB-VY uton us, viben v10 bo&.rtily wish eel tbat somP.bocly

'a

"Silver Threads among the Gold"
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As fa.r back as I ce.n remember, and that is pretty fe.r, I have
known "Silver ThrFJads among the Gold" and have been able to sing i.t.
It vws e. favorite with all of us b2.ck at Fidelity; tt seems to be
equally a favorite among ,s.11 sorts of people, regHrdless of their
knowledge of music or the lack of it.

The melody is simple and

approprie,te; the words, probably, ma.ke tbe greater a.ppee.l, for there
is something in all of us that responds to fa.i thfu.lness in love,
regardless of newspaper acccunts of broken homes.

Since the span of

life has been so greatly lengthened in my lifetime, we are likely to
see more and more illustra.tions of "silver threads ;:;.mong tbe gold

11

and more golden weddings,
N·othirw has i.mpressed me more in recent years tiian the vmgor
of many old people, some of whom go right on living an active life
as if yeors did not count.

It used to be fashionable for people to

give up, st least, partly, when all their children were grown and
settled.

Here I am, a grandfather of nearly six years standing;

and yet I have walked eight miles today in bitter winter weather
~,.nd r,rnl none the worse for my onting.

Viby, l have known hundreds

of men who would expect to drop dead after such a feat, just a. common
one for me and for many ot11ers of tbe bird students whom I !mow,
some of them several years older than I.

Tliere are men in .my hoae

town who. Ltre old enou 0\h to be my f'e.ther and ·who yet are active in
their blhsiness li.ves,

Just recently tnere died an elderly lawyer

here who kept up until a few weeks before he died his legal pr1wti.ce
and rode back and forth from bis home to hi.s office on the bus,
It took eighty-eight years to stop his long activity,

An eminent

Shakespearean scholar, Hardin Craie;, a brother of Western' s muchloved "Uncle BiD.y," ,rias retired at sixty-five at Stanford, but
the Ufiiversity of Nortb Ca.rolina offered bim a teaching job indefinitely, just to have the grand old man on their faculty.

By no

means bas be become an old man, for be has kept up his activity
right on through the eight or nine years since he was officially
Not too many weeks ago died ex-Governor Cross of

retired.

Connecticut, who retired as a college professor and was several
tiroe1:i choi;en governor of his state after this seeming admission
t1mt he was old.

At eighty-six he died, having lived more than a

decade of active life as a politician after his official lifetime
as an English professor.

And the really fine thing e.bout these few

illustrations is that tbey a.re not especially rare; hosts of old
people, men and women, have refused to give up merely because
sil'lrer threads he,ve begun to appear among the gold,
It is easy, too, to see that there has come into the minds of
young people a different attit,ide toward age,

Young people whose

parents thought at their ages that forty was a very old age now
put ability to go about one's work ahead of anything tbe calendar
At lfi1wt 1i111:Jli~ly my students of 1948-49 put no especial

may say.

limit on Mf:t. ability to carry on the work of the world; I have not
met in years the feeling that any one olcl enough to have e;rown children is almost too old to live.
lt amuses me to rec,,11 how .E!ill:Y: some of my old neighbors uE-ed
to be.

They crept around e.s if tlrny were, in the words of Mr.

Cassady of the ]'red Allen Show: "Hot long for this world,"

Rather

oddly, some of these chronic com11lainers are today still a,live, no
V\.t

""'"',A)"'\

worse off and apparently unconvinced that they will/\live/\1.mtil they
die,

The change in philosophy caught them in middle life; they

gradually quit pi tying themselves and sta.rted li vine; for the sheer
,joy of it.

And, to their surprise, they realized that they were not

old and worn out,

'l'he silver threa.ds came to mean nothing;

spirit that refuses to grow old camfo mean everything.

a

It is easy

to sing of old age so long as we do not let it get too deep into
out" blood.
1/lhy not "There's life in the old dog yet"'?

A CHANGING CHRISTMAS
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This is being written just before Christnm.s Day, wben all
of us are centeri.ng our attention on this most m.emorll,ble day of the
year.

To one interested in folk customs nothing is more interesting

than observing the v1E;,ys tba,t Christmas itself is celebre,ted at ve.ri·ous
times or in different places.

Since I rec en tl~r was asked to speak

to a. club on changes j_n Christmas celebration(, within my own memory,
I shall boil down what I said to the club and say it to you.
c·nristmas at li'idelity a half century s.go was, just a.s it ia still,
there and elsewhere, the greatest day of the year.

W8 had t1:.lked

abo11t it for weeks in advance, but actual preparation for it did
not begin then, as now, by Thanksgiving Day.

Sometimes we put up

a few bits of greenery on Christmas Eve; certainly we hung our
stockings then; some of our family went to the stores at Fidelity
and co.me back witb mysterious bundles,

My older sister usun.lly

did some cr.,.ke-ba.king a day or two before the big day.

But, for

-J/4 ,._

most part, everything centered in triat one greo.t day; there was no
draeging out of the Christmas spirit until it vras paper thin.
In my own home our order was about like this: We children
pretended to get sleepy early, an hour or two earlier than on orAfter undressing for bed we took our stockings(homeknit ones of Hother's own exquisite workmanship), tied them t<Cgether,
and hung them across a chair in the front room, making a sort of suggestion that anything too big forfhe stoclcings could be placed in
the c~air itself,

For some rea.son we did not hang up the stockings

in front of the fireplace, though a few of tbe neighborhood children
did,

T'hen we went to bed and tried to sleep; our par en ts hoped tbat

we would be successful.

Sometimes we faked slumber a little too

noisily· and had to b1~ scolded for puttine: on,

"But sleep stole on

as sleep will do, '/Jben hearts are light a.ndJife is new," and S,,nta

came noiselessly.

On one Christmas :sve, bowever, J. woke in time to

bear a mechanical noise in the front room that I la.ter identified
as the noise of

my

monkey climjbing a string, just as millions of

other tin monkeys have done,

It was really bard to sleep after

that mysterious noise reached me,

Long before day we were up and

at our stockings, eating our way down through tha nuts and candy and
apples and oranges and figs, having first removed the Roman candle
and bale of firecrackers from the top of the stocking,

Wben we had

had a fe,ir amount of sa.jrisfaction from our eating, we took a shovelful of coals from the hearth and went out into the dark of the yard
to fire off our firecrackers and yell like wild Indians every time
one exploded,

Usually we saved our Roman candles until the next

nie;lit, for some reason I do not now remember,
There were days of eating and stuffing until one or more of us
got sick.

Cramps and Cl!rtistmas just abou't' rhymed, but none of us

ever remembered from one year to another tbe dire effects of stuffing.
Besides what Santa bad put into our stockings there was a good-sized
box in the closet where other e;oodi.es were stored that we could
beguile our Big Sister into plundering for us after our own stores
had vanished,

In Qdi tion to all tbis feasting we ate our three

square meals a df1,y and somehow lived to tell the s t o r y ~ . as I
am doing a half century later,
The Christmas tree had not come into our section,

In fact, I

saw only one before I left home in 1906, a cmmmunity tree at the old
union church of blessed memory.
of Clement

c.

I cannot recall baving ever heard

Moore's immortal poem, though surely it must bave been

in some of the mFJgazines e,nd newspapers that we read,

I knew

"It Catne upon the Midnie;ht Clear" and no other carol; "Silent Night"
was HS stre.nge to me when I bee.rd it after I left home as it was to
the world 1.30 years ago when it first appeared.
And yet, in spite of
all the things now so common tbat we did not know, our great day
was"he,llowed and gracious,'' in Shakespeare's words, a season that
grows greater with the :pc1ssing: years.

"EACH IN HIS OWN TONGU1<~"
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Since man fi:r.st became awe,:re of bar,penings in nature, be bas
l1ad some sort of pbilosophy that reie,tes him to his environment,

'rhat philosophy he,s bad me,ny a VD,riRtion; and from that Vo,riation
be,ve come all tho poetry, all the religion, e,11 tbe art, all t'oo
science, all

t";8

fear nnd superstition of hum1rnkind.

Nature as

most of urs now nndersta,nd it must have seemed frightful to prtmitive
man; the most obvious phenomena probably scared him,

In trrn dim

clays, 111ben rrJB,n was scarcelfum> fears must have constituted most of
bis philoso1)by of na,t,,re,

Night was indeed a, time for fee,r, when

:prowling bP.c'ISts stronger tba,n man might break into tbe hum;sm family
and cause disaster,

Mighty streams, mountains, earthquakes,

volc1,1,noes--what might t11ey not hav1rieant to pri11Jitive man?
We have lived many a generati.on since the first men upon earth,
but we have not outgrown the earliest fears and questionings.
day some earlier re~etion to nature reappears in our lives, showing
bow short a distance we have come from the trees or the caves,

Dark-

ness and storms restore to hosts of people most of the fears
tbey would swear in broe,d daylir,ht th.,,,t they l1ave outgrown,

Whatever

we do not comprehend, whether it is in itself good or bad, still
scares us,much es the ordinary phenomene,scared our ancestors,
It has been one of my chief pleasures in observing

t1,y

own

species to eee how people react to things that used to scare grownups and probably will always scare children,

Unfamiliar sounds

in the out-of-doors Ere good for many a creepy feeling on the part
of primitive people of any age,

If the most highly civilized

could be transferred into strange places and bear such ordinary
things as t1ie howling of dogs or the hooting of owls or the scream
of pc,afowls, certainly at first they would feel shivers tbat indicate
a tie-up 'Iii th Men of long c1go,

We who camp out bs,ve grown so accus-

tomed to many nigl'it sovnds that tliey are no more disturbine tban
tbe whistle of a. train or the bonk of a car wovld be to most civilized
I{)

people,

But put some stranger into ovr places a.nd watcb the result,

Wha.t is plea.sa.ntly lulling to me or to othAr outdoor people becomes
annoying or even terrifying to otbers,
.All mJr grown-up dvys I liave envied the weatherman's bread tb of
view and his vast poetry,

,Toile you and I see our own little storm

or drought or snow, be looks across t11e continent and sees ttJousancJ.s
of little worlds like ours, all of them parts of a big cyclonic whirl
that is as pla,in to bim a.s our very obvious little whirlwinds,
met;.ologist

The

bas so enlarged his view tfJat there are no isolated

facts in we,1,ther: a rain in Hississi.ppi may be the S8,me impulse
tb8,t yields a. snowstorm in lfew York and a. dry, cool e.,rea in the
northern Middle West,

How I envy a view of nature as a whole

that this knowledge can and does bringl
In the world of medicine great wonders have been a.ccomplished
within my lifetime, quite as wonderful 1J.s pe.ssing in comprehension
from a wliirlwind to a vast cyclonic whirl embracing a continent,
Dozens of diseases have passed or a.re pa.ssing into the discard heap,
along with such outda.ted thine;s as tbe medieva.l bubonic plague,
It is a. long wa.y from the time when a man thongbt bis headache or
ague was a specia.l visitation; when be sees migraine or malaria
in terms of the race, he mc1.y not a.che any less when his own spells
descend upon him, but he c~m at least know tba.t hurae.ni ty is working
toward s, sd>lution of a.cbes in genera.I c:nd that he is not a. stranr,e
exception or a victim of Divine Whim.
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SUPIDHSTI'rION FOR FUN

Jnn1es Russell Lowell, i.n hie masterful essay on "Witchcraft,"
lB.ughs at the stra,nge combi.nation of modernness and superstition,
e,s if a farmer should plant his crops a.ccording to the moon while
belonging to the most modern organizations for scientific agriculLowell rightly suggests the.t oftFm superstition is juBt for

ture,

fun and does not imply a life-and-death belief in something,
he were living today,

If

he could find innumerable illustrations of

his point, for we h,i.ve advanced grently in mechanical inventions,
in literabyj~in transportation; but we have not outgrown all our
superstitions,
Suppose we look at marriB,g:e, for example,

All the beliefs

that have grown up arouncftbis ci,ncient custom have become for many people just pleasant things to cont01'lplate.

Some people would take

offense at the color of a bride's dross, but most of us would be
more concerned with whether it was stylish or becoming,

Waybe Borne

scientific folklor:lst should make a detailed study of t1appy 1.wd unlw.ppy
marria.ges to see just wbich ones observed the traditions nnd which

did not.
Nothing bas intrigued me more la.tely tha,n the almost phenomenal
success in 1948 of the corn derby.

r,rany a farmer has produced on a.n

acre almost f;,s much as I grew all told i.n 1906, c:.nd yet my crop was
supposed to be quite good in that year of four decades ago,

I did not pl::J,nt my corn "in the moon."

Now

I p la.nted it when the e;round

got dry eno1_1e:b to jllow, especially down in Beechy Fork bo",tom, where
early planting was o,1t of the question.

Host of rny ground was

fa.irly fresh; conr;eqµently, I ,;ddecl nothing to it and expected na,ture
'
to do the :rest,
Accorai.np: to the stanoarcls of the time, my e;rain
brought fortb sf ter it6 ki.n1 rather satisfactorily.

What I would

like to know, as a matt.er of record, is whether any of these corn~

derby fellows consulted an alme,nac before they cast their seeds into
the bi.gbly fertilized ,,,nd preps.red soil.

I am sure tba t w,ny of

them thought of this old superstltion, anyway, but probably went on
and did what was to be done, re lyi.ng far more on Hie condition of
the soil than the phase of the moon,
1'e llinp- one• s ovm fortnne long ago, probably, be came only a
1
pleasant diversion, not rimlly taken seriously,

Sleeping wi tb a,

slice of wedding cake under pne's pillow gives a fellow a sense of
being poetic a.nd romantic, wtietoer he believes that ctny dreams produced by this act will come true or prosaically tninks that the
cake lle has eaten will\ lnwe more effect on hi1dremns than any e.mount
of it under a pillow.

Si,milctr1y, naming the bedposts is at least

alluring and mny still be tried often in a spirit of play,

Looking

down a v,ell on Halloween bas a primitive thrill to it, for nigbt
is still ni["ht for most people, electric li1=l1t1, or no electric lights,
I wisb I co11ld gather. together. the ones who have triHd certain ones
of these ba1lov1ed customs and try to determine how rnpch banter or
thrill or possible credence

entered into t~e prank,

All my life I l1ave been blessed or cu11sed wi tll warts ancl moles.
1''lany a time I hE,.ve used superstitious tricks unsuccessfully, probabl;i•
never actually believing a one of them, even when I was s, small child,
Sometimes Urn offensive things went B.way, but usually it took strong
acid or an electric needle to do Urn trick.

I wish I could recall

just how I 2ctuRlly felt when I broke mi. lkweed( spurge) and drop1led
tlle sti.cky sap on my Wf,.rts,

I feel pretty sure that I was not

mnch more in ea.rnest tha.n wlien I draped some
around a plant in the yard or garden.

11

love-,rine 11 ('dodder)

But it was lots of fun, for

it might help cause a miracle of healing,

And tllat may heve been

ou:ll feelings on many another occasion when we resorted to superstitious
practices, as if playing a g1,.me with mysterious forces,

LOCAL TRADITIONS
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Not many weeks ago one of my stvdents, wbo was reared in :Europe,
decidec1. that for her talk in education she would discnss the customs
and tradition,of Bowling Green,

Her instructor told her to come

to me, for I would have many things to tell her.

She came to my

office for a long conference, the net result of which was very small,
At first I felt tha.t I could tell her a lot of things tha.t are
peculia.r to my borne town, but when I tried to think of how we do
things, most of onr c11stoms seem ste.ndardized for hundreds of tm~ns
in Kentucky and neighborine; sta.tes,
Now if ehe had asked me how our customs differ from those of
places fflrtber south, I couldfmve named many things.

Similarly, I

could 11E,,ve shown 1'1ow Bowling Green as a county~seat town

repro-

duces the Virginia pattern rather than tbat of the East,

But

so does Hopkinsville, and so does Shelbyville, and so does
Middlesboro, to mention so1ne typical towns in various pa.rts of tbe
s te.te.

As 1~y student is interested in every pbase of life in America,
I outlined for her our stock-market days, which we share with dozens
of other pla,ces,

I did mention how nn,cb more important our stock

market is tbirn it usP,d to be and tried to show how Bowling Green
is literally surrounded by fa.rms, all of' whicb contribute to its
irnpo~tance as a town.
Our tobacco markets greatly pleased her, too, but what town
around here does not have one?

l explained how tbis immedi2ote a,rea.

had become important in burley production long since I came to live
bere a.nd how muob m.orH care is being 1,sed on p:rowing t11e crop,
She thougbt the nir-cu:re nietbods as strange as t.tJe fire-cure raethods
that I knew as a child,

,.
It is true thnt we have schools, but so do countless other towns.

Our two collegs give 11s a little more distinction, bvt again there
are many otber pleasa,nt college towns in Kentncky.

Our city schools

are a part of the great state system, better in spots thfsl1 some,
average in otbers, probably poorer in still otbers,
~

We have churches of mBny kinds, enough to please a statistician,
Some are lcJ,rr,e, some small, some middle-sized, like tbe tbree bears,
Some are very mucb alive, some e.re carrying on tbeir tasks in Rll
r,.verage way, and some are probably growing smaller,

But otl:ier

towns have ch11rches just as we do,
J!'rankly, I. r,,m afraid that I ce.nnot put my fi.ne;er on any one
thing and say that tbis is Bowline; Green and dietinctly so.

If I

v,ere a voli tician, I might thi.nk up a dozen things and try to convince my heRrers that only my town bad them, but a sober. seconcl.
thought, "Whic11 is alwa,ys essential and seldom wrong," wonlr:1 make me
wonder at my own temerity,

I like 111y town, I ha.ve trfl.nsferred to

it, my former loyalty to Fideli-1.y, I have le bored hero until I. feel

like one of tlrn fonndine; fatb;rs, I meet dozens of peo·ple every day
thRt I knoY.' and love--but CRn I honestly se,y the,t tl1ese things are
peculiar tc my town?

I wot1ld like to tbink we are fri.endlier trw,r.1.

otllerB, but wlien I. go ,dsew11ere, I l'lave to pinch myself to ree,lize
tl'lat .I am not at home.

This does not mean teat we are not alive

and growing; it means that in our modern ~orld, where transportation
is rb,pi.d, where we are ir1 constant touch with every part of tbe
world, \?bere trie merest

bo::

yoD n1eet on tbe street may he,ve been

acrosr, tlrn Atlantic or the J0 acifi,c, no town the size of }lowling
rreen CHl1 keep or seriously try to restore any distinoLive manners
or customs that would mark us out as different from other places
a little bie;ger or a little smaller.
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For 1111n/lreds of e"mer:,tions people hove been recorcline: in somf'
written form their eienifionnt facts or their most serious thoughts,
So important are tl1ese :records that t11ec' cons ti tnte

El;

far better

history of precedinc ares than all tbe kitchen middens a.nd nll the
In fact, the carved or

bn i. ld invs, Enren, according to my j11dr:rnent,

written records supplement at every point all the arcbaeolocicsl
We have a.lr10st come to ask of any
ci.vUi7mtlon, of an~, :peo11le, '"'That did tlrny ,.,,rite'/"

Browning speaks

the idea.ls, the tho,,ebts, trie purposes of that e. ge,
of

11

:fonci.es tlmt b:rol<P- thronfb la.nguage Hnd es ca.pod,"

intangible achievement of our race that the folklorist thinkE most
Hundreds of traditions, more binding than anything as yet

of ten,

11.Ti.tten down,

Ed'.'e

to be fonnd r,.rnong ;;dl men.

A small portion of these
li'or most

ever find their way into print or are c&rved on stone.

sncient rheas and civiliza.tions ~e hvve to assume~ wr1ole body of
paleontologist
thoughts as trle ?y{t;'f{fpey{jrfg//J E.ncl 0.rclrn.eolo[i.Dt a,,surne a wtwle skeleton
frorn ,,. so rap of bone or a. IJri.rni ti.vo oity from a remnant of one

It has often occurred to me that we know so little

wickerwork hut.

of the ect11al thinking of the ancient people wao dwelt in our own land
before the rtdvent of the wlii te

tbonf'o everyvJbe:t'f} fl.bout

mRn,

!JS

u.re

remn,,ntR
of· t.'1e,'r
c,:,·r 1··J·1.·n°,·
IJ.·1,,.~,
,P,, t,','JE'l.'r
1,<-,
,-,.~i·r
''
'
.<
L
-'"'~
' · c,,·ok1'ne·• r}l,,ce
"'"·I
h

0
'"

0,

0

'7hat di.d the lndia.n wllo Dll,,.ped the perfect

perrm1.nent fortific1c.ti.ons.

arrow head that I have just picked up believe of think?
How did lrn
reHct to mi.tural phanoroena.'i
What did he believe abo•1~
, . .l1'·f·e c:;nd cloatb,
about future life •,·1'tl1
1·ts rewo.rd s ox· p,_1n i shmen ts?
~
wua be in his moral code?
races

fi.t

the t_,jm,~~
· ·' of bis

[-Iow far ad VB.need

/,s compf1recl with thn P1ore tiighly f 0wored

, ,.

0 1~•n

1- 1• 1,:,6
.v,_

l·

-

,, -,

dOVI C1 10

ne

X'btY.Jl.<

1'n ],1'ndn~s 13
,.

•

'C•

-

or courtesy or plain decency?

I o,rn not tryine; to revive t"tw myth

of tbe "noble n2.vage, 11 b11 t I am wonder inf wbet 'oer even t'ne sav:1.r;e has

ever had an unbiased bearinp.

1' Ivn,,ys we he,ve looked

on bim from our
e

own vanta.e,:ee:-round of superior, or ftJ.ncied superior, t:i,c(Ji~vement.
Tiut tbe savage h&.s 11is revenr;e, in a wcry -tl:iat bA could never /'Jave

clreurned of,

\V~ may reject his crude mAti'JOds of trarrnportation,

bis

'

or1.1der morals,

his a,rrov,s or spe,iro; bnt we still bove his rnytts,

l1is tradi tionv,l c11lt\1re, often bir, way of thinlcing,

lie has left us

very little tbat can be comprehended by the eye, but hie traditional

lore has bean handed down hy HH.ro

A very 19,rge percentage o:f wlrn,t

we know is not :found in books; some of

011r

knowledpe is, o:f counrn,

superstition and not fact; some is on the border line between fnncy
and ecience; some, actuRlly, iH bKsically scientific, though subject
to mo,ny

8,

queer inro2,d of thi,ncs tbat &re in no sense sciontific.

\ibo Ccm te: l bow mmiy of our taboos ,J,rose E<mong the most primitive

times of ovr race, when me,n wo.s barely man?

And yet, since these

taboos have often received the ijanction of tbe moat hRrdQheaded and
rnatter-of-f2,ct people, they ho,ve bardened into statute laws or equally
bindine cuBtoms of common law,

It would be a brE,,Ve m1cm wrrn would

chrdlenr~e all of them, especiu,lly since they have served for so rrn.ny
aces

B§

bulvrn,rks aea,inst the lower elements in our race or even in

every inclivir1uc,,l.

T1oou{';h m,,,ny of these ancient wRys of tbinkinf,;

'
,u·e now wri I ten laws, there are still en indefinite number the,t remain
on tbe borcler·land betvrnen tra,cli tion 2,,nd statute lav,,

Sometimes I

think we are more often infl110nced 'by these ls,tter wayr; tlwn b;ir all
the codes o:f la,w8 ~,ruvrn up by men fror,i Harrmiurabi' to the present.
If we violate stat11te laws, we can be triad in open court; but if we
violate these traditional customs that are fully as old as our written
Codes, we are triad still, b11t onlir in the minds of people who still
n,tain a respect for the ill.2lt maiorn!.!], the "customs of tlle e.lcters.

11
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"MY KINGDOM FOR A HORSE"

Years ago in this column, and later in PASSING INS'VI'i'UTIONS,
I lamented the passing of the old family nag, an institution that
had been associated with mankind sinc!:t~tten bisto;yy began.

In

that a,rticle I tried to bring together my experiences with our old
nag, for I knew that what I had known was in every way similar to
In the twenty

the experiences of whole generationi(of boys and men.

years since I first wr&te that article, which I gave as an afterdinner speech, the horse has still further declined, so much so
that my essay seems ancient history.

When I wrote that essay,
a

the livery stable had :J1l(>t entirely disappeared; it was nott common
experience 1 but still far from being rare! to meet a horse-drawn
vehicle on our highways.

On more than two-thirds of tlie farms

the machinery was horse-drawn.

In fact, some new, shiny b~ggies

were being bought and sold then; I wonder how many new buggies
changed hands in Warren County in 1948 •

It would also be an

interesting bit of news to contrast the sale of two-horse plows
here in 1908 and in 1948,
In biology it is a well-lmown principle or law that when a
species of life becomes small in numbers, there is a danger of its
being wiped out.

Let us look at the Passenger Pigeon, for example,

In pioneer days there were so many pigeons that no one ever dreamed
that the species would become extinct, almost suddenly,

Attacks on

the pigeons were made in every way: they were shot with guns, they
were smoked out of their roosts, their young were captured in
the nests before they could fly well.

These destructive ways, plus

the birds' fatal gregariousness and the fact that they produced
only one young at a brood a.nd, even more dangerous,

that they

migrated great distances and were exposed to the dangers of the
weather, began to show on the hordes of pie;eons not long after
the middle of the last century.

Along about 1875 the numbers

•plummeted downward, and by the time I was born, the species had
In fact, I never saw a live one, though

been virtually wiped out.

my older brother killed one when I was three or four years old,
?he last pigeon of the species was kept lovingly in the Cincinnati
zoo until

rk- died

of old age in 1914,

Efforts were made and

la.rge sums were offered to secure a mate for it, but conservationists
had waited too long.

The Passenger Pigeon is now a past institution,

as dead and gone as the Dodo or the Great Auk,
destructiveness to

When man added his

the bird's own natural enemies, it was too much,

For some time I have been wondering whether it may not soon
be true that the work horse may disappear in much the same way

.

as did tt,e Passenger Ptgemn.
chance t o

",IA~ll;I!<!,,

"l"el'!!RMl

and business.

f

The race horse certainly stands a

or as long as horse-racing remains a great sport

But, with the passing of the dire need of horses

to ride or to pull machin,,s or vebicles, the farm horse may be
before.many generations a mere memory; successors to me in the
classroom may have as hard a time explaining about horses as I
now haviin trying to make students see the oxen that were once so
necessary on all farms and in all lumber camps,
Of course, I realize that the aotual disappearance oy{he horse
may be a long way off,

But is there the care in keeping up the

breed that we once knew?

Since most work horses today belong to

peor,le who hope to replF,ce them with roacbinery, it is hardly likely
that any very serious thoug·ht v1ill be given to building up e. finer
type of farm horse,

The biological possibilities for horses

are becoming fewer, so that inbreeding may result,

Inbreeding

,t,."-

as such may not be harmful, but with any degerate tendency, it

"

naturally increases the possibilities of re.pid loss of strength and
desirable qualities.

Of course, no sentimental feeling about the

horse will keep it alive and well long after it is no longer needed;
but, when you tt1ink bow much the lifesfof the horse and his owners
have been been tntertwined for centuries, it gives one a. bit of
sadness to see one of our domesticated animals losing his position,
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BOSSY AND DOBBIN
La.st week I lamented the passing of the horse, except the race
borse.

Today I want to speak of cbange as it affects tbat other

domestic animal of long standing! the cow,

Jl'ormerly one mentioned

h..,Q.l:aO and . ~ in much tbe same way that he mentioned house and land
or wife and children,
the cow in mind,

Farm homes were built with the horse and

Without them there would have been small c\<.\tl_nce

of survival; only tl1e most worthless people owned neither horse nor
cow.

But while Dobbin has ceased to ha.ve so much importance as

be once ba.d, old Bossy has skyrocketed into a prominence that
sbou ld turn her alrea.rly-add led head.
The cow as a necessary part of the farm was accepted at Fideli t,y
e.nd elPJewhere when I we.s young•

Every farm had enough cows to

furnish milk and butter for the family and usually a lot of
bHttermilk for the pigs.

Though there was always sa.le f,or bvtter,
CIM

the dema.nd was not sufficient to warrant more than

occ,.,s10~

~

person's

planning to supply tbe needs of those who did not keep cows.

To

sell milk would have seemed silly, milk that was fed to pigs, milk
that most people rege,rded not as a food bt1t as a sort of water to
wasU down hot biscuits and fried ham and fried pies.

One of my

brothers sold butter from his Jersey cow all of my childhood, but
I cannot recall having ever heard of the sale of a gallon of milk.
On most fa,rms tbere was no planning to keep cows fresh so that
there would be a steady supply of milk,

Consequently, we had more

a.t some seasons than any number of people in a large fa,mily could
dispose of, and the pigs had to be Ce,lled in to help out.
times we were completely lacking.

-th{.,

Sometimes cow-/ developed tuber-

"

culosis and passed it on to tbe wbole family of her master,
when the cow was obviousl;ir sick
milk.

At other

Only

did people refrain from using her

Veterinarians were known to be, but I never saw one in ou1'

VV'.ilk

U1ose day:c, 1 know toat I tried, clumsily, to express my thougtits
on all t11e pur,zline; ttlings tfmt ca.me across ,,, farm boy's m:ind,
},.nd I kno•:,;r still furtber that hundredo of other boys tbo~Jeht o.s 1

thought, whether they ever took pen to write or not,
as a reminder that farM boys ~ere not juat healtoy, unthinking animals;
none offtbe boys I knew were so svre tliat the olcler ones and t·he
frnnous ones riad ,Hlid the last word Es.bout life and i. ts problems.

We_

had been too well tc1ugllt to s,,.y openly whnt we often thought

about our elders and their eeemingly hole-proof philosophy, but
amone: ounrnlves we deb,,,ted questione thc.t would ba.ve shocked ttie elders
a,nd uncont<ciovsly left the whole m&.ttor unsettled, still open for
discussion as long as there a,re boys or other open-minded creatures.
But there were ideas that I did not dare air out to the fellows
wbon 1 kneV1 and respected.
me,

Hninly I feared thnt t.riey would .laugh n t

Yow that we are micJclle-1J.e;ed ~rnn, 1 wish we mie;'r1t get toe·ether

for a Grandpa Bull Session, if that might be the right name for it.
Host of us wlio still live could add 1m,.ny a practicml experience to
back up soFie of tt1e strange foresight we often sl10,,•1ed in our youth,
I wonder whether we would still hide some of our most cherished thoughts
for i'ear tbey r-1igbt not fito

'.rboue;h l llave long t:ded to forgive and forget r2,ome of tl~e tl:incs
tliat

ITl/.1.cJJl

life unpleasB,nt in my boytiood, I still lrnep some tender plr,oes

trw.t X'efuse to heal,

Some of them resulted from being X'Bminded by older

people,wben I expreesod some 11nf1:,'ll\iLi.s.r view of thincs, tbat I Weis just
a, cbilrl e,nd could not know,

}'leing we11-thugbt by my 1ns.rentEJ, 1 reumined

quiet, but ,rndern0,,1tl1 my cnln exterior I smu.rted and vowed some sort
of vengeance against the people wbo were grown and could llave tlle last
sc.y, rif;.llt or wront::,
It i.s a SE>tisfaction to me in my older life tlmt
many of tb?. tl'1invE ~or wllic~CI wtJ.s 2que:!.cl1,,,d 2,r;1 today stf,.ndarc1 equipment
for any ora1nary th1n1:rer e,nc:Jtnat t1ie po1nt or view tl'Jc1,t I we,s suppor:;ed to
0

,H,

reveTe is
f&.r outmoded as a la.st yeD.r's nlme,nnc.
J.nd yet l con,stantly
vwnder v1hether I have been r;uilty, too, of trying to force rny tialf-baked
idea.s on youne~e:r mj_nrls c.1.s 1.f' rnjr words were r:, blast from "kit .. SiHnai itself.,
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soLVIFG T ,,.:~ i:unnLrn

Just recently I have rere,1d, for the th:i.rd or fonrth time,
W, :-:, Hndson'E'

FJ\ll A'Y/\Y AND LONG AGO, an old m,,_n•s r1emories of his

F:very till1e I reG,d anythl_ng by Hndson, I mn

boyhood in l,rgentina.

str11ck with the rreat similnrities existing betv-,een his cbildhood
and tl1e childhood of so many of my own venere,tion,

Hit1 p,j_rents,

-,,,
,_ o,n(1 ~T
"
1 an_a in
· orir;in,
· · f J.· 1t ~in t,o ··',,,1e s t r,,.nr:e
"
,, - · h
,•,nr;_,, ___1 s,1
J•,ew ',mg.
"V"-n1s

"

.

ci vili.zrcd,ion 01,he pr,11rpc1.s ,,.na Cc@e to lo'T<) tbe flat pls.ins ,;,lrnost

like natives.

Their ranch house b8c,1.Tie the stopping place of nu-

merous travelers of a 11 gred e1,.
nll'loRt

RB

The boy grew up out of doors,

wild as U1e animals of the plains,

'Ji i th next to no

formal education until he wa.s in the late •teens, be absorbed whatever
could be experienced and early ce,me to value bigbly his knowledge

of people and wild nature.

Like so me,ny of ull, however, he had to

get awa.y from bis nnt 1ra.l life on tbe pmnpE,s before he could \1ave
1

R

proper perspective and appreoiate for what it was wortb t~is
educative experience.
It bas often been the custom to take a country boy'f life as a
matter of course,
boy· as cr,.refree,

Too rnimy people who writa bc11Te pictv:r·ed tbe farm
E•,

bea.ltby 1:mirn;;,l tllEit does not worry after he lw.s n

skinful of grub and a good night's reet,
boy ie busy i. ncesstmtly, rsorne people 'hould beve us tbink that activity
itself fills all the boy'e needs,

The hignly colored piot11rea of the

ensy life, t,ie worry-less routine of tbe fr1.nn boy still ir.-rithte nm,
more than forty yer;rB away fron trie farm.

tbroug·b most

of

l know tbcet l tboue;ht

rm trd.np;s tllat worry burnani ty wt1ile I

mule in the bend of the creek,

Wl>,S

plowinc; my

Every aspect of burnan life touched me

in some form lonp; before l had ever ridden on~ train or hnd a word of
]'ligh nchool work.

And, bec111.1se of my habit of keepinf; a dihry in

neck of the woods.
took care of it.

Milk was as clean or dirty as the ones who
.And thus countless generations had spenfheir

lives, with Bossy as a prominent institution.
L0 ng after I left Fidelity;the dairy business, except around
the larger cities, where it had been a big business for decades,
became important.

My own county of Warren has made tremendous

strides in the dairy business within the last){q,;;';t~'t;,':;:~ry,
Standardized dairies, a great milk-evaporating plant, and a steady
rise in the use of milk have made thousands of people conscious of
I).,';)

Bossy as a money-ma.king creature
every farm home,

rather than/\ a mere adjunct to

A few weeks a.go I was standing talking to a

fe,rmer away out in the country when a big milk truck came by.
The farmer and I bailed tr,e driver and asked him ho•r many cans he
picked up on his route,
seventy-six cans,

He said that his average daily load we,s

Both the farmer and I were astonished.

After

the driver went on his way, the farmer, who hfad lived in the same
community all his fifty-odd yea.rs, said that in his boyuood and
until ten years ago you could not have got a ca.nful of surplus
milk on that drive.

I know a small farmer in that same section

who is making enough on his few pure-bred cows to pay all the upkeep
of bis farm and help retire the loan witb which he bought it a,
few yea.rs ago,

And yet his cows are a mere sideline on bis fa.rm,

Bossy is no longer, in rrJany places, a mere appetite wrapped
in a skin.
beef.

She must procl,,ce butter fat or be slaughtered for

And sbe is under the constant oversight of a good veteri-

narian, who sees to it that she does not have t11berculosis and that
she can be counted out if 13;-,e acquires Bang I s disea,se,

And she is

not merely grazing on s, poor old hillside; sne must hi,,ve the best
feed, summer and winter.

In my part of tbe world, at least,

every drop of Bessy's milk is in demand, especia,lly if she and ber
surroundings warrant the milk's being graded a,s A.
I,, fact,
Bossy is now a high-toned aristocrat/, not a passing institution.

We who h2ve had, by hook or crook, superior educational
adva,!htq,;es soraetimc,s, I fev.r, find ourBelves discounting tbe b:r,;,ins
of plain people around ue wbo came up t1rn hc,.rd wa.y and do not have a
diploms., exce-,it one f:rom the school thE,t Fl'Einklin s&,yB only fools
will learn in,

When we know wbere to find tlie expression of this or

that pb i losopriy and tbe name of its a11 thor or pro mu le a tor, we ilimg ine
that v,e triereby know tbe pbilosopr1y itself better trrn.n the man who
mi&ht bave trouble even in finding bis own name in a

telephone directory,

I do not want to discount what books can and do bring, but even e0ucatoro like me, from the soil e.nd not the least bit (shamed of it,
need to be reminded ae;ain and 8.f'.F.:Ln thEct h\HnF,,n beincs who p,,.ss tbroueh

life, 'l!ith or without book leG.rninr, neet 0),,'1)eriences tliat teach,
sometincs more than courses of study that lead to diplomas and com-

Tbe chief trouhle witb most of the public display of knowledfe

at Fidelity was its self-assurance,

See-riinc:ly c,n:rbody wi tlJ a publi,o

HX to e:rind could r.rny e.nytl1inc be vianted to and e-et aw1,,y with it,

For example, we .,,,ere told every campaie:n thDt Eill the r;ood peopl,, were
D,,mocrnts End E,,11 tlrn bncJ ones Republicans, t'\'rnt a great cts.lc1,rnity v;o11ld
ba.ppen if we trusted our li.ve11 c>.nd our ei,,cred honor to tbe oppofling
pci..rtyo

So far a.s I knov:r 11 none of our neighbors nm.de

H

record of these

one-sided propbecies and checkecl t,riem lo.tar wit11 ,.ccornpliohea fncts,
I~ religion we were told, according to where we were, that this or
that of our three cienorninstions would lt,n,d us
any otlier faitb wolJld lead us R,stray,

to

Jleul8,b Land and t1w,t

Again, tliere was no accurate

way of findinv; out wbetl1er tl1e fa,c ile r>roph<,ts "knew their onions,
J'robnhly that c,,coounted for t11e cocksure vmy in wl1icb tbe proprrntic•
kept 11p I)J'O pl:rn syi ng,

11

soroe of those sure-fire fellovis v1c11ild probably hove died of
shock or 11u'Tliliation if Uiey bad known thr,.t some of iine respectful
ones sitting quietly before tbern e,nrl see!fing to Gwallov1 their
1

orr<cule.r words inwnrdly questioned even(tr-,e most we.ter-ti.gt,t of tl10ir
1
arguments,
I for one early felt tbo,t,\vitb so many peoJ)le v1ho fouc:·;t

'

.

on tbe lifortl1ern side o(tbe Ci.vi.l Wc,r £•.nd died quite

Ho

et,gerl1as

bad rDG.ny of our own people, tbere must bF.1.ve been others ~i."3 who
knew bow to suffer for what they tbouc;bt rie:bt,

Whi. ttier, I eiJ.rly

learned, wns an Abolitioniet, a borrible word in our little world,
ThA
a

trutb to life in bif; "Snow-Bound'' mcicle me feel that be wc:s not

fa.lze one hut coulcl. t811 the truth elsewtiere,

beJ.ief, for fear of' stirring up a fi1:;ht, I went on rQy way, casting
ont mr,.ny of t,10 one-si,led vie,ns for a brob.d r tolerance,
0

I

Sometimes

felt very lonely in this struggle, but in later life l have learned

fr·om some offhe olcl-timers, e.s I sur:geeted in tny 11,.st article, tbat
the

s,,.m,,

s:i.lont fight wa.s goi.ne: on in rnr,.ny s.nott:er breust in our

little remote community,

Outwardl'.' -we may have conformed 1,retty well

to tl10 narrow-mindedness of our neighborhood, but inwardly we were
lonr:Lng to be citizene of o little bigger world,
One of the asto11mli.nc thinccflrnt I l1JE,rned enrly was th.s.t

sorw of our so-culled i[;norE,.nt neie;l1borE 8ometimes bad progre,,eerl
fc.rtr1er on a vw1·ld view tl:w.n sor~e of tr1e li tero.t,e one13, even tlie

landers

e

Leaders l1ave a way of becominf involved in t11inge; they

11,,ve ver,ted interestB 1 they mic::ht want to run for office, Urny mislrt
be afraid of ri.1nning counter to soci& 1 opinion.

Some of our

peoplR, like the villD.ge vrnp; I mentionc:d in J1'ID~LJ.'l'Y WOLKS, ll&d no
Vfrnted intn:rests imd coulcl see "trn.igbt and tu 11{ r,tra if,bt, regard lesr;
of the ir1presF::ion tbe~, r 1igbt n1~~·.kee
Since poll['. 11c1ve becorr1e 130 corrn'l).on
, 1.ncl
often so rii1ol0ading, maybe it YIOulcl bave been fine if we could bave
hnd an opinion poll after some cocksure fellow spouted off in F 1 aolity
ancl left Urn como11ni.ty feelinr Urnt l'1e had told the rnstics snrne
brF,Yld-new tbinc_:s o
:-~e 11.igbt bave been as s1n:·prised c,,s Dre Gc.,,llup
or J1tra T\oper o:r H~r. C!rossley o
1

1
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OLD-FASHIONED LADIES
A few days ago an old-fashioned lady told me how bold and unIf I am to believe her story,

la.¢ylike young women are today,

girls are now the hunters, not the hunted,

If they see a. man whom

they like, they give purs11iit, not daintily or coyly, as la.dies of
other times might ha.ve done, but as openly and brazenly a.s a dog
might chase a rabbit,

The poor man, according to my friend, does

not have a chance, for, if one hunter fails to bring him down, another,
more skilled or hunting out of season, will get him.,

Maybe it would

be better for all eligible men to hide out to save themselves from
the snare of the fowler or the bullets of the hunter,
Not until this rem.ark of

p/

my friend had I suspected that

she was growing old; now I am sure that the forgetfulness that comes
with age is already attacking her,

I have begun to remember back

through as many years as I can in order to find the more gallant, bold
I know that the old-fashioned lady

men who used to do the hunting,

was supposed to wait until Prince Charming came along and wait forever if be failed to arrive,

But, to save my life, I cannot recall

any such people except in stories,

Maybe the old-fashioned ladies

waited, like Priscilla in "The Courtship of Miles Standish," until
the opportune moment.

I dare say there may have been plenty of

P;i;:iscillas, who spoke at the right time and saved themselves from
being old maids or from having to accept Miles Standish or some
other unwanted suitor,

Regardless of how coy they were and how hard

to capture, most of the ladies I used to know ruled their men so
perfectly that we used to suspect them of having done the;proposing,
Certainly no game that had been captured or shot a.nd tucked awa.y in
the hunter's coa.t was any more effectively caught than these
men in the "brave days of old,

11

;.s a lifelong teacber of literature I bave often wondered bow
fa,r tbe ideal lady must bave differed from tbe actuality,
Poe's bloodless beroines, for instance.

Take

Tbe more I think of it,

tbe more I believe that sucb wisps of womanhood shou!.£ have died
young an1left no descendants,
world.

They were a mite too good for this

Now, your mother and mine were not made of such frail

stuff; tbey may have been coy and hard to catch, but they did not
curl up and die because life was not all a series of airy delights,
It took eleven children and eighty-one years to wear my mother down.
She did not lack any of the essential lady-like manners that poets
rave about; she also had staying qualities that could endure
through long years what life had to offer.

There was a toughness

about tbese actual mothers of ours that shines more brightly than
all the bloodless, hectic flush of consumptive heroines of fiction,
It seems strange that we, of all people, sbould not long ago bave
learned to evaluate properly the wome.n wbo could .meet pioneer and
other hardships and still survive, not as an invalid, to be petted
and praised by the younger generation, but a person that could
bold her own in a world of younger people and never fetJ.j/, called on
to apologize for having been born thirty years too early,
This strain of elegant ladies, who seem too. good for this world,
always remind me of poor old Elijah and his pathetic lament about
bis being the only one who has not bowed the knee to Baal, when
there were hundreds as brave, though not so vocal, as be,

'rbe bead-

lines too often would have us believe that matrimony is a sorry
spectacle, that the well-knit home is gone,

Now as formerly,'

the woman who dedicates herself to her borne and lives accordingly
receives little or no recognition; the overwrought man-hunter
or the extremely elegant lady make good reading ~f for jaded people
who like to believe that tbe world around them, their own world,
is steadily on the way down,
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REGIONAL LANGUAGE

Tbe longer I study regional ls.nguage, tbe more I am amazed tba t
a single pronunciation, not necessarily appearing in a dictionary,
will bave a wide area of usage,

It is easy to see bow some local

pronunciation would penetrate into surrounding sections of tbe country,
Some well-~now1local celebrity migbt give currency to a sounfbat
others would imitate, intentionally or unintentiom~lly,

But how

can sucb sounds, without the aid of books and radio and other
learned ways, )5/-/,p{j{-/,I,%/, come to be tbe accepted form among
people hundreds of miles away'l

Of course, most of our usages

are oral, anyway, and books influence most people only at second hand,
Suppose we take you-all as an illustration.

Wby should it

be almost universal in trie Southern states and be a freak elsewhere
except at the borders of the South?

Of course, there are some

areas in tbe South where you-uns replaces you-all, but such areas are
not very large.

~lbereas yout-uns smacks of the hillbilly or the

poorly-educated, you-all is a word of every social class,

People

wbo came into contact with typical old Southern ways use it; but so
do people who never were on a plantation and knew nothing about tbe
slave economy,
use it at all?

Just how did the earlier users of you.:.!!:ll come to
Wben

~

ceased to be a plural only, it certainly

was obvious that some plural was needed; but why not dozens of such
plurals, one for each neighborhood or social set?

Of course, there

bas grown up a consciousness that you-al]; is distinctly Southern
and that it bas a. sound that reveals orange blossoms and plantations
and all that sort of thing,

In a.c tuali ty, it reveals whatever

you want it to reveal and may be no more distinctively Southern than
IHddle Western,

The whole backgrouna[of the expeession needs further

study, especially to see wby it became so widely used,

It

ms

easy to see bow this same spirit works in otber words.

Nortb of the Ohio River b-1-o-u-s-e spells blouse, with the .!!, sounding
like~; south of the Ohio River the.!!, sounds like

A•

Botb promrn-

ciations occur, of course, in dictionaries; but most people do not
use dictionaries,

It would seem that some people migbt say

~lo.2.~, which would be like the original word in French.

And why

do not some Southerners use the 1:1.-sound and some Northerners tbe
A-sound'/

•

As our dictionar,es are now made, there is no easy way

to tell whicb regional pronunciation a,pplies,

But these same regional

sounds continue, wbether recorded in books or not,
Similarly, greased bas tbe s-sound in the North, the 1c-sound
'

in tbe South,

When I bave asked some Indiana friend why he bad bis

car greased, with the strong _:!, rather than g;reased, with tbe sounded
~• be bas replied that be knows greased with the e-sound but that
it means covering witb grease, like greasing a. skillet,

Certainly,

be insists, he does not want bis car covered up with grease,

He wants

the grease applied at the proper points ana{there only,
To the unobservant, our language seems consistent, but a few
words, even, would convince the'most sot-in-his-ways person that
we are not regularized by any means.

We laugh at the Irish for

pronounming fili as .!:!:, forgetting our grea,!.

We la.ugh even more loudly

at the Englishman for sa,ying ~ Y for what we call d ~ • but what
about sergeant'/
.--~.-~

Similarly, lev'j:,enant for ltei.11~eIJ~11t is funny, but

so is kernel
-~~,.,,,--~- for colonel'/

Just about e,11 the rules that can be made

about English can have exceptions,

It is well to know that th•S

language, and no other language, grew according to any rules that the
layman can state.

The whole thing is so complicated that we wonder

when we actually agree over wide areas in the use of a single distinctive
expression like .;l_QJJ-al]:.,

DECAYING}ef worms
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A few days ago I ws.s addressing a woman I s club on superstitions
and mentioned the old-time cure of stealing a dishrag, rubbing it
on a wart, and then burying tbe rag in an ash-bopper.

I noticed

tbat a young woman turned to her neighbor and asked w~Qj; in the world
an s.sh-liopper is or was,

Right then I knew that I had become a

left-over live fossil of prehistoric ages,

Ash-hoppers were so com-

mon and so necessary in my younger days that it hardly seems possible
that such an institution has actually died.

I remember now tba t

there were signs of its passing long ago, when Big Deal and other
strong laundry soaps bega.n to invade ewen ]'ideli ty,

But as long as

I lived near tbat remote little village, home-made soap was one of the
blessings of tobacco farms,

There is nothing that I have ever seen

that can dissolve tobacco gum as lye soap can,
in washing dirty farm clothes,

It is equally useful

Of course, I am referring now to

the washboa,rd days, too, when elbow-grease and lye soap and hot water
kppt us from getting covered up with dirt,
In telling this incident about lye soa,p to my senior class,
I happened to think of another institution that is gone.
bow ma.ny bad ever seen an ox team,

I asked

'rwo-tbi.rds of tbe gro11p hs.d

never seen st1cb a sight; a few did not know what I was talking about,
Again I waxed eloqt1ent in telling ahot1t the time-honored custom of
drawing heavy loads witb oxen, n team or more,

Some of the youngsters

looked at each other as if to question my sanity or my memory,

And

yet it was only fifteen years a.go tba t I saw a.n ox tes.m on u. S. 31
in central Alabe.ma, pulling a heavy load of pine poles, with a colored
boy dozing on tbe load, waking np occasionally to give proper directions
to bis slow bnt sturdy team,

I wonder wbether there are any oxen

left in Kentucky and where they are,

I would love to drive to see

them in action again, for I would enjoy traveling back a few decades

to the logging times a.t Fi.delity, when there were many such teams
constantly at work bringing heavy loads out of tbe wet bottoms,
In reading one of our early-American poems not long ago to
my class in .American Literature it was necessary to explain what
some of the cooking utensils were,

Only one in the class, a middle-

aged woman, bad ever seen a meal cooked on a fire, except, of course,
in a camp,

I waEt,i into details a.bout how to cook sweet potatdies

in an oven a.nd then had to be more specific as to the type of oven
with a lid for coals and legs to bold the oven up off the other bed
of coals.

Tbe only genuine response I got was wben I mentioned the

fJ.avor of the sweet potatoes cooked in tbis type of oven; taste
hs.s not changed too much since coloni.s.l days, it seems,
poem, Barlow's
food, mush.

•

11

Tbc so.me

'.l'be Hasty-Pudding," brings up our e2rliest breo.kfast

Again many of tbe class he.d never seen any actua.l mush,

and some did not know the word grits.

I laughingly told them that

they wo11ld rank as vile Northerners down where grits are a part of
every day's es.ting,
te,ste,

My, wbat

fl,

. Some even wanted to know how such stuff

00111/1

lot tbe yo11nger generation ba.ve missed by not

living a hundred yes.rs or eo and knowing at first hand the things
ths,t used to matter!
As a boy I read "Rip Van 'Ninkle" and alma st came to tears when
poor old Rip came back to his village and found that nobody knew him,
The poor old woodcuts in my ten-cent version of tbe story made
Rip look mighty pitiful, with his ragged clothes, bis rusty firelock,
his patriarchal beard.

For days I could not keep out of my mind tbat

old fellow and his utter strangeness in the bustling little village
that he had left twenty years before.

Sometimes lately I l18.ve wondered

wbetber some morning I may wander into my classroom and find that
nobody lrnows me, Umt all I bave known and loved bas vanisbed so completely that I will be as lost as Rip Van Vlinkle t1imself,
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REMEDIES AND HEAL1'H

Wben I remember all the folk .remedies t1Jat were supposed to
be specifics for certain diseases, I wonder wby any one in Fidelity
or elsewhere would admit being sick,

Right at hand all tbe time

were teas and berbs and salves and poultices and blisters and pills
that should have routed even a plague,

And yet crJi11s and :fevers

raged every summer, as soon as the mol;,.rio, mosquitoes could wake up
and get int~ action.

No amount of sul~hur and molasses and burdock

biloters and sassa.fras tea and onion poultices could keep the dread
"e,ger II away.

When otber things failed, tbe believers in tliese

remedies broke down and sought the family doctor, wbo gave enough
quinine to kill plenty of disease germs and also to set a dozen
brass bands sounding in the ears of tbe patient,

In most cases,

bowever, few people learned mucb from tbis experience and were ready
to try the home-made reinedies again,
One of the nonsensical things that we hear repeated until
one wonders whether anybody e1rer believed it is tbat people//// used
to be so much healthier than they are now.

"'rell it to the lJiarines"

or the Army or tbe Navy, for these same organizations have inc6ntestable proof that primitive people of our time fail most often to pass
the tests :for armed services,

The boy from the cabin is fust tbat,

:for tl1e most part, a boy from a cabin,

It is no disgrace to be from

a. cabirn, of course, but primitive ways of securing and keeping health
just f::dl to stand up vnder scrutiny as compared wi tb more modern
ones,

J-ust today ~ : f my students remarked about the la.r·ge

families that used to be, quite sure that all twelve of them lived
always,

I wa.s forced tor emind J-Jim of tlrn great loss of life among

small cbildren in earlier days and not too long ago, ei~ber, since

medical care was so inadequate,

I~ spite of the published facts

about the relative physical fitness of tbe boy raared in a fairly
s.dequate borne and the boy reared in a shack, many people still
love to brag about the sturdy youngsters tha.t cabins and sl1acks produce,
Would you go so far as to brag a.bout the meat-producing abili.ty of

fo::frc,,,d_

the hog that fed on wild mast as compared with the one Ji.e'tl by the
most recent~approved formula.?
Thirty years ago there was more sickness in our college in a
single week than in an average semester now.
sick, it seems now,

lt was stylish to be

The first time a vi•siting doctor said triat a

time would come when it would be sligritly disgraceful to be silick,
some of our faculty and ma.ny of our students bees.me offended s,nd wondered whether tbst fellow was not being actually insulting,
was born to suffer, womankind to suffer more,

Mankind

Woman as the weaker

vessel was almost supposed to suffer and to enjoy poor health,

If

sbe bad physical vigor and could eat like a boy, she was certain to
be of a coarse origin, certainly not a refined lady,

Most people

now who are actually sick and kept a.way from school apologize for
being weaklings and wisb for a time when tbey can go for years at
a stretch without any serious ache or pain,

I wonder whether any

oonsidera.ble portion of thesP. students of mine take medicine as
the older generations of students did,

I have seen regiilar

armories of remedies on students' shelves of other years,

Maybe

the present excellent health conditions of our students coincides
with the passing of ma.ny of the remedies tbat we once tbought
infa.llible,

Maybe the :fact that tbis generation was not swathed

in red-hot flannels had sometbing to do witb their present health,
And I have not heard in years of any one's having to take s11lphur
and molasses and burdock bitters.

?2?
ANCESTRY AND COMMON s1rns:ilJ

It has been a source of pleasure to me as a student of the branch
of human history called folklore that people in my lifetime have come to
have mucb more sense about their ancestry the,n former people bad,
As history has been stndied, even the die-bards among the a,ncestorworshiners bave. had to come to a more ra,tional view of tbe people who
settled in America,

Formerly a person could claim ,iust about anything

for bis ancestors and get by witb it, no matter bow mucb tbe stolidfaced people a.round him really questioned his greatness,

Fortunately

it i.s bardly so easy now to prevaricate too much about any former
settler without being ~idiculous,
ancestors has grown therebv,

And, strangely, the acttJal va,lue of

When idee,lizations of the pioneers, for

example, were the only pictures we had, it seemed crude to tell some
worshiper that his ancestors could not read and write.

They probably

could not, but it is also necessarv to know the general level of
oduca.tion at tha,t time before we can condemn any given person for not
having these evidences of culture.

I have lived among plenty of people

who were illiterate, as judged by reading and writing tests, but some of
these same illiterates were able people and made a good living and attained
to considerable neighborhood promi.nence,

One such man has had three

daughters to graduate at my own college, certainly not a bad achievement
for a fellow who we,s bandica1Jped as be was by not knowing his own
name in print,

A too-fe,vorable opinion of the pioneers is certainly

as bad s,s a too-severe opinion,

History has justified itself, here

and elsewhere, by helping us to recreate early life in America almost
as it was.
When I was e, child, I often wondered at the degeneracy of mankind,
for I heard only of the great things that people used to do and saw
onlv the very ordinary actions of plain people a.round me,

Our religion

also taught ns that we were r:oing down hill with the brakes off,

Nearlv

everv oldish man wa.s a. Confedarate vetl!lran, who tc,.lked a.bout his dea.d
I, q11 i te na.tura lly, p:rew 11p

comrades as if they bad been s,,nermen,

with a belief that we were pivmies and that the later generations wo11ld
become still sorrier than we, if that were possible.

It. hardly seemed

sensible to try to do anything with a pbilosppbv like this all around us,
Viewed as men of their time and not as demigods, the pioneers ·
were nothing to be eshamed of,

:Many of them were crude beyond words,

bnt in every generation of pioneers there were sts.lwa.rt souls tba.t.
were f1:1.r FJbead of their time in many of their ideas.

No

place was too

remote, no group was too lacking in sanitv to keep down forward-looking
plans for decencv, order, and, llS11allY, religion and education, however
elementary they may have been,

The pioneers did not build cathedrals,

bnt they built log churches in the wilderness or eil!ected for temporary
meetings brush arbors in the woods,

Tbey did not bcive modern grade ct

a.nd higb scbools, far from it, but in most places they enconraged someone
to teacb people bow to read, write, and cyuber to the Rule of Three.
'Pbe early pioneet'P: did not erect noble castles; it wa.s s. much later
generation that did tbis,

Bvt everywhere tbere were a few s~gns that

some bands were more skilled. tba,n others, tba.t some people dreamed of
better tbings tba.11 tbey bad ever known.

As a life-long student of Abra-

ham Lincoln I bave marveled at tbe be.ndiwork of the rude covntry lad and
bis ignorant fatbet·, for tbese two co11ld ma,ke fnrni t1,1re that no of ns
would be ashamed of today.

11

as Edwinrf. Markham siws of bim.

He b11ilt¥ra.ilpile as be bnilt tlJe staJt.e,

11

I bave felt a tbrill of appreciation for

this, our most distinctive American, when I bave viewed the works of bis
bands, mncb as I bave thrilled at the few great masterpieces of art tbat
·I bave seen,

It was no demip:od that dressed these boards; it was a m~.n,

a. pioneer man, wbo wished for better things than pioneer life could bring.
How n,cb better that sort of pioneer is than all the idealized ones tbat
people who are sbakv on their bistorv bave dreamed of!
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HARDENED BRAIN CJ<JI,LS

It certainly is not necessa.rv for me to say a.gain that I have
ta.ught thonsa,nds of young people in my more than forty years as a teacher,
The t11irty thonsand that have enrolled in my classes since 1907 ,jnstify
mo in what I want very badly to say in this essa.y,
Young people as they come to me are, for the most part, ouen-minmled
and to le rant.

They may have been reared in narrow homes, bnt the very

fa.ct tha.t they are entering collee;e shows tha.t they would like to know
a wider ra.nge of people than they have previously known,
011t of

13,

The one or two

hnndred vo11ng people who enter college with their minds already

made nP create a bigger problem than their numbers warrant, but it is
usually only ne1resss.rY to sit be.ck and let the other ninety e.nd nine
helu such brain-hardened ones to get a new rav of light into their
benighted minds,

St11dentr are their own best teachers, as every honest

person will testify.

'rhe teachers are around to act as 1Jmpires or

boosters for certain ideas; the actual teaching is done by people who
a.re hardly aware of their accomplishments.
Now this is one of my sorrows.

After students have come to college

and obtained many new and broadening ideas, they sometimes ret,irn to
theiJ' cornmqnity and find it prettv hard to ca,rrv out their new-fonnd
life•

Consequentlv, they settle down to the neighborhood level, like

tbe characters in Sinclair Lewis's MAIN STRl:i:ET.

Tbey tmve learned

a little abo11t great literature but find it easier to read whatever is
being read at Gopher Prairie o:r Podunk,

They have learned at least

a smattering of good music b11t find less-good music ea.sier to listen to.
Tbey have follnd many types of people interesting s.nd valuable, but
they soon grow wearv of defending s.n:vbody who does not fit into the
Podunk pattern in politics, religion, social accomplisbments, educs.tion,
and ambition,

Of course, not all mv thirtv thousand have done this;

vour own WRY and, at best, apologizing for tbe other,

Maybe yo11 have

outgrown tbe se,rnre form of pre,judice tba.t would make you a. bitter crli2ti.c
of tbe otber fellow's cburcb, but yon stU.l find yourself wondering bow
a senstble nerson could put uP with certa.in rituals and beliefs,

It

l.s a rare person tbat can accept di.ff,nences between one cburcb and another
as calmlv s.s be ta.kes blondes and br1Jnettl!>s.
lfot lon11; a.go I ran into a.notber p:r.ej11d ice t11at mu st be rat11er
common.

One cousin is a billbillv nn,sician of consi.dera.ble prominence;

the ot11er bas bad ma.ny yea.rs of serio1is st1Jdy in more formc1l music,
T11e bostility between t11e two is striking: neitber believes tbat tbe other.
one is bonest or can possiblv enjoy bis own type of D,sic.

As an

ontsider I ba.ve tri.ed a. little to bring the two nearer together, for I
love both kinds of music, but tb11s far I have no progress to report,
Most o:f tbe people wborn I know ba.ve violent dislikes of certain words
a.nd expressions, always, o:f course, beca.1,se of some unplea,sa.nt a.sscbcie.tion
of es.rlier ti.mes.

Maybe the word or expression was used by some neigh-

bor wbom von disliked; taerefore you dislike tbe word itself a.nd can never
res.ct properly to it, no matter wbo ,,ses it.

It mav be a word that

was used bv a. soci.a.l climber, or somebody's ignore.nt motber-in-la.w,or
some detestable brat that wa.s made a. neig11borllood model,

Anyvmy, I

can sympatbizo perfectly wit11 yo" s.nd s.m bardly willinp: to admit t11a.t there
is not something bad a.bo,it the word its elf.
nea.rlv complete i.mper:fect svmpa.thv.

'rbis bs.ppens to be rnv myst

I ,jnst love folk la.ngnap:e, ba.d

gra.mrmu s.nd a.11; I can tolera.te semi-bad grammar s.nd do so dailv,

But

wben a. flagn-uit viola.ti.on is flaunted bv some self-advertisAr, I bave to
bite my tongue to keep down some bad words.

Wben J consider 110111 this

sort of t11ing "riles" me, I bave much more tolerance :for Tleople wbo
bave rre,j11dices in religi.on, politics, m11sic, or anyt11ing else,

UNREASONABLE PREJUDICJ~S
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:mvery one of us is a. victim of unreasonable prejudices, even thougb
most of us would deny being so primitive.

No mHtter wbo yo1.1 are,

bow well illducHted you 0.re, how much you bave traveled, how many types of
people yon have met and liked, there is some blind spot yet that fails
to see tbe virtues of some sort of person or custom or point of view,
When I feel tbat I bave overcome about all my dislikes, J. love to rere0.d
Charles Lamb's humorous essav "Imperfect Sympathies,
have referred before in this column,

11

to which I

This well-written essay makes me

rea.lize anew that all of us are still imperfect in our understanding
of some kinds of our fellow men,
What is your pet prejudice'/

Maybe it is political,

If you live

in certain areB.s of Kentucky, your party is dominant, so dominant that
it bardly seems necessary to notice tbe otber one; in otber areas you
belong to a party that is just about equal in numbers to the opposing one,
That gives you, in this latter ca.se, something to think about and to
11:et "het up" about•

The mi sts.kes of any member of your opposing party

become the mistakes of the party itself: all other members are eq1Jallv
bad.

I have known people who bad learned to scratch the ticket, as I

bave so long done, and vet sav t11e most cutting things abovt the partv
in w11ich thev harl not been reared but in which they ha.d voted often,
A few da.vs ago I enco,rntered just sncti a m1m,

H

lifelong Democrat wbo

li,telv tnrned Republican b11t w11o 11nconscionsly finds himself sa.ving tbe
most. bi ting tbinp:s a.bout t11e Tiep11blica.ns,

It is hard for a leopard to

cba.nge its spots,
Maybe vo11r prejudice is rel:i.g1.011s,

T11ere are plentv of neople wbo

bave ,just 81)011 a. nre.i11di.ce, often of so long standing that it seemf1
foreordained e.nd nred est ina. te:a,

If you have been reared in one c~ircb

atmosphere, vo,-1 feel;i', often, a strangeness or worse abont the rites of
1.crnv otber denomins.tion,

You unconsciously find yo,,rself approving

most of them have p11t into 0.ction many ideas that they otherwise wollld
not bave bad.

For every student who bas ret,,rned to bis native place and

forgotten. wbat be learned at college I can name two or tbree wbo v,ent
back and belped create a new world or wbo went elsewhere, into some area
where tbe pressure was not so great, and accomplished wonders,

J11st

recently I bad tbe ·pleasure of visiting a. very remote place, once regarded
as ,inst tbis side of tbe JtJmping-off Place, wherever tbat is,

OtJtward

appearances would bave led a,nvone not s,ccust<i,med to tbe place to believe
tbat a new idea bad not penetrated to tbat villa,ge in f'ortY years,

But

at a program I attended tbere I bes.rd and saw tbi.ngs tbat showed tbat
even tbe most populo11s towns migbt be p·la,d to bave sucb a cultural life
as some of my former students bad brought in,

It was a distinctive

tbing wben the children sang; it was distiHtive, too, wben tbey talked to
me, a stranger but tbeir tea.cbers' teacher.

I came away feeling tbat

culture is slow but sure in sucb places, wbere people ca,n be convinced
of a good thing wben tbey see it, even though their ancestors for gensra.tions were none too eager to cha.nge their wa.ys for any otber ways under
th0 sun.
I wa.nt to repeat that tbe hardened brain eel.ls are largely borns
'by oldsters like You ,md me, not by tbe younger generation,

1/fhat sesms

impossible of attainment by many of us is downright ea,sy for some who
are young enough to be 01-1r children.

It inoree,ses my rsspect for the

wbole generation of' youngsters to see how they attack ag0-old problems
with assurance that a s,lution is forthcoming,

The grsat thing abo1it

it i.s tbat somebody will find a solution, while yo11 a.nd I tremble witb
fear a.nd fondly ima.gine that we nevsr bad a. chance to solve tbe problem,
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]'EARFUL OF CHANGE

Tbe opposition to newer ways of living tbat I bave met in my life
bas often amused me, somet)hmes irritated me, and, in a few instances,
pleased me,

Cbange bas been so rapid and so overwbelming tbat it is

onlv ns.tnral tbat it sbould bave met opposition,

Just a.bout every

custom tba t I knew wben I was a. boy at l!"ide li tv ba.s cba.nged,

I was

glad to see ~any of tbem disappear, but it is still a source of sadness
to record otber/s in their passing,
Here are some of tbe tbings tbat created mucb opposition in mv
nart of tbe world.

VThen screens came in, be.ck in the earlv pe.rt of this

centurv, many people of the best families refused to have them a.nd offered
many elaborate excuses: screens made the honse too hot, they were not in
the Bible, and if the Lord harl wanted screens, He wonld have made them,
The telephone created a furor among some of the people I knew.

It was

useless, it helped s.catter gossip, it increased the danger from lightning
beca,,se of the wires strunl'( along the roads, and it even blighted, by
these same wires, the crops along the line,

Most people soon left off

their opposition to the telephone, but some die-hards would not give in,
If Grandpap had got along without telepbones, the~why coulctn•~ Grandson?
But the opposition to tbe automobile was the fiercest of e,11 and most
doomed to fail11re, it,i seems.

If' all the dangerous things said abo11t

the automobile had come true, tbere wo11ld not be a one of us alive todav
to en,jov the i.nvention.
ness of the get-awe.v,

Crime was sure to increase because of the quickI suspect tha.t the people wbo believed this most

still pictured chasing the new contra.ption on horseback. or, ma.ybe, on
foot,

Die-hards again held on to the:ir old ways and were soon 1mshed into

the g\ltters with their rubber-tired buggies.

lt

is ho,rd ly sa.fe now

for a horse-drawn vehicle to venture on some of' onr main roads,

But

wben a.11tomobiles were new, tbe horse-drawn vehicles ver;r relncta.ntlv
tnrned aside to let the roaring monster hs.ve even half the road.,

I

have ridden in cars that were stoned by farm boys, who resented the
coming of the new way of travel,

Of conrse, much of this opposition was

plain envv, bnt I suspect that some of it was an ancient sort of hatred
that resents anything new,
The opposition to mechanical inventions was and is mild in comparison
with the opposition to changes in education and politics and other bumim

customs.

As a, school man I ha.ve wa,tched the rise of the great public

high school system, a.gainst an opposition that would have daunted any
ordinary movement.
school.

Just abo11t everv evi.l was a.tt:ributed to the public

Some peo-ple whom I have known bave frankly said tbat they did Vcot

believe tbat tbe ordi.nnry person should know more tba.n how to read and
write, for ed11cation would make him bigoted and useless.

Others lmve

stressed the great expense of edncati.ng the rabble and hnve often delayed
education in many places, remote and otherwise.

~1st recently I visited

a community tlw.t bas very reluntantly establisbed a bigh school, long after
most other places like it ha.d been enjoying good bi.gh scbools for twenty
years or more.

Tbe coming of a good road to that community bas done

rnuch to get the people avmv to otber places, where they conld compa.re
schools and people,

Gradually that iden of having a good school in the

remote -place has taken bold.

When I first -planned to enter tbe college

where I have tanght for so long, well-meaning people, who bad never seen
a college in tbelr lives, warned me of the evils of public schools,
The college itself oms nicked out as a. nefarions examnle of everything
bad, even though my well-meaning adviser bad not been within a bundred
miles of it.

I fear that be gave me un as a lost s0111 when I nersisted

in goin,,: on witb mv pl.ans; I s,,ppose tha.t he later must have relented
sligbtlv when be sent his d&.ughter to Western.

But all this happened in

a. few vAars and shows how p8ople hvd to chan12:e their minds as ed11cati.on
developed,

Not a.11 opposition to good tbinp:s is dead, bnt it seems

much Aasi.er now to get things done tban it was rortv vears aP'o,
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]'OIJ, OH HILIJ3ILLY?

Not many days ago a fF1mous folk singer, one of the genuine breed,
paused between songs at a great ~,blic program to ask if any one
present would distinguish folk songs from hillbilly songs,

Several

people made excellent distinctions, but the singer himself said two or
throe things that I want to pass on,
First of all, he said, the folk song is about something tbat
really ha.ppened and is not a mere make-up story.

He cited

several well-known folk be,llads to prove hio statement,

He said tben

\

that he did not doubt-that Barbara Allen herself was a real person who
flirted witb a young man and broke his ~ea.rt, tho11gh it certainly was
long a.go,

This distinction is a good one.

the ee.rma):ks of a.ctuali ty about them.

Popular ballads have all

No matter how many times the

ballads ha.ve been sung I E.-nd purely by memory anf ot from printed
words, there remains a feeling that they tell of events that took place
in ree,l life and not merely were tl1011ght up by a. composer.
Anothor thing he said was that the folk ballad grows up, with no
tho11ght of its being popular with the bes.rers or of maki.ne; money for
anybody.

On the other band, the hillbilly music is deliberately written

to catch attention and dollars,

He migbt have added that many of

the writers of so-called hillbilly music never saw a mountain or a cowboy
or a. steamboet or anything else tbat sppears so often in the made-up
songs.

A famous composer of cowboy ballads said himself that s.t tbe

time of his greatest success he l1ad never been fa,rtber west than
Hoboken, New Jersey.
'

.A still further thing tbe singer brought 011t ws.s tl1at the folk son/l;
fits a folk voice and tbat many of the so-called singers now on the eir
cannot strike one of the actual folk tones accuratAly,
another way of SB,yinp; what I bave so often said in this cohnnn: that
hillbilly singers often imagine tbs.t hollering slightly off key is being

folkis11,
For years I have listened to countless hours of hillbilly
music, partly because I like some of it and chiefly to catch the
one or two singers in a hu,.dred who have possibilities as genuine
folk singers.

I must confess tbat nearly every hillbilly program has

a singer or two who, consciously or unconsciously, are following tbe
folk tradition,

However, tlrnse are not necessarily the ones who draw

the biggest salary or create the most interest.

The folk singer I have.

been q1Joting ended his discussion by saying tl1at tl1e rawest of tr1e
hillbilly music is gradually passing, now thRt the war is over, and
that there are signs of s. growing attention to better music,
tbe horde of people who follow the hjllbilly tra.di tion.

even among

He cited

several well-known singers who have a true folk tone and praised rather
highly some new voices ths. t be prophesies will be :famous soon,
The singer in question is in no sense a scholar in the :field of
folklore, b1Jt be bas some genuine ideB.s tbst he :fea.rlessly follows,
He ha.s donv mqc\J to stabilize some hillbilly programs by injecting into
them bis own beautiful rendition of tra.ditional songs, not songs that
l,e I·, c.,v <t.,
•
have a Tin Pan Alley origin~
I ~ tbat ,us anait;1"sis of the
folk-l1illbilly differences

is correct anthat we can bope for

a gradue.l improvement in the sort of music that rrillions bear and
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GLOTIY OR SHANIE?

In rny Chaucer class it was necessary this year to explain in some
detail wben 11.re came to pa.ssages that sbovrnd 'Nomen letting down their
bair to show abject humi.lity,

Even the girls in the class wanted to

know nby letting tbe hair down was considered so awful, especially if
I tried to

a mere man che,nced to see a womB.n in sncb a predicament.

recall all tbe instances I could where a woman's bair was regarded as
a sacred thing and told how a. genuinely modest woman was "mortified"
I suppose

if someone acciclentally got a sigbt of her combing her bair,
tbs.t I got my IJ0int Rcross, b11t I

am

afn,.id that no girl of todG.y

can possibly understand the olrler 8.ttit,,oe,
In connection with this I tried to explain some of the furor aroused
by the custom of bobbing heir.

That, too, fell on deaf ears, es none
When I

of my students co11ld remember times before tlie c11stom arose.

mentioned t11a.t some cl11Jrches, especisJ,lly, condemned the new style,
not even the preacher in the class co1Jld rettra.in a emile,

And yet

it seems only a few years back thet one of tbe college teachers of the
I

state was condemned bitterly in a. series of sermons by her pastor,
a.nd her off• nse was just thA common one of having 1'10r rrn.i.r bobbed,
0

I kne~ her fairly well, as she was in another college besides mine,
and V1011ld never have ce.lled her anvtrdng bnt consPrva.ti.,re e.nd pls.in.
Robbed hair became ter,

just as is does nearly everybody; it restored

she committed this heino,1s offense,
And that reminds me of e pict1Jre in a recent farm magazine, showing
five sisters of pioneer times in t11e Mid~le West.

All of them had

been ha1'.'dened by work and toil, 8.nd not. a. si.ngle one of the five had
taken five minutes of time t.o arra.nge

t,,.'1fj

riai.r even ps,ssc1hly.

looked as tho11rri they h11.d run a comb through it;( and doubl"lrl it vp in

a knot a.t the oe."k of the head, s,s if ria,i r its elf were not s. g1or;r
bnt a, sriame,

ostensibly e wom,m 's riajr, as St. I'A.111 se,id, i2 her glory;

at the time •i'hen people felt tlint only Jong heir became a woman there
was often verv little effort to make it glorious or even presentab1e,

Maybe the old-timers interpreted this passage to lll"'an that just long
hair is in itself a glory to a woman, though it may need shampooing
Of course, in the same times

or curling or otherwise be fixed 11p,
it was elightly worldly,

i:f not sinf11l,

to curl lrn.iq this innocont

habit was eupposed to be left along with youth and good looks.

Friz-

zled hBir, then, wqR a sign of frivolous youth; it bad a vague sugges"{ben

tion of wild ways and wild ohts9

&.

wornan had ca,ugbt ben,el:f a

man, i t was deemed sinful to make a,ny further effort to look pretty.
Husbal"d and cbildron did not connt as people w1io like pretty woTT',en,
Since I wbs

&

rnRture man wlien bobbed hs i.r came i.nto E'tyle, I

1'-10.ve often testified to t":~c '.'.'onderfn1 cht:_nge i.t ·wrought ir.1 tbousrJ.nds
of women 111i'Jom I 11c.irc known or seen,

It suddenly became known to

women tbat tbey could still look pretty and that it was a solemn duty
to do so, regtirdless of age or matrimonial status,
other style in 1'lY own time bobbed hair has given the whole sex a lift,
Trying to look as pretty as possible has deve1oped along with trying
to he as healthy as possible.

The poor, weak woman who bas to com-

plc1in to s11ow t1wt she is a member of tl-Je weaker sex is almost as
muol1 out of style now &,s the woman wl10 wraps lier bair up into a bun
at tbe back of her bead and pulla her heir so tbat it lies down flat
&.nd r}ead, like some person laid on t for

everla.sting sleep,

However

sinfn1 bobbed bair may bave been or m1c1y be, it bas done wonders in making
women the a,ttrac+,i•re people tbey ought to be,
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FIDELITY REVISITED
Wordsworth wrote a series of poems about Yarrow: "Yarrow Unvisited,
"Yarrow Visited," and "Yarrow Revisited."

I remembered tbese famous

little poems wben I recently went back to Fidelity for a colllll.encement
address in my old home neighborhood,

Fidelity bas been a part of me

so long that I sometimes wonder whether I have been away from it more
than forty years,

Maybe I learned it so well in my early days that

I am seeing what it used to be rather than what it still is.
First of all, I was impressed by the fact that Fidelity today is
very much in the world we all live in.
village, away over on the edge of things,

It is in no sense a remote
The tides of life are

still high when they roll into the small village.

From the ends of

the earth the boys who served in our armed forces have come back to

live and spend their lives among the hills where I grew up,

They

have seen the South Pacific, Europe, Africa, and Japan; but Fidelity
draws them back as a magnet.

Some of the younger ones who had de-

cided to live elsewhere have been unable t1resiet the lure of the old
home,

Boye who have spent years in the big cities have found a haven
'

in or near where they lived as children; the appeal of~far-away

,,

places with strange-sounding names/ has been satisfied, and now it's
"Home again, and home again, Fidelity for me."

One of my relatives

was slightly surprised when he found out that I do not plan to spend
my declining years amid the scenes that greeted my youthful eyes.
I

To him it is odd that any one can have ever known Fidelity without
returning to it at some time for keeps,
one road leads into the •illage

In spite of the fact that

from the outside world, along that

road come enough of\Mhat the world has or knows to keep the village
connected vitally to every other place known,
To a person of my age the attitude of the youngsters is something
always noticed,

I wondered wbether the graduating class would care

11

to know me personally or would be especially pleased that I have so
It was a joy

often told people in many places about the village.

to me to be received like the proverbial long-lost uncle.

Youngsters

whoee ancestors I had known and some that could not possibly have
beard of me clustered around me and made me feel that I was among
near relatives.
doubt it,

They may have been trained for the occasion, but I

What they said ana(a.id was so spontaneous in every way

that I am sure they know bow to greet a returned Ulysses,or the
"wandering boYj" or the prodigal son, or whoever used to know Fidelity

Anyway, they left me feeling that the future

and now lives elsewhere.

of Fid.eli ty is bright with such youngsters living in it.
It was both joyous and sad to see many of my former neighbors,
Time has te,ken toil,l of me,ny of tbem and written hie marks on nearly
all,

Wrinkles and gray hairs, bifocals s.nd false teeth, stooped

frames and deafening ears reminded me that one cannot be away from a
pla.ce for forty and more years without recognizing the passage of time.
C,r<s. V

Some of my old neighbors, whom I bad not seen inT~ decades, somehow
felt slighted that I did not call their names instantly,

I suppose

that they do not feel any older; maybe I do not, either, but forty
years is a long time,

When I was told who each one was, I was always

able to go back in memory and recreate the person as be looked in the
first days of this century.

I wished for an infallible memory that

would have made me call the name insta.ntly, but even that is a sign
that I am not as young as I used to be,

Besides, I have taught

thirty thousand students since I left there and have known probably
fifty thousand other people.

It is a little too much to expect me

to recall eve~body I have ever seen, even briefly.

Fortunately, some

of the ones I met bad not changed too much; hence I could oall their
names insts.ntly and make them and myself feel at home.

The whole

experience was a heart-warming one that I will treasure always.

\
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Every time I go on a trip out into Kentucky, I marvel at the
great improvement in entertainment that has come within recent decades,
The former self-sufficient neighborhood is duplicated many times oveq
for it is a remote place indeed th11t cannot have an excellent musical
program, for instance, on any and 1111 occasions,

High school seniors

march into the auditoriums to the tune of "Pomp and Circumstance" or
some similar march; girl choirs i.n formals present; choral numbers that
have taken regional or s·cate prizes; in most places the speakers from
the graduatine; class a.re as easy of manner· as experienced spoakerD

from a distance used to be,

Cheep, droning music or mere loudness

of' speaking that used to pass .for eloquence just does not ro.te nowadays,
V/hen I rem<-Jmber some of nry earlier commencement experiences, I wonder
whather I am in the state o~· am the same person,
Even Podunk has at its disposal all sorts of ·bhings that used to
be reserved for only the exclusive places,

The county farm e.:_;;ent,

the home demonstro.tion agent, conservation officers, o.nd many other
plain, practical speakers visit these plo.ces often and accustom people
to heo.ring; simple, useful speeches, not ranting or raving,

Incidentally,

it is pretty hard on the old-time arm-slinger who still thinks that

country places apprecia to only loud-:nouthed, so-called eloquence,
· I doubt whether any group are basically better judges than some of the
rural crowds that I have spoken to; many of the people have boen all
over the country and have really seen and heard the best,

They are

appreciative and may seem slightly stolid, but o.t heut they are
wholesome critics that a speaker could ;,rofit by lis·liening to,
It is a source of v,onder to me

so well used,

V✓herever

I go to find the radio

A few days aiso, while I was walking in a remote place,
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I stopped to ch11t a few minute~ with an elderly man who lives inn
primitive log house, f;;,.r from the big road.

Quite by accident I

mentioned the prospect of rain and mentioned what the daily paper had
said.

He

replied that he had just heard ovor his radio that showers

would soon be falling.

And yet ha is miles from the nearest R. E, A.

line and must travel five or six miles to the nearest telephone•

It is

foolish to assume tli.:.t o. row of telephone poles along a country road is
now the only vital oonnection, except the m11il-carriar, with the big
outside woiile.,

Whun I needed to call someon0 from Fidelity recently,

I wus told that it was six miles to the nearest telephone,

But that does

not mean that Fidelity is farther away novr than it used to be,

Tho same

people who told me this embarrassod me by asking all sorts of things about
world affairs that I could not begin to answer,

And overybody was as

familiar with radio personalities as I, a radio "bug, 11 dare to be,
Lon,~ ago people everywhere be::an to dress aliko,

To expect a

dHforenco in dress such as I once know would be to turn back the
cloak saver-al c;ecades,

Styles in drAss, in speech, it1 foods, in

mmmers, in gadgets generally ps:ss swiftly over our cotmtry now,

It

would take a clairvoyant to tell who came fro,n up the creek or north of
the rivor or out in the flat-woods,

Ge1·tain neighborhood customs persist,

but thoy aro kept, often, more for their flavor than for their use.

If

I wern just an old-tirr,er, I might lament the passing of distinctive
neighborhood ways of doing th.ine;s, but who am I to stand in the path of
change?

The passing of local odditios is Ctlmost e.lways synonymous with

t::1e o.cquiring oi'

!l

breudth of view, a tolerance tho:t my goneration,

who lived remotely and tho\J.cht romote ly, badly needed.

\
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,MILLINERS AND ,MILLINERY
On an average of onoe a day I suddenly am forced to admit that most of

what 1 know or remember is strange stuff to my younger st\tdents,

Just

this week we had some word study in Freshrnan English and ran across the
Only two in a class of thirty knew at once the meaning of

word milliner,

the word; one of these two had heard his mother say that she used to be a
rni lliner / the other one had heard her grandmother tell about going one sprint,
to get a hat from e. milliner,

Naturally, this i(';noro._nce gave me a chance

to toll about hu·bs and their makers,

Open~oyed wonderment greeted my

e,ccounts; I g:rea:r,J.y fear that sorne of 'cha youngsters went home and asked
their parents or other older people whether my remarks had any .foundation
in actual fact,
Evidently we need a lesson, then, on milliner·s,
important people and oom,n.anded a lot of a·~tention,
that sold ladies
seasons only,

I

They ware once very
Every good-sized store

clo·bhes had a milliner, even if for the spring and fall

Good-sized stores had a full-time lll.i.lliner, vrho went away

to soma big town every year- to see and learn about the new styles,

Sometimes

this trip was a combination of milliners' school and a rnarket; the milliner
from Podunk earns back with a lot of hat shapes and enough ribhons and such
stuff to carry her through the approaching season,

And there was often a

rush to see what was to b0 worn, just as there is now,

Fashion maga 7,ines

were not -~oo connnon then, and it was often necessary to go to the store to
see actual drawings of how the hat would look when completed,

And the

milliner drove a thriving tr,,de at the rush sec.sons; the creations that she
made rnade many a heart flutter,

Whether the hats were plain (a very rare

happeninr;, I assure you} or looked, us someone has s&id, like

11

New England

bo.iled dinner·, everybody wanted one in the lo.ta st style, of course,

Hats

did not chan.':;e as often then as now, o.nd o. suro-enough hc,t was good for

\
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some time, espically with some dismantling and rebuildin~,

No carpehter

ho.d more skill in lifting the frwe of an old building than milliners had in
mC1king some shc:peless strnw or woollen stuff take on a "local habitation
O.nl~ u name • 11

Along about the time I left Fidelity, hats assumed some fo.soinatii,ic(
shcpes and sizes,

My champion hat story is of the tiny youn15 woman who got

on a train in 1908 o.nd had to turn her head slightly to one side to allow
her hat to get through the door,

I was on that train and suw what I saw;

doubters will .plense refrain from thei.r customary re:11D.rks,

I recall having

gono to church onco when h&ts were so large o.nd having the misfortune of sit·
ting behind o. lady who had on her head what looked like the morning
piokings in a turkey-dressing esto.blishment.

The hat was in unstable

equilibrium; I have to this day u hczy, wnvering picture of the preacher o.s
he appenred through that cong;lomerntion of f\inthers,
Ho.ts, you must remember, wero worn by lo.dies o.nd gentlemen alike, on r,ll
occo.sions,

For a young womnn to come to class bareheaded was unthinkable;

in those days, then, hats assumed 11n im,.:ortunce that they have larg;ely lost
now, though they still tickle the fancy of muny o. buyer,

Even a mere boy

would huve been subjected to fenrful criticism if he had appeared bareheaded,
Tho reason I know this is that I started going without a hat in the summor
of' 1908 o.nd often had to be quostl.onod by people who may huve been curious
or may hnva felt that my immortal soul was in jeopardy,

I have hod people

hc,il mo from half ucross a big field and ask, very dramntico.lly, whore my
hc1t wo.s,

I got in the hi.:bit of yelling back:

11

Wh<Jre is your overcoat,"

particull1rly if' it wsro about u hundrod in the shnde,
By

,10

mecms have h0<ts oeused to be important, though I fear mfakers of mon's

hats hc.ve had sor.ie hard nork in recent years meeting their monthly bills for
expanses,

But the hat worn by my lady, 11.ke the soul of John Brown, "goes .
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IS FOLK?

When I first started writing and speaking about folklore, I wa.s
often met with the proverbial blank stare.

Educated people wondered vrhat

another so-called educated person could mean by wasting his time on suoh
nonsense; less well educated ones thought that I was making fun of them,
It vras not popular then to be a folklorist,

But in the many years since

I first began to to.lk about folk customs, folklore or what passes for it
has often become a fad,

In faot, the mere fo.ddish nature of it has often

crippled the genuine study by those who have the proper attutude toward
the folk and their cus'ooms,

Some people have.realized that it might be

profitable to seem to know a lot about the folk; as a result they have
cashed in on their fad and have had plenty of solid pudding to eat,

Others

have kept the more dignified side of the study in mind and have not run
away to any extremes.

Folklore, like semsntiqs, has come to be a shibboleth

to many; there are books written on both subjects that seem to me to have
missed the boat.
Folklore is not merely a matter of ignorant people and their customs,
It is not a lot of old wives' tales about home remedies and charms against
disease,

It is not a sign of degeneracy,

All of us are of the folk, and most

of us show our folk connections daily in some way,
The most elusive aspect of folklore is what could be called folk feeling.
Deep down in most of' us are certain feelings that we have never thought to
analyze,

Some of these are worthy of the best thinking and respect; soma are

pretty sorry,

Older thsn recorded history are prejudices and nustoms that are

a part of our everyday lives.
mystery of ancient days,

How these customs started is shrouded in the

But it is something more than a local habit or

prejudice, something more than a fad or style,
hostility of Germanic and Latin P,ooples?
drive out by charms

Ol'

culture?

What lies behind the age-old

m,y is this prejudice so hard to

Tnke differentiation in dress for the two

sexes as one of the most ancient t11bus.

11:ny invasion of thl.s ancient custom
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usually arouses the wrath of men and woman alike,

Progress in a more active

life for girls and woman has bean achlevecl in spite of this age-hallowed tabu.
Just how far this barrier can be broken down without harm to both sexes is one
of the 64-dollar questions, but the folk resent any serious and permo.nent
attempt to differentiate too little the sexes,
Night and fear are also a part of the superstitious life of nearly every~
body,

The presence of electric lights has done something to uproot this

ancient fe&r, but even today it is not easy to be perfectly normal when one is
alone at night,

If there is not a fear, there is at leust a quickening of the

senses that allies the most sophisticated with the primitive map of the forests
and the caves,

In my mature life I have camped out a great dealJ often alone,

I will not pretend that night does not pose a problem, however much I may
have overcome its more fearsome aspect,

I find myself hearing noises that

would not have ' been noticed when I wo.s in my own room under a roof,
especially afraid; my being out alone would prove that.

I am not

But night is just not

day, and humanity is not so far away from primitive days that it does not feel
the appeal and mystery of night,
Death poses a11other problem that our Christian faith does not entirely
solve for many people.

It may not be a special fear of death as such, for

humanity seems pretty immune to any serious thoughts that last long,

But the

strange mystery is always arollnd, not yielding as have so many other things to
modern methods of study and comprehension,

The most philosophical person knows

thc,t the Old Enemy, Death, is near; he muy not have any feelihg that keeps him
awake at night, but he feels this di~turbing presence in every situation,

The

less philosophical may have, deep within his heart, a morbid fear of every aspect
of death and may resort to many a stran~;e folk way to ward off its cer·hain
approach,

These dimly conceived fears lie behind every life and color many

of things that all of us do, whether wo are hopeful or doubtful.
to escape our being human beings,

It is hard

Tid Bit~
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THE "PROFESSIONAL"

A oomio e.speot of our American life is the professianul rapresentutive of
some sto.te or region,

As education has beoomo more f'ar-roe.ohing, regionalism

in general has lost much of its repulsive or comic aspect,

When the average

person had traveled very little and the ignor1:1nt one not at all, it probnbly

vms l,ot so coinic to those who knew the professional New Englander or Virginian
or Sou·therner,

But there now seems to be something strained or old-fashioned ·

about this deliberate attempt to perpetu1:1te a.n older type,

In tho first place,

there is no typical person in any region; that is a figment of the imagination
of well-meaning but nevertheless ignorant people,
skinny and stout, handsome !l.nd ugly in
types are many, not few,

There are tall and short;

all regions and among all classes,

Our

But there still are thos0 who imagine it essential

ta their fame or prosperity to assmne the supposed look of a region,
Since you and I know the Southern Colonel best, suppose wo look 1:1t him
first,

He is certainly a scarce article now and must be largely a matter of

memory to many who may read this column,

But older ones will recall the

gentleman with the mustache and goatee, with the far-away look in his ayes,
with his actual or assumed Southern accent, with his slow spaeoh and his slurred
r' a,

iihen he speuka, he rarely usad three sentences with out mentioning the

Civil War and its heroes,

He is a walking do la gate of tho Old South, u land

that may have existed in the imagination but hardly anywhere else,

Ono of my

unsought correspondents must be of this sort, though I have not yet seen him,
He keeps h1.s eye open to detect any aspersions oast an his fair land; he even
wuntod me ta be inv,rntic;ated beoau,re I said that muoh of the good soil of the
South was worn out by the slave owners und their wusteful agriculture,

He says

that all the evils of the South hev0 oomo from the Poor Vfui te Trt.sh, and I
imetgine that he places mo in thut unoomplimonto.ry outogory,
The New Engknder in our part of the world is too often not o. New
Englander at all but someone from a crossroads Middle Yfestarn pluoo who went
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East for his eduofltion and forgot that he had not been born there.

Too often,

I say as a professor, he is fl college man, often a teflcher, laboring under the
impression that all rGgional apeech o.nd ideaa except those of Boston are
corruptions of the true American brand.

Language to this sort of professional

becomes one of the exquisite arts, not a means to an end.

Broad a•s, dropped

r's, a voice far back in the mouth, and a speeded-up tempo flttest tho
genuineness of tho article except to one who really knows and sees how oheap
cm imi to:tion tho fellow often is.

As 1 have said befo're in this column, a

few choice pronunciations have been memorized by the professional, who often
stumbles right over others without knowing how inconsistent ha is and how
comio to the listener,

Just v1hy so certain idco.a have to ba expresses in New

Englund pronunciations, anyway?

The self~rightoous look on tho fo.oe of the

professional shov1s how much ho enjoys his ovm artistry and how much he regards
himself as a missionary to the benighted Middle Westerners or Southerners whom
he hopes to bring to the true faith,
In general an older person who developed in his tender years some
professional regionalism can be forgiven, but J. do not know of any fate cruel
enough for younger people who ho.ve adopted the so.mo idiocy,

Oooasiohally I

find a person under twenty who imagine& tho.tit is his calling to enlighten all
the boobs who have not acquired his affected manners and accents,

One boy from

my own tovm acquired from September to Christmas, the first year he was e.t
Harvard, tonos that would have made the most distinguished New Englander green
with onvy. Another one from the sticks has acquired such a fondneso for the
Old South that ho asked me once whother I thought tho Civ:i,1 Wur would ever
breok out again,

Ile is desirous of onnihilating tho whole Yankee tribe,

There used to be an old warning that is 1>.pplicoble to the professional,1 "Act
your age."
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JUMPING THE ROPE
A professor of physical education in Utah has recently written me to ask
about our methods of jumping the rope in this out-of-the-way place.
she did not phrase it that way; that is my own wording,

Of course,

I wrote her just about

everything I could think of that would let her know what jumping the rope was
like at Fidelity and many another place,

She is doing some research in that

field and should find some interesting things,

If I were not so old and clumsy,

I would like to learn all the sequences she finds out, and then act them out,
Now at Fidelity we really went in for jumpine the rope.
many could play at, and it did not take a lot of equipment,
profusion all over our part of the world.

It was a game that
Grapevines grew in

A vine about twenty to thirty feet

long is best, for it can accommodate a whole school at once,

v'ie would line up

facing the descending rope, run in, jump the rope, and then run out on the other
side,

Usually we made a figure eight, running around the other playec and back

in again,

Sometimes we played so rhythmically that someone was there to jump

each time the rope struck the ground.

Even little fellows could do this well;

it was a source of pride to little girls to be good rope-·jumpers,

The throwers

were relieved from time to time so that they could take their places in line,
It took only a few jumps to raiso a big dust, which thenceforth was all over us
and tho schoolyard,
After we had learned how to run at the "front door," we tried our luck at the
11

back door, 11 that is, with the rope going

up

rather than ,down,

It took a good

deal of skill to do this, almost as much as to turn a somersault backwards,
often got tripped in this sort of game, but falls did not hurt in those days,
we hesitated on running in, either in front or back, we called that "catching
flies, 11 Sometimes a scary child would get completely bewildered watching the
rope and fail to run in at all,

That called for some severe kidding,

Some youngsters developed skills of all sorts.

They would hop on one

We
If
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foot, jump ?n all fours, jump with a partner, click their heels together as they
jumped, or turn round and round as they jumped.
that is, a very fast throwing of the rope.

Some called for "hot pepper, 11

Too often this ended in a free-

for-all, for the throwers usually gave the jumper more than he bargained for.
Sometimes we

11

rode the waves," that is, we jumped the rope as it was swung

backward and forward but not over.

Some long-legged boys preferred to show off

by jumping tho rope a foot or more off tho ground,

Tho throwers sometimes made

it up to trip the jumper after a few successful jumps.

n

was this lrery trick

used by two boys at Fidelity that caused Ab Elliott to got a severe fall and
break his arm,

The boys very penitently agreed to help pay for Ab's groceries

while the arm was healing; their generosity almost broke them up, for Ab's arm
was a long time healing; he was having too soft a time with this arrangement.
Jumping the rope singly was sure to break out like a rash every year.

The

b2st single jumpers were usually fair-sized girls, who could jump a hundred times
or more without missing a step.

Sometimes they said rhymes, which I have wholly

f~rgotten, muoh as I would like to have recalled a few to send to the lady
professor.

Sometimes the single jumper would throw the rope over another girl,

who also kept perfect time with the thrower.

Grapevine was good for this type

of short rope, but sometimes a portion of a plowline or a well ro!tlappeared, a
sort of aristo0rat at Fidelity School.
Skillful throwers had their share of thG fun by varying the rhythm of the
rope to get even with some of the jumpers.

There are probably several mysterious

knots on some middle-aged heads right now that got started from being whacked
with a heavy grapevine, when those same heads were much younger and more daring
and probably needed just such rude reminders of being out of line or acting too
big on the playground.

Tid Bits
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Pancake was our name for an elaborate game of Leapfrog.
widespread this name is or how many variations it may have.

I do not know how
Like jumping the

rope 1 it was used by children of all ages, but our teachers, at least, frowned
on the girls who sometimes tried to play the game, just among themselves 1 of
course.

The boy who was !t bent over I wi t,h his side to the p'.!.ayers,
11 getting

down, 11

Vie called this

Each player ran and jumped in order, fallowing this sequence,

Hands, Knucks, Spank, Kick, Handkerchiefs 1 Handkerchiefs Over,
been more, but these are the ones I remember.
went over It with his hands flat down,

11

There may have

Hands 11 meant that each player

That was easy; only an occasional small

or awkward boy failed to get over and had to be It.

"Knucks 11 meant that we

doubled up our fists and went over, digging our hard knuckles into the back of
It.

Some of the bigeer boys used to make me wonder whether I would ever survive

one game.

11

Spank 11 is obvious, too obvious.

Schemers would sometimes have a

concealed paddle, often with a hole in it, to use at this stage of the game.
And here was whore fighting started, too,
It, sometimes

11bucked

The worm, otherwise the boy who was

up 11 in more ways than one and licked two or three bullies

bigger than he, often aided and abetted by some of the other little fellows who
had suffered at the hands of tho big, bad boys.

At "kicks" sometimes a jumper

was not properly coordinated in his legs and kicked the follow v.ho was It at
both ends, sometimes even knocking It out for a while,

Some of my playmates

could kick so hard that even Pappy 1 s whipping was mild in co~arison.

When

some boy who was It complained, some older, more sophisticated boy would remind
him,:

11

Take it like a man, Son; it 111 help you grow up."

After "Kicks" came

the most difficult trick of all, placing our dirty handkerchiefs on the back of
It, being careful not to knock it and the others off as we jumped over,
there was where many a boy became It,

Right

When the last handkerchief was plac;ed
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and not knocked off, someone turned over the whole pile, and we had to jump
over now and take our own without knocking all of them off.

So far as I can

now remember, that was the whole sequence; if we lived through this, we started
all over 1 sometimes, I regret to_say, with the same It.

As I was very clumsy,

I got to be It so many times that I was not especiaily fond of the game,
Rarely we had a real game of Leapfrog.

One boy placed himself, another

vaulted over him, and so on across the length of the school grounds,
boy went the full round, followed by each boy in turn,

The first

Sometimes we set a goal

to reach by leaping, reached it, and then turned back to our starting point,
Tall, big boys had a mean way of standing up so high that we little fellows could
not jump them at the first try.
into the dirt,

They would sometimes buck and throw us head first

As our playground extended into the woods, a fall was not too

bad, for we landed on soft woods dirt and lived to play another time,
One day, over on the pile of s~nd that had been dug out whore the cistern
was to be, a group of small girls had organized and were half through a game of
Pancake before a very horrified lady teacher discovered them and promptly
stopped the un-ladylike game.

I must say that most of the girls were about as

good jumpers as we small boys and were heart-broken at havinc to stop the fun.
Pancake, Leapfrog, or what have you, boys then and now just have to be engaged in something to use up their energy and make room for the man-sized meals
that will soon be coming along.

We middle-agers, with our expanding waistlines,

need to get out about once each day and go through some of these warming-up
exercises to remind ourselves not to develop too rapidly in the middle while we
are remaining stationary at the ends of our corpulent bodies,
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"OF THAT ¥lliICH IS HIGH"

I used to wonder what the author of Ecclesiastes was talking about when ha
mentioned how age was afraid of that which is high.

It was only a sissy in our

neck of the woods that was afraid to climb up into the roof of the tobacco barn
on a hot day and take up the sticks as they were passed.

No roof vras too steep

for the average boy or man to nail on and, as a final act of oelebration, to vro.',k
dovm the comb, vti th a foot on ea oh side.
climb after a possum or a coon.

I never heard of a tree too tall to

Such trees just did not grow near Fidelity.

The fellow who held my open~mouthed admiration was the one who could take a corner
at a barn-raising, this is, stand away up there on the corner, chop the log to
fit the exact place, and never seem the least bit worried over his precarious
foothold.

I envied him just about as much as I envied the cutter of bundles at a

,heat-threshing; there are no English words that could express how much I Yrnuld
like to hv.ve been that man.

Years ago, when I saw a lithe fellow put on some

telephone climbers, scale up a vary tall, thin Southern pine with nothing; but a
small crest of a top sixty or seventy feet from the ground, and then def'tl 0- c1..t
the top out with an ax, I recalled how much of a hero suoh limber jacks Vie re and
are,

I never climbed a steeple, but I have always wanted to,
But as time goes by, most of us lose our zeal for the lofty places,

'ife

can be thoroughly satisfied by watching; some other fellow, younger and lighter
than ne, scale the flagpole or nail the roof on the steepest places,

':le stay

f:\.rmly on the earth and give good backseat driving to those who can rise above
us on their limber legs,

It takes a long time to arrive at admitting that we

ac·e a.frai.d; just look how brave we used to be,

How I. love to recall my sitting

c;1 th0 00mb of the tallest barn in our part of the country and nonchalantly
eac in,; an applo.

I do not get dizzy yet at such lofty heights, but I oennot help

w.md8ri'l/". whether the lofty places have sufficient underpinning to hold my heavy
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At a reception to some of my fellow bird enthusiasts not long back it fell
to my lot to help in and out of a house where the reception was being held a
very hefty lady who, like me, had long passed the lithe, graceful age,

I ,;ot her

up the steps and down again v1 ith no bones broken, but she and I lau[;hed heartily
at O1.1r excellent understanding of what Ecclesiastes meant,
lighted and vrere slightly uneven,

The steps were poorly

She, and I, picked her way carefully,

especially when she was coming dovm.

She said the extra inch to the second step

felt like fathoms; she could just see hereself, a gory mass, all tangled up at
tho bottom of a frightful chasm,

And yet the steps were very few in number and

landed on a perfectly pretty and level yard,

After all, just how much darkness

is necessary to make any of us imagine that tho few inches of it may be a
bottomless pit?
There is a legend that my gre0.t-grandfnther, of nhom I am said to be the
exact image, once vaulted over a normal-sized yo.rd fenc·e after he was past eighty,
I envy his agility, but I am afraid that I shall continue to climb any such
fence or search for a crack through which to crav,l,

A man of my acquaintance,

past sixty-five, recently vaulted a fence breast hiGh, but I let him keep the
record; I decided not to risk my reputation.

Somehow it is not o.s eo.sy to jump

fences or climb swaying trees o.s it used to be,

It may be o.c;o, i-/:; 1my be caution'"

it may be n mixture of both, but I confess to a fairly sensible "fear of that
,.--rhich is high. 11
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HE LOOKS LIKE 11

Maybe I havo grown accustomed to conditions as they now exist and fail to
see some things that may be obvious to others,

That is a way we mortals have.

But it has become rather difficult to tell what profession or trade a man follows
merely by looking at him,

It used to be otherwise,

The doctor had the bedside

mannei-, even whon he nas, like my father, catching a string of fish in Boeohy
Fork.

The lawyer just looked his part and could hardly open his mouth without

addressing an imaginary jury or judge.

The minister was a minister all over, no+,

merely, as Emerson might say, Man Preaching,

And so on they went, e1toh professior

being somewhat easily distinguished from all others.
Since I ar., and have boen o.11 my grovm-up life o. college professor, I should
not let this chnnce pass to picture briofly the old-time professor,
like o. professor, every inch of him,

He looked

Thero was an abstract air about him that

might moo.n philosophy, or mathematics, or the clasaics, or any other branch of'
learning,

If you had punctured his skin, you probably would have got, ins tea,;

0 ..

blood, the essence of the Hundrod Years War or the Theory of Limits or a bi.t of
➔;he

Socratic Method.

And he was expected to be just liko that.

Ho one suppo,ced

tha.t any ordinary professor could doff his professorial pose long enough to bo a
man,

\'/hon I was a studon·b in Indiana University, there used to be a whole series

of stories about one of my professors, who, having married after he was already
approctching middle ago, was rather comic in the role of father,

Tho neighbors

used to tell how very proper ho was when he held his first-born on his knee,

The

precious youngster just must not be exposed to any dapgor of infection; consequently
the proud futher donned a long linen duster, like those formerly worn by tho
0ircuit rider, before ho dared take touch his son,

Rother oddly, that same pro-

fessor usod to lo.ur;h in his classes about tho typical absent-minded professor who
.c·eoded an attendant o.round to keep his mind occasionally on eo.rthly things•
Times 1aus'G have cho.ngod consider0-bl0, but soma people still feol that tho
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profossor must be an impractical creature, hardly morally responsible for his acts,
,Just today I fear the.it a workman at a neighboring house doubted his senses vrhen
ho savr me crawling around on tho roof of my house trying to find ono of those
elusive loo.ks that all houses dovolop sooner or lClter,

He know that I vrorked "up

at school, 11 but it was quite plain that he could not beliovo that I actually heard
classes and sat at a desk,

You see, I do not have a Van Dyke board; I do not oven

smoke a pipe; I mend my own roof; I cut my own grass; I crawl under my old-fashioned
houso and thaw out we.tor pipes when they freozo up,

Horrors&

1//ith o.11 that book

learning going to Wilste, what can you expect but dogenoro.cy in this timo?
Once, years ago, I wui tad for a train, not at Coventry, As Tennyson, .-,hon he
hoard the immortal story of Godiva, but at a hot and small county seat ta1m,
was in session and

\10.S

Court

so warm, in vroathor und otherwise, that tho coµrt had been

moved out on the courthouse steps and porch,

A lawyer was belaboring the jury as

they sweated o.nd could be hoard a good hulf mile away,

I just supposed that somo

all-important 00.se was up and that this must be tho climax,

It was o. distinct let-

down to learn that somebody's cow had broken into somebody else's garden and had
a midnight fee.st among the vegete.blos,

The rhetorical rumbles of that lavl';or

would have been worthy of a trial of Benedict Arnold or Adolph Hitler,
Now, as I walk down the street, I rarely see a lawyer who looks like one, at
least, one of the old school.

Any young lawyer might easily be mistakod for a

real tor or a bankOr: or a merchant,

Of course, he may loosen up some of his oratoxy

vrhon ho faooa the good men and true of the jury; but in private life he is just

o,

man, evon as you and I,
And my minister looks like a man, too, a very good and kindly man,

Ho looks

·.noro like tho older professors of my schoo~ than like tho conventional minister,
And my col,leagues look c,s much unliko the old typo professors as you could think,
Maybe, after all, Emerson w&s right whon he said that & man should boa man first,
a professional afterwards,
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A GLO,SSARY OF PASSING WORDS
Every term when I teach my course in the history of the English language,
it is necessary for no to explain tho meaning of some of the vny words that are
used in our text, words that the author felt were self-revealing.

Often these

words are of things that have passed or are passing and are actually confusing to
the students,

Sor1etimes I havo felt that thoro ought to be a dictionary of things

wo used to do or to use or to talk about, so the younger generation can at least
f86l that we ar2 not talking in tongues,

This paper will attempt a few of these

definitions.
FROW •• a dull, awakward-looking knife-like instrument used formerly to split
apart a block of wood, making it into boards or clapboards.
OX •• a member of the bovine or cattle group of animals, formerly used as a
work animal.

A team of this kind are called OXEN, a word now rarely seen or heard.

Motorized vehicles have about driven the ox team into the museums of pioneer life.
MULE •• a long-eared hybrid between the horse and the donkey, formerly used as
an animal of all work,

Regardlern of the docility and affection of its two

ancestral lines, a mule was and is hard-headed, filled to the end of its long ears
and to its hoofs with a strain of plain meanness.

No mule, says a columnist of the

ATLllNTA CONSTITUTION, ever died of overwork; it knows how to pretend to do its best
while saving its energies for a happy old age.

Not to have known a mule is to have

missed one of the rare experiences of life on the farm,

No other experience can

teach one patience, long-suffering, and endurance like following a mule from early
plowing days in spring until lot,s have to be dragged up for fuel in winter.

Lazy,

hard-headed, scheming, the mule is one of the things that have brought us where
we arc today; we should not forget his ornery hide in the rush of this newer day.
HOG-KILLING.,a process by which hogs, live four-footed animals, are turned
into sausage, lard, middlines, hams, shoulders, spare ribs, and such-like
delicacies that you see chiefly now in meat shops.

We mu5t not forget that the
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chop you oat was once a part of a hog and that somebody had to do the dirty work
nozessary to bring it, in all its allurinc taste and smell, to your own table,
I-logs seGm almost as .far away as oxen to many of tho people I know, people, too,
who are at best only a few miles from whole fields of hogs,
LYE SOAP,.a soft, gooey substance made from wood ashes lye and waste fats.
The making of this indispensable stuff was one of the signs of spring in earlier
times,

From two such disgustingly common things was evolved a mess that did not

smell or look good, but it co1,ld dissolve tobacco gum and dirt quite as well as
some of tlw modern chemicals that are sung about on the radio,

It may not have

been kind to the hands, but dishpan handmmre not disgr,1coful in those day, anyway,
It chased dirt quite as effectively as the plump lady on the Old Dutch Cleanser

can.
BUGGY,.a four-wheeled vehicle formerly usGd for pleasure and business.
was drawn by a HORSE, a kinsman of the mule but much prettier and classier,

It
Buggies

were of various kinds and sizes, ranging from the family buggy to the delicate,
elite vehicle in which Big Brother went courting.

For further details, ask

Grandpa; he knows.
LOOM, ,a rather elaborate machine made of wood and designed to produce cloth
or carpets from warp and woof,

A series of threads were arranged so that half of

them would respond to a treadle, the other half to another,

\vhen these threads

were crossed thus, a bobbin was inserted with the thread or carpet rags, a device
was used to push this woof up close to the one that preceded it, and again the
treadles crossed the threads,

Knowing how to make a loom was really a bit of art;

knowing how to set it up, put in a carpet, and weave it to completion was another
art now largAly dead.
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ROUND AND ROUJ\TD WE GO

Today I attended a program that took m0 back just even forty years, to a time
that seems much farther away than that,

J\ delightful quartet performed at our

chapel, a part of their program boing several bell-ringing mumbers,

It was in 1909

that I h0ard the famous Dunbar Company, in many ways the best of the bell-ringers,
That was the day of one of our most pi.cturesque present-day passing institutions,
the, Chautauqua.

Even the remotest places could and did hear the best avai.lablc

programs through the Redpath and othor companies,

I was a student then, hungry

for experience and drinkini:; in evory type of influence that C'1l!leal.ong,

To our

college came the bell-ringers and performed to a crowd of wide-eyed people who
had not been spoiled by sophistication,

We encorc,d the troupe again and again and

were favored wit,h many of our old-time tunes.
echoed this same company of a long time ago,

The program today in many ways
The strangmn.css of it all impressed

many of our audience, but the actual artistic side of the show was great,

No amount

of sound c.i'fccts on radio shows can eliminate the effect of seeing people perform.
Some of us consciously, others quite unconsciously, went back into a past that seems
now almost mythological, a past when there were no radios, when music was not too
easy to hoar,
Articl0s and evon books about the influence of tho chautauqua have been written,
for this was an institution of rare good influence on our Americat1 life.

To vacant

halls or vacant lots came the summer programs, often attracting almost as many
people as a three ring circus,

'rhero was a ,vry wide range of programs, too.

It was

at a tent chautauqua that I saw my first Shakespearean play, "A Comedy of Erro:ris, 11
played by the very distinguished Sir Philip Ben Grcet.
Bohumir Kryll and his equally famous band,

Several times I heard

Lecturers by the droves were on these

tent programs, ranging from the humorist Halph Bingham and his inimitable
rendering at

11 Hot

Time in the Old Town 'fonight 11 in the tempo of just about every

kinµ of music to William J,mnings Bryan, in many ways the best drawing card in
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quartets, readers, barnstorrningactors in melodrama that jerked tears--my, what
didn't we have?
~any of those same features, of course, came to us in a winter series.

Not

long ago when the blind Senator Gore of Oklahoma died, I asked my wife whether his
name meant anything to her in memories.
date I ever had with my wife-to-be.

It didn't.

But to mo it mGant the first

Senator Gore was on the program; I had a

ticket; I also had an extra ono, just for such times.
sge that some young lady enjoyed the program, too?
z,a

What more natural than to

Frankly, I could not now pass

examination on Senator Gore I s sp·eech, but at the time it greatly impressed

me; my old diary would probably yi,ld several quotable sentences from his address.
Matrimony began to have more significance because of that date.

And I have found

tl:iat chautauqua_dates are 'about as effective in promoting matches as picture show
dates or any other kind.
In my rush to get an education, to get married, to start a home, to become
a full-grown man in a permanent position I somewhat forgot the chautauqua.
seems to have died down considerable in my later college days.

It

When I was in

graduate school, some time later, one of my friends asked me to accompany him to
a chautauqua in the university town.

I wont and felt a strange disillusionment.

The program must have been good, for many people came and paid to hear the lecture,
But I had read a lot of books and seen a lot of people in the years since Senator
Gore and his time.

Evidently, from the history of the chautauqua, many more

people had undergone the same experiences and thinking that I had, for the institution, once so famous, declined.

Along came the radio and the talking moving

picture, and the sweaty tent chautauqua folded up.
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THE OLD JOKES

All my life I have loved good jokes and have often bored people by telling
them,

A very large part of r.-.y casual reading has been in this field; I have even

had gmduat<'> work in it, for theres i.s no more; fascinating field for study,
have always told jokes,

People

The jokestcr occupies a prominent place in primitive

ci.vil:L7.,ations and has oft<m bcon a big follow in our so-called civilization.
Stylos change:, but the joke, like John Brown's spirit,

11 r,oes

marchinc on, 11

Joke col1pnns in newspapers and maLazincs alw,qs catch my eyr,,
learned that jok8s go round and round liko na.ny otll8r styl,sB.

Long a::,o I

Tar.tpering with a

word hore, a phrase there, a figure of spE08ch or two brings what tho novicci might
r('13ard as something n0w; but to the, old-timer tho old joke is stilJ. there, dressed
up or calmed down or r.tade a little morP decent, but the basic old joke that
probably a cave man told his visitor as they shivered in their cave.
The 11,instrel show as a live, :wtivc me:ms of entertainment is pretty largely
dead, bu.t its stal8 jokes reappear on many a radio program,

Such pror:rm;s as the

Grarct 01 1 Op I ry would soon run down if it vie re shut off from the fund of stale jolrns
that wore broursht over on the? 1fayflow,,r or else carae on some less-di stinguishcd
ship.

Anri yet, Y1ith a bit of skill in the retelling, the jo);o

11 rolls

thorn in the

aisles 11 just as its previous forms did long ago.
Some years ago I suddenly discovered that I am no longer youne:,

It came as a

decideri shock and r.tight have bean fatal but for m;,- eir.tul taneous discovery that now
1;iy

oldest jokes ar:o brand--now to the present gern,ration of students.

Gradually I

began to a.d,just myself to this change, and to dig up from rousty old corners some of
the prizes that were very funny forty years

11[0

and not so funny ten years later,

To my joy, they arE, miarly always the very oneR to raise a. laugh now.

I usually

apologize by sayints that this is a corny old joke that used to be regarded as
funny.

That remark disarms the audi.once, who are thereby flattered into supposing

that they are of the intelligentia and can afford to laugh at a corny joke just
to show how far i;hey have progresscd beyond their rather dumb ancestors,

And yet
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I wonder whether theactual gag isn't still virile, and will continue to be, long
past the youth of my gj_ggling youthful audience of today,
The marvelous life of the joke j_mprcsses 11e nearly every day.
1r.:i.dst of dozens of faculty mcrrlrnr,i ann hundreds of students,

I l:i.vo in the

No day passe,s without

j_ts corny :]okE,, often one that seems very new and fresh to the, student who tries to
pull it on mo but one that often meroly awakens in my memories pictures of former
times and forric:r v0rsions of the funny gag,

And yet at the least it has broken

dovm some: barriers betweenfrtends and deserves to be regarded as one of the subtle,
thoueh small, phasss of our culture,

In spite of our wide reading and our prc,tense

of beingcducatecl, vre still can be re,;ched by the folk wisdom of ages long past.
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BLIND, DEAF, AND DUMB

Nothing is so obvious to a folklorist as the obtuseness of the fold in certain
fields of observation,

Within bounds there is a remarkable sort of observation,

but beyond that all is blank,

It is vr:ory appoi.tling to me, personally, to find some

very typical person who has transcendE!d the usual experiences of his class and has
seen and heard what arc normally in another world to many of his kind,

Not long

ago I found such a person, a man who has been pretty lim:\.ted in his experience,
whose formal education stopped almost as soon as it began, but Wimose remarkable
powers of observation rank him with many of tho better-trained ones.

His range

sec,rns to an outsidrJr just about as narrow as that of his average neiehbor, but
there is Romethinr, almost startling in his 1'reshness of mind,
Many times I have remarked aboi,t the blindness of the averae;e man to th8 forms
and fliehts of birds 1

When I was askGd by a great ornitholo.;ist who is also a

great philolo2ist for a list of folk names for birds, Iw1s struck with th8 shortness
of any list I could make,

I have known always a fmq fold names that I like and had

supposed until I went through the complete list of birds found in Kc,ntucky that
there must be a long array of strange names,
twGnty such names,

I soon discovcrc,d why,

In re,Jlity I could recall only about
All woodpeckers are just Peckerwoods,

all small brown birds arc. Sparrows, all good-sized hawks arc Chicken Hawks or,
maybe, Rabbit Hawks.

Warblors, except the Y8llow, are utterly unknown; the Yellow,

and sometimes the Prott:onotary, is a wild canary,

1-fost ducks are just ducks, though

the Milllard is knovm to c. good many people who do not know om, Sparrow fro!?! another,
Blindness to soil or rock formations is almost equally grc,at.

Red soil is

just red soil, but thoro an certainly some three main kinds in our state: limestone,
clayey, and sandy,

It has been amusing to see people from some other part of the

sta.te on short visits to my area, where tho limestone red soil may be very fertHe,
I have known many people to snort at the idea that such poor soil could be
worth so much or could be imagincdto produc,;,- good crops.

Only in the actual

grovming season have I been able to convince them that red soil has some merits
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and is neither the poor old red clay or the infertile red sand of other areas.
Sounds are equally disturbinc,

I have often wished that I had kept a list

of human versions of animal sounds that I have heard.

I am sure that the animals

themselves would not recognize the sounds as anything they had ever heard,

On

many occasions I have hoard very amateur bird students almost break diplomatic
relations with oach other because of differences in wording what the bird says,
To one group the bird speaks very excellent English, actually saying a good,
clearcut sentence; to another group the bird chatters in nonsense syllables that
may not sound at 'all like anything any of us ever heard,
Imitation of sounds has often amused me almost as much as the best comedies.
Nearly every year of my life I have come in contact with somebody who had a local
reputation as an imitator of wild animals or birds,

I have looked attentive many

a time when I wanted to laugh, but tho imitntor beli-eved so heartily in himself
that it would have been a sacrilege to doubt h:i.s ability,

It is true that a good

many people can imitate a Titll)ouso or a Bobwhite, but imagine, as I have hc;ard,
a person who fondly beliDved that he was rendering the flute-like notes of the
Wood ihrush, with all their owrtones th,'l.t no hum,in sound can imitate.

Ivonder

whether such poor mimics hear what they are rendering or if they are slightly
ton0 deaf.

But the enormous glee they get in their poor mimicry justifies their

enthusiasm, I suppose.
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DOG DAYS
1//hen this essay is roady for the papers that ,~ill use it, it will be along
about dog days, those dane;erous late-summer days whcm you had better watch your
step i f you wish to be healthy for the next six months or so.
Every season has its calamities, which a re too often unavoidable,

Early

summer used to be just the time to have third-dcty chills; winter ( and hog-killing)
always brings

11

bad 11 colds; spring brings diseases that only turnip greens :rnd hog I s

jowl or sulphur and molassc,s can touch,

But the late summer throvrn a whole sackful

of diseases at us, nearly Glways avoidable if we would only use our heads,

The Dog

Star, Sirius, is then in its power and takes its revenge on humanity for some prehistoric wrong.

R,thi.ng, a very n<'ccss;,.ry evil, becomrn a danger, almost equal to

swimming the English Channel.

No matter how clc:.,r the watGr is, no matter how clean

it makes you feel after working in the hayfield or the tobacco patch, you may be in
for as many sores as poor old ,Job had.

Water in Dog Days is plain

11 pizen 11 •

Stay

out of it; if you just must have a bath, use a tin washpan or, i f you desire more
luxury, a w:,stub in the back yard, away from the gaze of people who drive by in their
rubb8r•-tired buggies.

These Dog Day sores may appear just an,~qhere:

you may have

a rash, or a crop of pimples, or cc1rbuncles, or toe itch, or sore eyes, or just
a generous mixture of' all these dreaded thing.

Sties may break out, and they are

not likely to leave when you secretly go to a crossroads and say,
11

Sty, sty, leave my eye,
And take to the next one passing by, 11

Take warning and stay away from the creek and the old washing-hole,

Other times

of the yrnr are good enough for the deep hole in the creek, but not in Dog Days.
When I come to think of it, carbuncles have attacked me three times in my
life, and always in Dog Days.
in far-away Maine,

Once I was away from my old stomping ground, even

The pesky Dog Days operate up there, too, for I went in

swimming in a lake so clear that my family and I drank out of it'without the least
bit of fear,

It was in an uninhabited area, with roads twenty-five miles apart,
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but the bugs had got into that clear w1ter of a glacial lake,

As I got ready to

start back to Kentucky, I sprouted a carbuncle bigger than a dollar and was a sort
ofvalking hospital for weeks after,

On anoth8r occasi:m I grew some trree dozen

small carbuncles and wound up th<' late sumrier with one as big as a hen egg,
or the coming of cool weather stopped the carbuncle crop for 1938,

That

The next year

with or without bathing in the river here, I do not rcc-,11 which I started another
crop,

My family doctor shot me with some peppor sauce or something that felt like

that, and I have not had an:r carbuncles since.

Come to think of it, my old swim

suit worre out about this time, and I stopped cooling off iP. B·,rren River,

Though

one of my friends tried to get me to take nine buckshot, I di.dn •t; if I had, that
might h'lve been what turned the trick,

Now I will never know, for nobody believes

that any doctor's remedy does any good,

Ceasing to beathe (in the river, I oean)

must havfl some powerful effect on carbuncles and such bothersome boils,
By all means take warning by my horrible example and refrain from bathing this
late summer,

If you get sore likeJob, don't blame me,

And if you find some more

effective remedy for these pesky sores, please write me, so I can pass on the good
news to the itchy, infected people who did not hoed my sage advice,
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B..:tCK ON THE OLD P1lRTY LINE

Just as I took out some paper towrite an article for this column, the
"Telephone Hour" announcer gave me a cue,

He advised people on the party line to

take their turns and not monopolize the line when othets wanted totalk,

Of course,

he is right, but his party line and tho one hallowed in memory arc two distinct
things,

Imagine hanging up a receiver when you discovered that someone else wa/'l

using the line!

1\hy, some of the neighbors might be sick and need a doctor; some-

one might have a new heir or a new daughter-in-law or a new calf.

Of course, if

you were urgent, everybody would be glad to stop talking long enough for you to call
through for your party.

Some of the folks would ring for you if your own ba:t,teries

were too weak to wake up the dead at the central office,

If the doctor or your

other party did not understand, some obliging person would repeat for you, knowing
that you would help out in the same way when the other telephome was not operating
smoothly,

Now UE party line is a contraption where four or more: telephones are on

the same line, but the buzzer, unless you are very close to it, does not record
tho ringing of any telephone but yours.
a juicy bit of nows is lost.

This is lamentable, for by this means many

I sometimes think that some of the people on my line

or tho lines I call must have a device that maenifies tho bumblebee-like buzz, for
some roce:ivergoes down nearly every time I reluctantly use my own phone,
hardly imagine anyone's having that much business,
whoso other users I do not know.

I can

And yet, here I am on a line

For all I know, some very good friend of mire is

on it and may be interested in what I am saying to my few telephone friends.

If so,

I hope the listener is properly rewarded for clicking a receiver almost every time
I talk,
Many a time when I was visiting back in the old Fidelity neighborhood and was
in the midst of a conversation that I regarded as very important, while I told
the wide-eyed natives about the ins and outs of college lifo, the party line would
ring, some one would jump up and run to the box in the house where I was visiting,
and conversation would have to stop until the telephone conversation was finished
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and reported on in toto,

A few robuffs like this almost (but not quite) cured me

of trying to intoreRt people in tho world where I lived, beyond the reach of the
Fidelity lines 11nd their central.
onthus-Lastic,

I persisted, however, though somewhat less

And now I have my rc.wcngo, for there are no telephones in Fidc,lity,

let along a central where eight or ten lines mergPd,

It is necessnry to go six

to ten mi.lcs to reach the nearest te)_ephone; now when I am down ther8, no long,
two shorts, and a long ring inte>rfercs with wh:-1t I am s,wing or listening to,
Who in 1906, when I took leave of Fidelity, could ever haw, iwiein8d that a time
would come when tho much-used telephone vrould be almost as strange as it was
prior to 1905, when the first line-: of the Sunripple Telephone Company was strung
up?

And oven the deviser of this euphonious namo of our company dilld in May, 19h9,

of old age,

I hope that tho sea breezes in California, where he was buried, will

sound as melodious a tun0 over his grave as did the telephone lines that used to
rndiatE, from Fidelity, back when the century, and I, and you, were young,
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BY ANY OTHER NAME 11

Humanity is preety used to certain ailinentsj but every generation gives its
own name to many of these,

Our ancestors, apparently, suffered very much as we doi

with actual diseases and equally as much with imagined diseases,

The imagined ones

seem to lose their names more often than the "standard" diseases: pneumonia has
been pneumonia a long time: so has measles,
th0.

11

megrims, 11 or the

11

But what, pruy, would be the nature of

vapors, 11 for example?

When our ancestors had the vapors or the megrims, they seemed a,, bad off as
any of us with disea,;os that, only sulfa drugs or penicillin can reach,
several sug['ested remedies, most of which were plain quackery,

There were

This strange disease

was not especially contac;ious, but it showed up on all sorts of occasions.

Tho

sufferer felt that everything in the universe had gone wrong, that he was the victim
of everything that can befall wrotchod man,
do both and much moro,

He might cry, he might swear, he might

Sometimes the symptoms namifested thus actually relieved

the disease, and tho sufferer gradually got wellp or nearly so, for it was believed
that such diseases would be likely to return.

Learned men w-rote learned articles

on how to make life endurable for such victims, but I fear ·little was accomplished.
In my earlier reading Irondered at these strange names and assumed that they referred to some ache or pain that modern man knows nothing about,

Imagine my

surprise when I learned that, these ancestors of ours had merely had a spell of
despondency, had developed a dark-brown taste in their mouths, and had begun to
doubt whether there was any way out of the tangle called life,
Now, in Fidelity, people had the vapors or the megrims, but we called the
disease the

11

all-evers, 11

Sometimes a big, strong man got pretty weak and shaky

with brooding over his troubles and probably believed that he; would not survive.
Somctim8s rc,jccted love was at the· bottom of tho diseasq someM.rnos it was merP-ly
a bad case of disillusionment or a sudden recoenizing of the fact that life is not
all roses,

Women could better afford such spells than men; tnars often melted the

ironfetters of the disease and left the sufferer free to try another whack at
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life,

){ten wore not supposed to Gwear at Fidelity; tears in men's eyes were either

a sign of weakness or a very moving evidence of great agony- that even the hardhearted respected,
11 jim,.jamB:

Some of our neigh'!lors call.ad this same sad state of things the

colored folks often ci:,lled it the

11 dovm-yondcrs, 11

CRll it whatever

you will, it seems as real as most of the diseases that are listed as respectable
or even dangerous,
Some thirty or more years ago i.t, became fashionable to oal,1 this same affection
the

11 hoeby-jcobies, 11

of the newer drugs.
developed tho

That nam8 sounds strange• at least, almost as strange as
Children of people who had grown up subject to the

11 hceby-jecbies 11

s0me

11 all-ovl'i:ts 11

probably thinking that the dumb parents would never

l<!now the actual symptoms of -such a strange disease.

But Pa and Ma knE.w tm signs

and vrent on calling the trouble by its older name, and probably still do,
and Ma had outlived the timo when any actu,~l medicine was pre!lcribed.

But Pa

And now the

psychiatrist has arrived, with advice for all sorts of strange ills; he thrives
on people who had the all-overs, the dovm-yonders, and jim-jams, or the hccbyjeebics,

Most people have this ace-old disease, anyway, and most people dearly

love to take treatments of some sort,

Hence the consult,ing psychiastrist gc.·ts

pknty of trade, and the sufferers ofteo imagine themselves suffering froi;1 a modern
malady, m,v2r even suspected before the days of modern psychology,

But old-timers

like me knew thdt humanity is heir to the disease and always has been, since the
first man sat down and questioned the uni verse and himself,
Don't ask me1

I have a spell of the mcgrimB right now,

1ihat is the remedy?
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SKIN DEEP

Philosopher8 and r oformers often fool thens elves into believing that, once
people have accepted the:Lr idcts, then all old ideas will disappear.

Democracy

is largely in the pickle it now finds itself boc,:mse its proponents have assumed
that any fool will see the bcnrefits of our syskn and rcj<:et tho specious philosophies of th(, ultra-conservatives or the squally ultrn.-radicals.
people ought to do this, but I

&n

afraid they do not,

I suppose that

'Ne have assumed the sureness

of mon 1 s accoptanco of our democracy so much that wo have almost forgotten how to
toach the basis phases of it, assuminE that they are, like axioms in mrrthematics,
self-explanatory.

Arc they?

Meanwhile, the opponents of democracy are taking no

chances as to the acceptance of their smooth, slimy philosophy; they are indoctrinating the susceptible on all occasions, putting c.:itch words into their mouths,
armin1; them for any a.reument th,-,t democracy m.1y bring up.

In self-def once democracy

must resort to some indoctrination of its own, a much more sensible indoctrination,
I think, than tho opponents c,m create.

I find a very larEo percentc1ee of people

have made no effort to fortify their knowlcde,c of American ideas since their Eradcschool days and have, consequently, learned to snec,r at the rather childish history
of ,unerica as they lmrned it then.

Such people can sometimes b<' ca.sily warped

out of their natural respect for i,merica by some desicning propagandist who insinuatos that our conceptions of our ndtional philosophy should b8 laid away with
the childish f;iith in

!lil

actual Santa Claus th,,t comes down 9.n actu9.l chimney,

Right at this juncture we need to reinform ourselves as to our nation, its oritin,
its purpose, its philosophy, partly that we may know as grown-ups and partly that
we may be on guard against infil trc1tion of enemies of our land.
Our ace has been i:,alled over and over a scientific one; in general the term is
suitable, if by scientific we mean our liking for practicable uses of pure science.
Much of our acceptance of scie.ncc, though, is only skin deep:

we easily fall

back into tho pres-scientific when we find our holds slippini:;.

Vie want our re-

frigerators, our radios, our automobiles, our other ['. ,1dgets:

but wo fear the
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scientific philosophies that lie behind them•

In fact, we havo developed our

knowlegge of physical science so much f:J.ster than our knowledge of theory that
only a handful of actual scientists know some of the answers,
is still riding mentally in an ox wagon

3.

Tho mA.n on the street

nd would be scared to death if tho actual

theories of s cicnce should hit his wee head,
Ono of the disappointments in collEie teaching is that many students, even
some of those who malrn good grades, learn new, provod facts and theories and thop,
foaring the impact of uninformr,d public opinion back in their native Podunks,
drop back into tho self-satisfied philosophies of their izrado-school days,

Instead

of finding that education loads to a larger grasp of tho mysterie5, they come to
believe, like some, unlnttcrcd follow, th,t book-larnin' is daneerous,

AS a teacher

I have always rosented the implication that just bcine an educated person is the
same as saying that a person has lost faith in the simple things that w8re his
b0foro he took some degrees,

If you mGan that he will dinc-1rd some of the things

that he believed in his ignor,1ncc, I will agrerJ with you; but it you imply that
there is not a higher way torolvc our problems than merely by retreating to what
we used to know, then I am unal terablc: OJ>posod to your brand of reasoning,
scholarly people do go wrong, I will admit; how about the unscholarly?

Some

Knowledge

in i tsc lf docs not make or break peopln unls9s it is ui;ed rightly or wronely.

for

knowledee to be more than skin deep, more than n veneer, it must be u.scd sensibly;
only by that means do we rise above our own dead philosophies,

